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Chapter 1

Introduction

All around the world, you’ve got to spread the word

Tell them what you’ve heard

You’re gonna make a better day

– Oasis, “All around the world”

1.1 Motivation and Goals

The amount of computing power and storage space required by many applications is con-

stantly increasing. Grid computing addresses those needs by combining geographically-

distributed computing and storage resources into a single, powerful system [43]. A grid

typically consists of multiple sites, ranging from single machines to large clusters, lo-

cated around the world. During the last decade, many of these grids have been set

up [2, 12, 26, 27, 58].

The increased scale and heterogeneity inherent to grids provides a far more complex

execution environment than traditional supercomputers. A major problem for grid appli-

cations is how to communicate efficiently. In a more traditional computing environment

like a cluster or a supercomputer, compute nodes communicate over a regular, dedicated

network with constant, guaranteed performance. In a grid however, sites are connected

by the Internet, which has an irregular, asymmetric topology, where different links have

different speeds. Even worse, links are shared with numerous other Internet users, caus-

ing their performance to change over time. Efficient communication in such a diverse and

dynamic environment is hard.

This thesis focuses on a specific type of communication: one-to-many, also known

as multicast. Figure 1.1 depicts a multicast operation: one node, referred to as the root,

is transmitting data to multiple other nodes of a given group, like the processes of an

application. The ’special’ case in which data is transmitted to all nodes of a group is

usually referred to as broadcast.
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Figure 1.1: Multicast communication: data is transferred from one root node to multiple

other nodes.

Many grid applications use some form of multicast, and the amount of data that is

exchanged is often large. Some examples are:

Staging in parallel applications to compute nodes. This usually involves a transfer of

code, input data or even complete virtual machine images in which an application

is run [42, 55]. For example, BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) is a

widely used bio-informatics application to perform queries on DNA and protein

databases. Given a query sequence, its goal is to find the most similar sequence in

a large database. A significant fraction of the runtime can be spent in distributing

the database to compute nodes [100].

Exchanging data during a parallel run. Many tightly-coupled parallel grid applica-

tions use collective operations like MPI Bcast. When applied to large data struc-

tures, these operations easily become a performance bottleneck. An example are

N-body applications, in which the interaction of physical forces between many ob-

jects is simulated. These simulations are, amongst others, used in the fields of as-

trophysics, fluid dynamics and electrostatics. Parallel N-body simulations typically

broadcast (parts of) the body space during each iteration of the simulation [90],

which needs efficient multicasting.

Distribution of large amounts of raw data. Scientific environmental studies can easily

produce hundreds of gigabytes of data in a single run [129], and large scientific in-

struments generate nearly unlimited amounts of data. The Large Hadron Collider,

for example, is a particle accelerator and collider located at CERN. When opera-

tional at the end of 2008, it is estimated to produce tens of petabytes or raw data

per year [89]. Efficiently distributing all this data to multiple interested parties si-

multaneously is far from trivial. Another use case is the distribution of multimedia

data. For example, multimedia content analysis applications have to process huge

amounts of image and video data [107]. Using grids to store and analyze these

data becomes increasingly popular, and needs efficient multicast communication to

distribute it to storage and compute nodes. The distribution of video data is another

popular application.
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Applications like these require many compute nodes to tackle large problems. In grid

computing, these nodes are scattered over multiple, geographically-distributed clusters.

Grids typically consist of tens of clusters, with several hundreds of nodes each. In this

work, we will assume that the set of nodes used by a grid application remains stable

during a single run, i.e. there is no churn. However, different runs may use different sets

of nodes. All nodes are assumed to be cooperative, i.e. they can trust each other to work

together as a team.

We can distinguish two types of data that can be distributed in a multicast operation.

The first type is bulk data, which consist of some large amount of available data that has

to be transferred completely to multiple destinations. The second type is streaming multi-

cast, which distributes some continuous flow of data that is typically generated somewhere

(e.g. a video stream).

In this thesis, we only investigate the multicasting of bulk data. This is more common

in grid applications, in which the data resides in memory or on disk and is needed by all

nodes. The requirement here is that all nodes can store all data. Streaming applications,

on the other hand, usually show or process the incoming data immediately, and let nodes

store only a limited amount of data in a buffer. A simple implementation of streaming

multicast is to split the data stream into chunks that are each distributed as bulk data.

However, more advanced streaming applications usually employ some quality of service

(QoS), where each node can receive a different amount of the total data resulting in, for

example, different video quality. Applying quality of service to a multicast operation is

beyond the scope of this thesis.

The goal of this thesis is to determine how applications can efficiently multicast large

amounts of bulk data in a grid environment. The notion of efficient depends on the tar-

geted applications. We are interested in minimizing the overall completion time of a

multicast operation, from the moment the root node starts transmitting until the last re-

ceiver has got all data. This applies to many applications that cannot proceed until all

nodes have finished a multicast operation.

Alternative metrics are also possible. The Stable Broadcast approach [114], for ex-

ample, very specifically optimizes the individual throughput to nodes given a tree-shaped

underlying network. However, such a network is not very common in practice. Opti-

mizing individual throughput also assumes specific application semantics. Each node’s

execution must not depend on that of other nodes to benefit from the earlier receipt, and

each node must allow a background process to still relay data to other nodes while the

application continues. Our metric separates communication and execution completely,

and can therefore be applied to any application.

Since we focus on large data sets, we will report the performance of various multicast

algorithms using the notion of throughput. If a multicast algorithm distributes B bytes

in an overall completion time of S seconds, its throughput will be B
S

bytes per second.

Minimizing overall completion time is analogous to maximizing throughput.
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1.2 Overlay multicasting

Optimizing a multicast operation is essentially a routing problem: which data has to be

sent where in order to reach all other nodes as fast as possible? This problem can be

solved at various abstraction levels, with various consequences.

The lowest level to implement multicast is the network layer. Implementing it here

usually results in very good performance. An example is Ethernet, in which packets are

always automatically received by all nodes connected to the same physical network. In

one-to-one communication, nodes only use the packets that are addressed to them. If

a packet is sent to a special ’multicast’ address, all nodes listening to that address will

accept it. One-to-many communication in Ethernet has therefore no additional overhead

over one-to-one communication, which makes multicasting trivial and cheap.

Even if the network does not support multicast natively, it can sometimes be extended

on a low level to do so. An example is Myrinet, which does not support multicast directly.

However, Myrinet boards have programmable interfaces in which multicasting can be

implemented [124]. The routing is done by arranging all application nodes in a spanning

tree over which the data are sent.

Despite the high performance, implementing multicast at the network level has one

major drawback: communication is limited to the local network only. For grid applica-

tions, which run on multiple sites around the world, this will not work.

Grid sites are connected via the Internet, which is one huge packet-switched network

where routers forward packets to their destination based on their IP address. Multicasting

at this level has been implemented in the form of IP multicast [28], which uses specialized

routers that forward packets to possibly multiple destinations. Implementing multicast at

this level uses the links between routers optimally, since duplicate transmissions over the

same link can be avoided. Unfortunately, IP multicast has never been widely deployed

due to the lack of simple and scalable mechanisms for access control, security, address al-

location and network management [36]. It is still being used sporadically, but in practice,

it remains an attractive yet unavailable solution for grid applications.

To ensure the availability of global-scale multicasting, overlay multicasting became

popular. Overlay multicasting only uses point-to-point connections (e.g. TCP/IP) be-

tween grid application nodes; the interconnection network between the nodes does not

have to support any specific multicast functionality itself. The grid application nodes can

cooperate in any way to distribute the data via the point-to-point connections. Overlay

multicasting is completely controllable by the end user, which makes it very easy to de-

ploy. It is also the only multicast solution ubiquitously available to grid applications, and

therefore the only solution investigated in this thesis.

Another aspect of multicast communication is group management. Interested re-

ceivers should be able to become part of a certain group to which the root can send data. IP

multicast, for example, uses special IP addresses for groups of receivers. Overlay multi-

casting is performed by grid application nodes, and therefore requires an application-level

mechanism for group management. In this thesis, we will assume that the underlying run-

time system used by an application already provides a group management solution. In our

case, the runtime system is Ibis [123], which provides the Join-Elect-Leave model [39]

for group management.
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1.3 Dealing with Heterogeneity and Change

Overlay multicasting between grid application nodes is hard because the communication

speed between these nodes differs, and possibly changes over time. These differences

stem from the fact that grids are usually heterogeneous. Grid sites consist of different

types of machines, with different operating systems, CPUs, amounts of memory, hard-

disks, network cards, etc. These machines can be connected by all sorts of networks.

Some sites may be connected by a high-performance optical link, while other sites com-

municate through a busy Internet connection shared with numerous other users. All this

heterogeneity and change renders static multicast optimizations useless. An efficient mul-

ticast algorithm must be able to adapt to the current environmental conditions.

The completion time of large data transfers depends primarily on the throughput an

application can achieve across the interconnection network. This does not only depend on

the type of interconnection network, but also on the type of network cards in the end hosts,

the transport protocol and OS that are used, the background traffic etc. All these factors

contribute to the achievable bandwidth between any two hosts (this will be discussed

more extensively in Chapter 2).

The throughput of a multicast operation will always be limited by one or more band-

width bottlenecks. An optimal multicast algorithm uses the bottleneck bandwidth as ef-

ficiently as possible. Over the years, new technology has shifted some common bottle-

necks, but they never disappear. For example, the dawn of optical interconnects moves

the bandwidth bottleneck from the wide-area links to the local capacity of individual

nodes (much like widening highways puts more load on the entry points into cities). The

ever increasing available bandwidth will nevertheless be easily saturated by the increasing

bandwidth demand of many grid applications. The resulting rat race is similar to the race

between increasing CPU speed and the computational requirements of high-performance

applications.

In order to make decisions in a such a dynamic environment as a grid, a logical first

step is to know what is going on. For this reason, many tools and systems have been de-

veloped to monitor network performance. Once an application has some way of observing

the network performance between grid nodes, it can use these observations to determine

optimal overlay multicast solutions.

In this thesis, we will first use the measurements of an external network monitoring

system to express optimal multicast solutions. However, network performance can keep

on changing due to cross-traffic, even during the runtime of an overlay multicast opera-

tion. Monitoring information is therefore usually outdated, and often hard to translate to

application performance. Secondly, we will therefore investigate the feasibility of opti-

mizing high-throughput multicast communication without any monitoring information at

all. An important observation we will make is that in that case, the communication initia-

tive should be switched from senders to receivers, to avoid a combinatorial explosion of

routing options. Instead of the traditional sender-initiated approach, where nodes forward

packets to certain destination nodes, a receiver-initiated approach should be used in which

nodes explicitly request data from other nodes. Bandwidth fluctuations are thereby dealt

with directly, which results in much faster adaptivity. The independence of monitoring

information also makes receiver-initiated multicast very easy to deploy in practice.
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1.4 Contributions

This Ph. D. thesis presents a number of new ideas and findings, which can be summarized

as follows:

• We demonstrate that, with our TopoMon system [31], it is possible to get an over-

view of the router-level topology between nodes in a grid.

• We develop a simple network model that captures the throughput characteristics we

observed between grid sites.

• We show that, in our network model, finding the set of multicast trees with the high-

est throughput can be expressed as the solution of a linear programming problem.

• We show that the throughput of a multicast operation can be increased by reducing

self-induced congestion at the sender side.

• We show that the aggregate throughput of a multicast operation between clusters

can be increased by combining the bandwidth capacity of the wide-area network

interfaces of nodes in the same cluster.

• We show that with our Balanced Multicasting technique [32], we can optimize the

throughput of multicast operation between grid sites based on external monitoring

data.

• We evaluate the effectiveness of optimizing sender-based multicasting in the ab-

sence of a complete overview of the network performance between grid sites.

• We show that with our receiver-based multicast method MOB [30], we can reach

the same result as Balanced Multicasting without needing external monitoring data,

while being highly adaptive to bandwidth fluctuations.

• We show that our receiver-based multicast method Robber [29] automatically over-

comes bandwidth bottlenecks introduced by slow compute nodes and large envi-

ronments with heterogeneous network bandwidth.

• We prove the correctness of the MOB and Robber algorithms.

• We evaluate Balanced Multicasting, MOB and Robber in various emulated and real

grid network environments.

• We demonstrate the effectiveness of Robber in two applications (file distribution

and N-body simulation).
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1.5 Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 starts with background

material on observing network performance. Its purpose is to sketch what can be known

about network performance in general. It discusses various network characteristics and

how they can be measured and distributed to grid applications. It also covers our work on

TopoMon, a tool we developed to monitor grid network topology.

In Chapter 3 we analyze the problems of ’traditional’ sender-initiated approaches to

multicasting when applied in grids and Internet-based environments. We also devise our

network performance model that captures the bandwidth characteristics we observed be-

tween grid sites, and identify performance shortcomings of existing techniques to opti-

mize multicast communication. We use our network model as a basis for a novel tech-

nique called Balanced Multicasting that calculates optimal multicast trees using network

performance information discussed in Chapter 2. We describe the algorithm and its im-

plementation, and evaluate its performance by emulation and real-world experiments. We

also analyze the weaknesses of the approach, and briefly investigate other sender-initiated

alternatives.

Chapter 4 explores the possibilities of received-initiated multicast to overcome the

limitations of sender-initiated approaches. After describing related work, we create a new

multicast algorithm called MOB that optimizes the throughput of a multicast operation

between clusters. We describe MOB’s design and implementation in detail, and evalu-

ate its performance. We then develop MOB’s successor called Robber, which improves

throughput in certain heterogeneous environments by load-balancing work within a clus-

ter.

In Chapter 5 we demonstrate two example multicast applications: the distribution of

files, and a parallel N-body simulation. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Chapter 6.

Related work will be dealt with on a per-chapter basis, mostly in Chapters 2, 3, and 4.
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Chapter 2

Understanding

Network Performance

People always asking what’s the phenomenon

Yo what’s up, know what’s going on

– Beastie Boys, “Sounds of Science”

The overall completion time of a multicast operation depends primarily on the per-

formance of the interconnection network between application nodes. Ideally, the net-

work delivers a constant, guaranteed performance, as is the case in supercomputers and

clusters. Tailored multicast implementations can then make optimal use of the network.

However, grid applications face a far more challenging execution environment. They run

on many different types of clusters, and on multiple, geographically distributed sites si-

multaneously. The communication speed between application nodes can therefore vary

considerably, and a multicast method for grid applications must be able to cope with this.

Grid sites are connected by the Internet, which introduces all kinds of performance

limitations and fluctuations that are not present in dedicated local networks. Wide-area

communication is not always equally fast and reliable, and sometimes not even possible.

Many factors influence the speed with which data travels from one application node to

another. These include the physical media that transport the actual bits, the routing and

queuing in the wide-area network, cross-traffic on shared links, transport protocol limita-

tions and application-level processing of the data. The details of most of these bottlenecks

are not known to an application. Their existence is only revealed when data is transferred

and a certain efficiency is experienced.

To plan an efficient multicast strategy, a grid application must know the performance

characteristics of the interconnection network before it starts the actual multicast commu-

nication. It can then, for example, avoid using slow connections and make optimal use of

the fast ones. Fortunately, many software tools have been developed to measure the per-
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formance of network connections. Initially, these tools were mostly used by people that

tried to figure out why parts of their communication network performed in a certain way.

Later on, they have been applied more structurally as a basis for optimization decisions

and network visualizations. Network measurement tools measure one or a few properties

of a single connection. More recently, multiple network measurement tools have been

combined into network monitoring systems that continuously measure various network

performance characteristics between multiple sites. A grid application can then use the

information provided by these systems as input for a model that predicts communication

performance.

This chapter provides background information on what can be known about network

performance in general, and how this information can be used for high-throughput mul-

ticasting in grid applications. The outline is as follows. We start by defining some terms

and definitions in Section 2.1, since terminology for describing networks and their per-

formance aspects is often surprisingly ambiguous and vague. Section 2.2 discusses per-

formance issues introduced in the layers of the OSI reference model [115], and presents

various techniques to overcome them. Section 2.3 gives an overview of techniques used

by software tools to measure certain performance characteristics of the network. These

tools can be combined into larger network monitoring systems, which are described in

Section 2.4. In Section 2.5 we develop a model of the interconnection network be-

tween grid application nodes that captures the performance characteristics relevant to

high-throughput multicasting. We conclude our findings in Section 2.6.

2.1 Terms and definitions

Terminology related to network performance is often not very well-defined. Today’s com-

puter networks have evolved from different fields with different jargon: telecommunica-

tions, (inter)network people, and computer science. Each field developed it’s own dictio-

nary to describe more or less mean the same thing, but sometimes not. To avoid confusion,

this section describes an defines the terms used in the remainder of this thesis.

2.1.1 Network topology

A computer network consists of nodes that can communicate with each other via com-

munication channels. The communication can be divided in several abstract layers. Each

layer adds functionality to the layer below. In this chapter, we will use the layering from

a simplified version of the OSI reference model, as described in [115]. Table 2.1 summa-

rizes the functionality of the layers in this model.

The physical layer takes care of sending bits from one node to another. The bits are

sent through a transmission medium connecting the two nodes, like copper wire, optical

cable, a radio channel etc. The second layer is the data link layer, which is responsible

for dividing the bits in logical, error-free chunks called ’frames’. It also manages access

to broadcast channels. The network layer adds the ability to send messages to a node

via one or more other nodes, which introduces the need for addressing of nodes and

routing mechanisms. The transport layer adds the communication primitives used by
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Level Name Functionality

5 Application layer Application-specific

4 Transport layer Connection setup, reliability, flow control

3 Network layer Multi-hop routing and node addressing

2 Data link layer Framing, error detection/correction, access control

1 Physical layer Transporting bits from node to node

Table 2.1: Layers of the simplified OSI reference model and their scope

applications, and possibly other useful features like reliability and flow control. Finally,

the application layer implements services for users. In our case, the application will be

overlay multicasting.

The functionality of each OSI layer is implemented in a protocol. The set of protocols

used by a certain node is called its protocol stack. The glue that holds the Internet together

is that every node uses the Internet Protocol (IP) in the network layer.

Data sent from one node to another may pass several intermediate store-and-forward

nodes along the way. These nodes run only a part of the protocol stack, typically for the

lowest two or three layers (which is why they are called ’layer 2’ and ’layer 3’ nodes).

Layer 3 nodes are generally called routers. Each of these intermediate nodes can be seen

as having an incoming interface, an outgoing interface, and their protocol stacks. The

ordered list of links from node 1 to node n forms the path over which data travels from a

source node to a destination node. A link is then defined as the outgoing interface of node

i (1 ≤ i < n), the incoming interface of node i+1 and the transmission medium between

them, as shown in Figure 2.1 [105].

Figure 2.1: One link in a network path

Links are sometimes also called hops. A hoplist is the ordered list of nodes in a path.

Network nodes running application code (’layer 4+ nodes’) are usually called hosts. A

path of layer 3 nodes between two hosts is usually called an end-to-end path. A ’link’

between two hosts is called a connection. Hosts can also act as intermediate store-and-
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forward nodes at application level, e.g. to distribute multicast data. Such a network on

top of another network is called an overlay network. Many network terms reappear at the

overlay level (e.g. overlay links, overlay paths etc.).

The topology of a network describes its layout consisting of nodes and links. Network

topology is usually represented as a graph, in which vertices represent network nodes and

edges represent links. Graphs can express various aspects of a network. Two common

usages are:

1. Visualization of the network to humans. Nodes and links can either be represented

at their physical location, or the graph can just reflect the logical structure of the

network. The Cooperative Association for Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA) [14]

has created several tools that visualize parts of the Internet. Many figures in this

thesis are also simple network visualizations.

2. Prediction of communication performance. The edges of the graph are then anno-

tated with one ore more characteristics of the links they represent. The effective

network view approach [108], for example, composes a functional graph of the

network that captures the performance observed by application nodes.

The network model we will develop in Section 2.5 is another example of a functional

representation of network topology. We will use this model in subsequent chapters to

predict the performance of overlay multicasting between grid application nodes.

2.1.2 Characteristics

Various standard organizations have proposed different sets of terms related to network

performance. We will mainly use the terminology proposed by the Network Measurement

Working Group of the Global Grid Forum1 [78]:

• A network characteristic is “an intrinsic property of a portion of the network that

is related to the performance and reliability of the network.”

• A measurement methodology is “a technique for recording or estimating a charac-

teristic.”

• An observation is “an instance of output from a measurement.”

In other words: a characteristic is what is measured, a measurement methodology is

how it is measured, and an observation is the measured value, quantity or other type of

information itself. The following network characteristics will be used in this thesis:

1In 2006, the Global Grid Forum (GGF) merged with the Enterprise Grid Alliance (EGA) into the Open

Grid Forum (OGF). Throughout this document, we will therefore refer to this organization as OGF, except for

documents that were published before 2006.
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One-way delay is the time it takes for a packet to travel from source to destination. More

precisely, it is defined in RFC 2679 as the elapsed time between sending the first

bit of a packet from the source, and receiving the last bit of that packet at the

destination. One-way delay is also called latency.

Round-trip time is the one-way delay from node a to node b, plus the one-way delay

from node b to node a. It is abbreviated as RTT.

Bandwidth capacity is the maximum amount of data per time unit a link or path can

carry, when there is no competing traffic.

Utilization is the aggregate capacity being consumed on a link or path. In general, ap-

plications are only interested in their own traffic. All other traffic is then referred to

as cross-traffic.

Available bandwidth is the maximum amount of data per time unit that a link or path

can provide, given the current utilization.

Achievable bandwidth is the maximum amount of data per time unit that a link or path

can provide to an application, given the current utilization, the protocol and oper-

ating system used, and the end-host performance capability. Achievable bandwidth

is also called throughput.

By definition, utilization + available bandwidth = bandwidth capacity. All charac-

teristics except achievable bandwidth can be observed at any layer of the OSI reference

model. For example, both an end-to-end path and a link between two routers have a cer-

tain bandwidth capacity. The difference between available bandwidth A and achievable

bandwidth T is that the latter also incorporates the performance effects of layers 4 and 5

of the OSI model at the source and destination host of an end-to-end path. The absolute

difference between A and T depends entirely on the path. For example, limitations in the

transport protocol may cause A > T . However, a very aggressive transport protocol may

generate so much traffic that cross-traffic is affected, and A < T . Affecting cross-traffic is

unavoidable if a link in a path is completely saturated (i.e. A = 0).

Figure 2.2: Pipe model with fluid traffic of a network path consisting of three links
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The bandwidth capacity of a path is determined by the link with the minimum band-

width capacity it contains, called the narrow link [98]. Similarly, the available bandwidth

of a path is determined by the link with the minimum available bandwidth it contains,

called the tight link [98]. The narrow link and tight link are not necessarily the same.

Figure 2.2 shows an example network path consisting of three links. Each link is rep-

resented as a pipe, whose height represents its bandwidth capacity. The traffic carried by

each link is depicted as stream of fluid, whose height represents the utilization of the link.

In this example, the minimum link capacity C3 determines the end-to-end capacity, while

the minimum available bandwidth A1 determines the end-to-end available bandwidth.

2.1.3 Units

Bandwidth is expressed as an amount of data per time unit. Time is measured in seconds,

possibly combined with SI prefixes (like ’milli’ and ’nano’) to denote fractions of a sec-

ond. Amounts of data are expressed in bits or bytes, possibly prefixed with ’kilo’, ’mega’,

’giga’, and ’tera’ to denote multiples of bits and bytes.

Unfortunately, different conventions exist for SI prefixes describing amounts of digital

data [115]. The bandwidth capacity of network equipment is commonly expressed in

powers of 10, which is the ’normal’ convention also used for other quantities like time

and energy. A kilobit (Kbit) is 103 bits, a megabit (Mbit) is 106 bits and a gigabit (Gbit)

is 109 bits. Computer scientists, on the other hand, are used to the ’binary interpretation’

of SI prefixes. A kilobyte in the computer world is 210 bytes, a megabyte is 220 bytes, and

a gigabyte is 230 bytes. This difference usually creates much confusion when describing

network characteristics.2

The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) has attempted to clarify mat-

ters by introducing special binary prefixes, resulting in the exotic names kibibyte (KiB),

mebibyte (MiB) and gibibyte (GiB) [57]. However, these names are not yet widely known

nor used. In this thesis, we will therefore exclusively use the binary interpretation of SI

prefixes for amounts of bytes, and the conventional interpretation for amounts of bits.

Table 2.2 summarizes the amount of bytes represented by the units used in this thesis.

Unit Symbol Amount of bytes

kilobyte KB 210

megabyte MB 220

gigabyte GB 230

kilobit Kbit (103)/8

megabit Mbit (106)/8

gigabit Gbit (109)/8

Table 2.2: Units used in this thesis, and the amount of bytes they represent

2The confusion around the binary interpretation of SI prefixes is also used as a marketing trick. Disk capacity

is then specified in prefixes with their normal meaning, which most people interpret as binary prefixes. The

perceived capacity of a 1 TB disk is thereby increased by 10%.
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2.2 Bandwidth bottlenecks

Each layer of the OSI model shown in Table 2.1 influences the achievable bandwidth ob-

served by grid applications. In this section, we will identify the most common bandwidth

bottlenecks in each layer.

2.2.1 Physical layer

The bandwidth capacity of the transmission medium determines the upper bandwidth

limit of all higher communication layers. The two main techniques to transport bits be-

tween network nodes are electricity and electromagnetic waves (e.g. light, radio signals

or infrared).

Electrons flow through a conductor, for which mainly copper wire is used. The most

commonly used electric wired technology is probably Ethernet. Many varieties of Ether-

net exist, and provide a bandwidth capacity from 10 Mbit/s to 10 Gbit/s. Nodes within a

cluster or supercomputer often use a special dedicated wired electrical interconnect like

Myrinet or Infiniband, which provide a bandwidth capacity up to several gigabits per

seconds.

Optical networking uses light signals flowing through wire made of glass. Optical

networking is becoming more and more common, especially in backbone connections

and high-performance grid environments. Compared to electrical signals, light signals

experience less loss and can be modulated at higher rates. Light also propagates with less

attenuation, which makes it possible to cover long distances with only a few repeaters

that reincrease the signal strength. The practical bandwidth limit in optical networking is

caused by technical difficulties in translating electrical signals into light signals and back.

Currently, 10 Gbit/s optical Ethernet links have been deployed and 100 Gbit/s Ethernet is

being developed.

Wireless networking uses radio or infrared signals. It is mostly used in LANs to pro-

vide easy network access to mobile users, but remote controls and satellite WAN links also

fall in this category. The bandwidth capacity of a wireless signal depends on its wave-

length [115]. IEEE 802.11n wireless LAN, for example, provides a bandwidth capacity

of up to 600 Mbit/s.

2.2.2 Data link layer

The data link layer splits the bits transferred via layer 1 into frames. Identifying these

frames requires some additional meta-data, which reduces the ’wire speed’ available at

layer 1. The data link layer is also responsible for correcting any transmission errors,

caused by e.g. electrical spikes or objects moving between a wireless sender and receiver.

Transmission errors can be partially rectified by error correction codes, which add more

meta-data and therefore lower the bandwidth capacity further. Errors can also result in

the retransmission of frames, which lowers the capacity even more. Transmission errors

are much less common in optical fiber, which contributes to the high throughput that is

possible with optical networking.
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2.2.3 Network layer

The network layer transfers packets from source to destination, possibly via multiple

router nodes. Routers can favor certain protocols over others, e.g. prioritize TCP over

ICMP or UDP. Using different protocols on the same end-to-end connection can there-

fore result in different achievable bandwidth.

Each link in an end-to-end path can have different characteristics. Routers usually

have multiple incoming and outgoing links. All incoming packets destined for the same

outgoing link compete for the bandwidth capacity of that link. We will call such a link

a shared link. Routers queue a certain amount of packets at each outgoing link. If the

total incoming data rate is larger than the outgoing link capacity, however, packets will

eventually be dropped. This situation is called congestion. The flow control mechanism

of the transport protocol will then slow down the sending rate at the source host. This

effect, where a congested link decreases the utilization of previous links in a path, is

called backpressure.

The most commonly applied packet handling technique in routers is a variety of fair

queuing [115]. In fair queuing, a router classifies all incoming packets into flows. A flow

consists of all packets that belong to the same end-to-end connection (i.e. all packets that

have the same source and destination IP address and port number). With the size of a flow

we will mean its utilization of a link or path. Fair queuing serves all flows in a round-robin

fashion to prevent a misbehaving flow from claiming an ’unfair’ part of the capacity of

an outgoing link of a router. Fair queuing leads to max-min fairness [53]: each flow gets

an equal share of the total bandwidth capacity of an outgoing link, unless it requires less.

The bandwidth left by the smaller flows is then recursively divided among the remaining

larger flows.

(a) Router with three incoming

links and one outgoing link, all with

bandwidth capacity 10.

(b) Initial utilization of three in-

coming flows.

(c) Utilization of the flows af-

ter applying fair queuing on

the outgoing link.

Figure 2.3: The backpressure effect of fair queuing

Figure 2.3 shows an example of fair queuing. The circle-shaped router in Figure 2.3(a)

has three incoming links and one outgoing link, all with bandwidth capacity 10. Fig-

ure 2.3(b) shows three incoming data flows to that router that must be forwarded to the

outgoing link. The total size of the three flows is 2 + 4 + 6 = 12, causing congestion on

the outgoing link. Since the router forwards the data in each flow using fair queuing,

backpressure will decrease the size of one of the flows from 6 to 4. Figure 2.3(c) shows

how all three flows then fit again on the outgoing link.
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A consequence of fair queuing is that the impact of a new flow on the size of other

flows depends partially on the total number of flows over a link. The more flows a link

already carries, the less impact a new flow will have on the size of the existing ones. For

example, adding an extra flow to a link that already carries 100 flows decreases the size

of the existing flows by less than 1%. Yet if a link is completely saturated by only one

flow, adding an second flow may decrease the size of the first one by 50%. We will use

this observation in our network model, described in Section 2.5.

2.2.4 Transport layer

The transport layer can add several protocol-related limitations to the achievable band-

width of an end-to-end connection. Applications should therefore avoid using a protocol

that seriously hampers their performance.

The most widely used layer 4 protocol is TCP, which features connection-oriented

communication, reliability and flow control. TCP is an advanced sliding window protocol

with a variable window size. It uses a window of ws bytes at the sender side, and wr

bytes at the receiver side. A sender may transmit ws bytes before it has to wait for an

acknowledgment from the receiver. The receiver can receive up to wr bytes, and can

acknowledge (series of) received bytes to the sender. A receiver also advertises its free

window space to the sender, which uses this information to determine the optimal amount

of bytes to send next. The TCP header uses a 16 bits field to denote the advertised window

size, which limits the maximum window size to 64 KB. TCP extensions like window

scaling [62] use a variable bit shift of this field to the left, allowing the advertisement of

windows up to 2030 bytes. Most modern operating systems support this extension.

To use the full available bandwidth of an end-to-end path, a source node s must keep

on sending during the time data travels to the destination node d, and d’s acknowledgment

travels back to s. By that time, the amount of bytes sent by s is at least the bandwidth-

delay product (BDP), which depends on the available bandwidth A and round-trip time

RT T from s to d:

BDP = A ·RTT (2.1)

Unfortunately, most operating systems limit the maximum TCP window size wmax to

a fixed value in order to limit the memory usage of TCP connections. If the minimum of

wmax(s) and wmax(d) is less than BDP, the achievable bandwidth of a TCP connection

between s and d will be at most min(wmax(s),wmax(d))/RT T .

This problem is highly noticeable on operating systems with a small maximum win-

dow size and on end-to-end paths with a high round-trip time. For example, a TCP con-

nection over a path with an available bandwidth of 10 MB/s and an RTT of 200 ms needs

a window of at least 2 MB to sustain full throughput. With a maximum window size of

64 KB, the throughput will be limited to 320 KB/s.

To overcome the practical limitations of a single TCP connection, people started to

multiplex data over multiple, parallel TCP connections [51, 110]. Moreover, using mul-

tiple parallel TCP connections has been shown to reduce the impact of packet loss on a

single connection, to which TCP reacts rather slowly [52]. Even on optical connections,
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which experience little loss, using multiple TCP streams helps to dampen the negative

effect of inaccurate timers, buffering by the network interface and missed interrupts at

the end hosts [6]. Parallel TCP streams are also incorporated in the GridFTP protocol

proposed by the GridFTP Working Group of the Global Grid Forum [1].

A drawback of this approach is that it is up to the application to determine the right

amount of parallel TCP connections to use. Too few connections do not fully utilize the

available bandwidth, but too many connections create overhead and can be unfair to other

flows. Choosing the right number of parallel streams is hard, especially since it may

change over time [82].

Instead of increasing the TCP window size, the ’network logistics’ approach tries

to decrease the round-trip time between hosts by smart application-level routing [111].

Based on external network measurements, it constructs a high-throughput path from a

source to a destination host via several intermediate depots that forward the data. If the

RTT between depots is smaller than the RTT of the original end-to-end path, the resulting

application-level path will provide a higher achievable bandwidth than the direct route in

the network layer.

Another approach is to use UDP instead of TCP. Optical fiber connections, for ex-

ample, usually exhibit so little packet loss that it makes sense to assume that all data

sent is always received, unless the receiver tells otherwise. Using UDP can then bypass

TCP’s relatively expensive reliability control. The UDT protocol, for example, provides

a socket-like interface on top of UDP [50]. It implements reliability by sending acknowl-

edgments back at a fixed rate, and sending negative acknowledgments for lost packets.

The acknowledgment overhead remains therefore constant for higher data rates. However,

the drawback of such UDP-based protocols is that they are not ubiquitously available.

Parallel TCP streams are an example of downward multiplexing [115], a common

approach to increase the effective throughput of a rate-limited connection. The data to

sent is then split among a number of parallel connections, which increases the effective

bandwidth to the sum of the bandwidth of the individual connections. Another example

of downward multiplexing is MuniSocket [88], a layer on top of TCP that transparently

divides data between multiple network interface cards (NICs) in the same host. Ideally,

the achievable data rate can thereby be increased to the sum of the achievable data rates

of all NICs. Such an optimization is useful when the individual NICs are the overall

bandwidth bottleneck (e.g. a FastEthernet card connected to a gigabit link).

2.2.5 Application layer

Even when all lower layers are highly optimized, the application code running at the hosts

can still decrease the effective end-to-end achievable bandwidth significantly. Common

bottlenecks are:

Serialization of primitive types and data structures to raw bytes that can be sent over the

network, and deserializing them at the receiver side.

Copying of data in memory to and from messages. Ideally, a communication layer offers

zero-copy transfer of application buffers.
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Message size used by the application. Sending many small messages will generate a

large amount of protocol overhead. However, when application nodes forward re-

ceived messages to each other (a common scenario in multicast communication),

sending large messages may result in bad pipelining performance. The optimal

message size to use may require some experimentation by the application program-

mer.

CPU speed may limit the achievable bandwidth. For example, if an application takes a

long time to process each incoming message, the incoming data rate decreases and

the end-to-end achievable bandwidth drops. Compressing data is therefore often not

beneficial: the computational cost of the compression algorithm is generally higher

than the bandwidth gained by the decreased data volume [33]. The achievable

bandwidth can also drop if a machine is time-shared with many other users, or runs

CPU-intensive background jobs.

2.3 Measurement methodologies

A plethora of software tools exist that measure one of more of the network characteristics

described in Section 2.1.2. This section will first describe some of their general properties.

Second, we will give an overview of the most common measurement methodologies,

organized by the characteristic they measure. We will also mention some of the tools that

use each methodology.

2.3.1 General properties

Measurement methodologies fall in two categories: active and passive. Active measure-

ments inject probe data into the network. Passive measurements only observe the existing

traffic without any interference.

The intrusiveness of a measurement methodology expresses to what extent its usage

affects the existing network traffic. Intrusiveness can be quantified as a percentage I of

the bandwidth capacity C of the path that is being measured: [105]

I =
Brun

trun

·
1

C
·100% (2.2)

In this equation, Brun is the total amount of probing bytes generated by a measurement

tool that ran for trun seconds. Tools that generate a lot of probing data are more intrusive

than those who do not. The longer a tool takes to run, the more data it can send to be

equally intrusive. However, a longer running time also make a tool less practical.

Due to their low intrusiveness, passive measurements are preferable. The Simple

Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [16], for example, sometimes provides access

to link-level capacity of network switches. However, grid application typically run in

multiple administrative domains and are not allowed to access such information, leaving

them with active measurements as the only viable alternative.
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Active measurements require some cooperation from network nodes in the environ-

ment. We can distinguish three levels of cooperation: none, standard and strong [105]. No

cooperation only requires a node to forward packets, e.g. a router. Standard cooperation

requires that a node responds to standard protocol demands, e.g. ICMP echo packets, TCP

ACK packets or an HTTP webserver response. Strong cooperation requires non-standard

software running at a node, e.g. an instance of a measurement tool running at both the

source and destination host of an end-to-end path.

2.3.2 Delay

Measuring round-trip time is relatively easy. Measuring one-way delay is surprisingly

hard because it requires synchronized clocks on the sending and receiving node. Applica-

tions therefore usually approximate the one-way delay by halving the measured round-trip

time. This approximation assumes that the routes in both directions are symmetric, which

is not necessarily true.

The most well-known program to measure the round-trip time to another machine is

probably ping [87], which times ICMP echo packets. According to RFC 1122 [28] and

RFC 1812 [9], hosts and routers must reply to an ICMP echo request. In practice, hosts

often silently discard them. Routers also commonly give lower priority to ICMP packets,

which may result in overestimated delay values [79].

Another approach is to time the initial handshake of a TCP connection [65]. The time

between sending a SYN packet and receiving an ACK packet also yields the round-trip

time. This method has the advantage that TCP packets are usually not dropped by hosts

or routers.

Both ICMP and TCP can be used to measure round-trip time using standard coop-

eration of the environment. Alternatively, two application nodes can simply ping-pong

a small packet to measure the RTT. This approach is followed by the Network Weather

Service [128] and Delphoi [82].

2.3.3 Hoplist

The list of routers on an end-to-end path can be determined by cleverly using the time-to-

live (TTL) field in IP packets. The TTL field contains an integer number that is decreased

on each layer-3 hop that forwards the packet. The packet is discarded when the TTL

becomes zero, which is a simple and effective way to prevent IP packets from wandering

around the network forever in case of routing loops. RFC792 [95] prescribes that a router

that drops a packet this way may send an ICMP ’time exceeded’ message back to the

sender, thereby revealing its identity.

The traceroute tool uses this standard cooperation of routers by sending ICMP ’echo’

or UDP packets with an increasing TTL to a destination host. Each nth router in the path

will hopefully reply with an ICMP ’time exceeded’ message for packets with TTL = n.

By increasing the TTL until the destination host replies, a hoplist can be created of all

intermediate routers in an end-to-end path.
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2.3.4 Bandwidth capacity

Bandwidth capacity can be measured either end-to-end or per-link, using different mea-

surement methodologies. End-to-end capacity can be measured with the packet dispersion

technique, while per-link capacity can be measured using the variable packet size (VPS)

and tailgating techniques.

Packet dispersion

The bandwidth capacity of an end-to-end path can be measured using the packet disper-

sion technique. The basic idea is to send two or more packets directly after each other,

and observe the space added between them due to bandwidth constraints along the path.

Such a series of probing packets is called a packet train. A packet train of length two is

called a packet pair. The dispersion of a packet train is the time between the last bit of

the first and last packet in the train.

Figure 2.4: Packet pair dispersion before and after a router

Figure 2.4 shows the dispersion of a packet pair entering and leaving a router. On the

incoming link i with capacity C(i), the dispersion is d(i). The router queues the packets

and transmits them on the outgoing link i + 1 of capacity C(i + 1), causing a dispersion

of d(i+1). If each packet has size P, the dispersion d(1) on the first link from the source

host to the first router in the path will be P/C(1). The following relation then holds for

all n links in the path:

d(i+1) = max

(

d(i),
P

C(i+1)

)

(2.3)

The dispersion d(n) measured at by destination host is then

d(n) = max
i=1...n

(

P

C(i)

)

=
P

mini=1...n C(i)
=

P

C
(2.4)

where C is the end-to-end capacity of the path. The destination host can therefore

estimate the path capacity as C = P/d(n).
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Bprobe [15] uses the packet pair technique to measure the end-to-end capacity. It

uses ICMP echo packets of various size, and times the arrival of the ICMP reply packets.

ICMP packets are often treated specially by routers [79], which influences the measure-

ment results of bprobe. Sprobe [104] sends TCP SYN packets to an unused port at the

destination host, which then returns TCP RST packets. By timing the dispersion of the

RST packets, an end-to-end capacity estimation can be made.

The packet pair technique assumes there is no cross-traffic on the path, which is not

very realistic. If a router transmits cross-traffic packets between the packet pair, the dis-

persion can increase beyond d(n) causing an underestimation of the path capacity. If

cross-traffic delays the first packet more than the second one, the dispersion decreases

which leads to an overestimation of the path capacity. Many statistical techniques have

been developed to filter out the effects of cross-traffic in packet pair measurements, but the

relative merits and drawbacks of these approaches remain an active research topic [98].

One approach to increase robustness is to observe the dispersion d(n) of a packet train

of T packets, which can be used to calculate the dispersion rate R of a path:

R =
(T −1)P

d(n)
(2.5)

However, when there is additional cross traffic on a path, the dispersion rate can be

significantly lower than the bandwidth capacity. Although longer packet trains result in

a more robust value of R, the likelihood of interference also increases. As a result, R

usually lies somewhere between the available bandwidth and the bandwidth capacity of a

path [37,98]. Using only packet pairs therefore results in better estimates of the bandwidth

capacity.

The Pathrate tool [37] measures end-to-end capacity using two phases. The first phase

uses many packet pairs of various sizes. The distribution of these capacity measurements

will have several local modes, i.e. how often a certain capacity value was measured. The

second phase uses packets trains to discover the dispersion rate R of the path. The end-to-

end capacity is then estimated as the strongest local mode in the distribution of the packet

pair measurements that is larger than R.

Variable packet size

The variable packet size (VPS) technique measures per-link capacity. It was developed in

the pathchar [61] tool, and is also used in derivatives like pchar [83] and clink [38]. The

technique is based on the traceroute tool, where each hop in a path is discovered via ICMP

packets with a fixed TTL. VPS sends multiple of these probing packets with various sizes

to each hop and times their RTTs. It assumes that three factors contribute to each RTT:

the delay of the links, the capacity of the links, and the queuing delay in the routers. VPS

assumes that at least one probing packet of each size, including the ICMP reply it triggers,

does not experience any queuing delays. These RTTs therefore only depend on the delay

and capacity of the links up to each hop.
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Figure 2.5: Least-squares linear fit of minimum RTTs of probing packets to the first hop

in the path from a host in Amsterdam to host in Delft

More specifically, the round-trip time RT T (P, i) of a packet of size P to hop i is as-

sumed to be:

RT T (P, i) = D+
i

∑
k=1

P

C(k)
= D+(S(i) ·L) (2.6)

where C(k) is the bandwidth capacity of hop k, D is the time caused by the delays of

all links to hop i, and S(i) is the slope of the minimum RTT of 0probing packets to hop i

against their size P:

S(i) =
i

∑
k=1

1

C(k)
(2.7)

Figure 2.5 visualizes S(i) for the first link in a path from a host in Amsterdam to a host

in Delft3. The linear fit of the minimum RTTs approximates S(i) as 0.000137214 ms/byte,

which results in an estimated link bandwidth capacity of 6.95 MB/s.

3Both hosts were part of the DAS-2 system. More information about the DAS-2 can be found in Sec-

tion 3.2.3, page 58.
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The bandwidth capacity of any link i in a path can then be calculated by subtracting

the slope of the previous link i− 1 from the slope of link i. The estimated capacity C(i)
of link i is therefore:

C(i) =
1

S(i)−S(i−1)
(2.8)

Unfortunately, VPS significantly underestimates the bandwidth capacity of a link if it

contains one or more layer-2 forwarding devices (like switches) [97]. These devices do

add capacity-related delay to the RTT of the probing packets, but do not reveal themselves

via ICMP ’time exceeded’ replies. Cross-traffic can also add additional queuing delay,

which is assumed to be zero in the minimum RTT. In practice, the accuracy of VPS

measurements is therefore not very high [105].

Tailgating

The tailgating technique extends VPS by using packet pairs of variable size to probe the

per-link capacity [74]. The technique consists of two phases. In the first phase, VPS-like

probing of the end-to-end path (not the individual links) is used to discover the end-to-end

bandwidth capacity and RTT. In the second phase, the capacity of each link i is probed by

sending special packet pairs. The first packet of each pair is large (1500 bytes), and has

its TTL set to i. The second ’tailgater’ packet is as small as possible (40 bytes) and does

not have a restricted TTL. The technique assumes that at link i, the tailgater packets gets

queued directly after the large one. Compared to the probe packets in phase 1, the large

packet now adds additional queuing time to the tailgater packet. This difference is used to

calculate the capacity of link i. The tailgating technique is implemented in the Nettimer

tool [75].

An advantage of tailgating is that is does not rely on (timely) ICMP ’time exceeded’

responses of routers, which are often delayed or rate-limited [79]. However, it does re-

quire software running an both ends of a path. A practical problem of the tailgating

technique is that it is not able to discover the capacity of a link that is 1500/40 = 37.5
times as fast as the previous one in the path. In that case, the large packet will always be

processed before the tailgater arrives [105].

2.3.5 Available bandwidth

The first tool that attempted to estimate end-to-end available bandwidth was cprobe [15],

which measures the dispersion of a packet train of eight large packets. However, as ex-

plained in Section 2.3.4, this technique measures the dispersion rate rather than the avail-

able bandwidth.

The end-to-end available bandwidth A can be measured using the principle of self-

induced congestion. This technique is the basis of several measurement methodologies,

including trains of packet pairs, self-loading periodic streams and packet chirps. Each of
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these methodologies sends multiple packet pairs to the destination host, and measures the

changes in dispersion. Initially, each packet pair has a certain dispersion d. If the packets

have size P, the probing rate R of each packet pair is (2 ·P)/d. If R ≤ A, the dispersion

of each packet pair will not change. If R > A, the dispersion measured at the destination

will increase due to the additional queuing delay before the tight link.

The various measurement methodologies differ in which packet pairs they send and

how they interpret the changes in dispersion. The trains of packet pairs (TOPP) tech-

nique [85] sends many packet pairs with the same dispersion after each other, which is

called a train. The dispersion in successive trains is increased linearly, until the disper-

sion starts to increase. The probing rate at that point is then an estimate of the available

bandwidth.

The self-loading periodic streams (SLoPS) methodology is very similar to the TOPP

technique. It mainly tries to achieve the same accuracy while being less intrusive. Instead

of decreasing the dispersion linearly, SLoPS uses binary search to match the probing rate

to the available bandwidth. It also uses a different statistical analysis of the measurements

than TOPP does. SLoPS is implemented in the Pathload tool [63].

A drawback of SLoPS is that is requires strong cooperation of the destination host.

The abget tool [5] relaxes this requirement to standard cooperation from an HTTP web

server. Abget measures the reverse available bandwidth from a destination web server to

the measuring source host by downloading a file from the web server. The underlying

methodology is SLoPS, but instead of observing the dispersion of probe packets at the

destination host, it times the dispersion of downloaded data packets. Abget advertises a

TCP window of the maximum segment size P. Furthermore, is sends fake ACK packets

back to the server at the desired probing rate R before the acknowledged data is actually

received. As as result, the server is forced to send TCP packets of size P at rate R to

the client. The source can then observe the difference between the dispersion of incom-

ing data packets and the dispersion of outgoing ACK packets to estimate the available

bandwidth from destination to source.

PathChirp [101] uses special packet trains called chirps. A normal packet train uses

a fixed dispersion between all packets. In a packet chirp, the dispersion between suc-

cessive packets decreases exponentially. As a result, a single packet chirp covers a large

spectrum of probing rates. Using a packet train instead of packet pairs also has the ad-

vantage that delay correlation information can be used to filter out increases in disper-

sion caused by small bursts of cross-traffic. By combining the information of several

chirps, PathChirp can make a reliable estimate of the available bandwidth. Compared to

Pathload, PathChirp provides more accurate estimates using fewer probing packets.

It is also possible to determine which of the n links in a path is the tight link (i.e. the

link with the least available bandwidth) by combining packet chirps with the tailgating

technique. In a packet-tailgating chirp, each packet in a normal chirp is replaced by a

tailgating packet pair: a large packet with a restricted TTL i directly followed by a small

packet with normal TTL. The destination host can observe the dispersion of the tailgater

packets to determine the available bandwidth A(i) of the sub-path from the source host

up to link i. If A(i) < A(i− 1), it knows that link i is ’thinner’ than the previous one.

The tight link is the last thin link in the path. This hybrid measurement methodology is

implemented in the STAB tool [102].
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2.3.6 Achievable bandwidth

The most straightforward and accurate way to measure the achievable bandwidth of a path

is to measure how long it takes to send a large amount of data from the source host to the

destination host. If done by the grid application itself, all additional effects of layer 4 and

5 (described in Sections 2.2.4 and 2.2.5) are incorporated in the measurement. The main

drawback of this approach is its high intrusiveness, since a reasonable amount of data has

to be transferred to get a good estimate.

The iperf tool [59] is a standalone application that measures achievable bandwidth

by sending a large amount of data. To really flood the network, iperf can setup multiple

parallel TCP connections to overcome TCP window size limitations, or use UDP instead

of TCP.

The Network Weather Service [128] measures achievable bandwidth by sending an

active probe from source to destination. The default probe size is 64 KB, which may not

be enough to fully open the TCP window on high-throughput links.

Another approach to measure achievable bandwidth is to emulate TCP using UDP

or ICMP packets, which emulates the behavior of layer 4 in layer 5. Both data and ac-

knowledgment packets are then generated by the measurement tool, which also takes care

of emulating the ’standard’ TCP congestion control algorithm. Both the Tron and Cap

tools [3] implement TCP emulation. This approach is particularly useful for analyzing

the TCP protocol, e.g. to evaluate a new congestion control algorithm for TCP without

requiring a customized TCP stack. It is less useful for observing the achievable band-

width, which by definition depends on the quirks and bottlenecks in the transport protocol

of the source and destination host. Emulating TCP does not say much about the TCP

performance offered by an operating system to an application.

2.4 Network monitoring

Network measurement tools observe characteristics of a single network path or link at

a time. Grid applications, on the other hand, are usually interested in observations of a

larger part of the network, e.g. all paths between a number of hosts. Such ’overview’

information can then be used to, for example, select the best replica location [82], or in

our case: the optimization of multicast communication. Since many applications in the

same grid are probably interested in the same characteristics, it makes sense to measure

them once with a separate system and distribute them to interested parties. Such a moni-

toring system reduces the measurement overhead for both the measured resources and the

measurement software.

In this section, we will first discuss the general functionality that can be provided

by a monitoring system. We will then describe five example monitoring systems: the

Grid Monitoring Architecture (GMA), the Network Weather Service, Delphoi, Remos,

TopoMon, and CAIDA’s topology measurement tools. Table 2.3 summarizes the function-

ality provided by each of these monitoring systems.
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Monitoring System Coordination Distribution Interpretation

Grid Monitoring Architecture X

Network Weather Service X X X

Delphoi X X X

REMOS X X X

TopoMon X X

CAIDA’s topology tools X X

Table 2.3: Functionality provided by various monitoring systems

2.4.1 Functionality of monitoring systems

A monitoring system provides information about a set of resources to interested parties. In

our case, the interested parties are grid applications that want to obtain network measure-

ment information. Most monitoring systems also collect information about host charac-

teristics (e.g. CPU load and available memory). A notable example of a system that only

monitors host characteristics is Ganglia [84], which is designed for the scalable monitor-

ing of multiple clusters. In the remainder of this section, however, we will only focus at

the monitoring of network characteristics.

A monitoring system usually measures certain characteristics using dedicated tools,

e.g. the network measurement tools discussed in Section 2.3. The job of the monitoring

system is to automate the execution of these tools. In general, a monitoring system can

provide the following functionality:

• The coordination of measurements.

• The distribution of observations to interested parties.

• High-level interpretation of the observations.

Coordination includes both the scheduling of repeated measurements, and the setup of

measurements between multiple hosts. For example, if a network characteristic is mea-

sured with a tool that requires strong cooperation, the monitoring system has to ensure

that an instance of the tool is running at the right moment at both ends of the network

path. Also, when active measurements are used to measure network characteristics, the

probing traffic of multiple concurrent observations may interfere. Depending on the mea-

surement methodology, such interference can lead to significant measurement errors [44].

A monitoring system has to prevent such interference from happening.

Once measurements are carefully coordinated and a characteristic has been observed,

the observations have to be distributed to interested parties. The observations can be,

for example, stored in stable storage somewhere, sent directly to interested parties, or

announced using a publish/subscribe system. The chosen solution largely determines the
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scalability of the monitoring system. The distribution infrastructure also determines how

interested parties can obtain the observations. An application may want to query the

system once in a while (e.g. “which link from this host to these other hosts has the most

available bandwidth?”), or receive a constant stream of monitoring data about a set of

resources.

Sometimes a monitoring system can combine multiple observations into higher-level

information. Examples are the prediction of future resource performance based on obser-

vations in the past, deriving high-level information like the optimal TCP window size and

number of parallel TCP streams, and reasoning about network topology.

2.4.2 Grid Monitoring Architecture

The Grid Monitoring Architecture (GMA) [117], specified by the Global Grid Forum,

defines the overall architecture of a monitoring system. The GMA only covers the distri-

bution of observations: other functionality is left to actual implementations. The GMA

defines three basic components:

Directory Service: the central access point for consumers to discover and understand the

characteristics of the available information in a grid. Producers publish and update

this information to reflect the system state.

Producer: makes performance data available to (possibly multiple) consumers. Con-

sumers can either subscribe themselves to a producer’s data or query a producer

explicitly. Consumers can subscribe to a subset of the produced data by specifying

the kind of data they are interested in. A producer can also initiate such a subscrip-

tion or query itself. The latter only works if the consumer accepts this action from

the producer. An example in which the latter is useful is an ’archive’ consumer that

stores all the events in the system.

Consumer: receives performance data by subscribing to (possibly multiple) producers,

or querying producers explicitly. Consumers can also accept certain producer-

initiated subscriptions or queries.

Performance data is sent in events, of which a separate meta-description is stored in

the directory service. The GMA also defines compound consumer/producer components.

Such components gather data from other producers, do something interesting with it (e.g.

generate derived performance data such as mean values, predict future values, filter events

etc.) and produce the resulting data.

Producers are not necessarily the processes that are actively measuring characteristics:

that is typically done by separate processes called sensors. Sensors communicate with a

producer, which uses the data collected by the sensors to generate events.
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2.4.3 Network Weather Service

The Network Weather Service (NWS) [128] is a distributed system that periodically mea-

sures characteristics of resources (i.e. hosts and network paths). These measurements are

used as input to numerical models to generate forecasts of the resource’s performance for

a given time frame. The NWS consists of four kinds of components:

Name Server: the central contact point for other processes that want to find each other.

Registrations follow the LDAP model, and leases are used to deal with expired

registrations.

Sensor: measures one or more characteristics of the host it runs on, and stores these

measurements in a memory process. Sensors cooperate with each other to measure

the round-trip time and achievable bandwidth of the paths between hosts, using

techniques described in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.6.

Memory: stores measurements in a persistent way. Memories are usually co-located

with sensors to minimizes communication overhead.

Forecaster: uses data in memories to generate short-term forecasts.

The NWS architecture closely resembles that of the GMA: the name server acts as

the directory service, the memory is a producer and the forecaster is a compound con-

sumer/producer. Coordination of measurements in done within groups of sensors called

cliques. All sensors in the same clique take turns to measure network characteristics to

all other members of the clique. A token protocol is used inside a clique to ensure mutual

exclusion of measurements and prevent the collision of probing traffic.

Cliques can also be organized hierarchically to improve scalability [112]. Each clique

then has a representative host who participates in a higher-level clique. Network measure-

ments between two representative hosts are used as approximations of the characteristics

between hosts in their respective cliques.

The NWS interprets its observations to provide forecasts of characteristics. These

forecasts are based on time series: the previous N observations are used to predict the

next observation in the future. The token protocol within a clique focuses on ensuring a

constant measurement periodicity to improve the accuracy of the forecasts [44].

2.4.4 Delphoi

Delphoi [82] is a monitoring system developed as part of the GridLab project [2]. It

consists of the following components:

Delphoi: the central service through which applications obtain information. Delphoi

provides a socket interface to send queries to. Higher-level query interfaces (e.g. a

web service and Java interface) are built on top of this socket interface.

Pythia: the process running on each monitored host. Delphoi knows all Pythias, and

forwards queries to them. Each Pythia measures characteristics of its host, and

network paths between its host and other hosts. Observations are stored locally.
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Module: a process used by a Pythia to perform a measurement. Each module either im-

plements the measurement methodology itself (e.g. to measure the round-trip time

between hosts) or executes an external application. Delphoi uses several modules

that execute Pathrate to measure bandwidth capacity, PathChirp to measure avail-

able bandwidth, and TopoMon’s topology sensor to obtain hoplists.

Coordination of measurements is handled by the Pythias. Each Pythia tries to obtain

a certain measurement frequency, and initiates new measurements itself. Pythias can

contact each other to schedule measurements that require strong cooperation, e.g. running

Pathrate and PathChirp. Each module is only allowed to participate in one experiment at

the time to prevent collisions. A module remembers all destinations that were busy, and

retries them later. It will keep retrying until it managed to perform all the measurements,

or the frequency interval has expired and all destinations must be re-measured.

The Pythias maintain a history of observations, which allows Delphoi to answer

queries about observations in the past. The NWS forecasting libraries are used to predict

observations in the future. Delphoi can also combine multiple characteristics to provide

specific, high-level information tailored to use cases in the Gridlab project. For exam-

ple, Delphoi predicts the optimal number of parallel TCP streams to use between two

hosts based on the maximum TCP window sizes of both hosts and the round-trip time and

bandwidth capacity between the hosts.

2.4.5 Remos

The Remos system [49] uses its own measurements to answer flow-related queries from

applications. The system consists of the following components:

Collector: a process that obtains network measurements via several sensors. Remos dis-

tinguishes three types of collectors. Local collectors passively monitor LAN per-

formance using SNMP queries. Global collectors actively measure network perfor-

mance between LANs. Master collectors act as combined consumer/producers and

aggregate the observations of a number of local and global collectors.

Modeler: a library that exports the Remos API through Java and C interfaces.

Predictor: responsible for turning a measurement history into a prediction of future be-

havior. The system uses the RPS toolkit [35] for the predictions.

The Remos API provides information about logical network topology and flows. The

topology of the network is reduced to endpoints (application nodes) and switches. The lat-

ter can either be ’real’ switches (e.g. layer-2 switches and routers), or ’logical’ switches

(e.g. a shared Ethernet segment). Flows are application-level, unicast connections be-

tween hosts. Remos distinguishes fixed flows, which require a specific amount of band-

width, and variable flows which share all available bandwidth among each other. An ap-

plication can provide a set of flow descriptions, for which Remos then predicts the most

likely size given the current network conditions. Remos assumes the network applies

max-min fairness for bandwidth sharing [53].
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Figure 2.6: The architecture of TopoMon

2.4.6 TopoMon

Our TopoMon tool [31] is a monitoring system that combines network measurements and

topology information between N hosts. Figure 2.6 shows the architecture of TopoMon,

which follows the GMA. All components are implemented in Java, and events are dis-

tributed as XML descriptions. TopoMon relies on the NWS to measure the achievable

bandwidth between the N hosts. An NWS producer gathers the observations from the

NWS memories and forecasters and publishes them in XML format. Each host also runs

a topology sensor that uses traceroute (on Linux) or tracert (on Windows) to discover

the hoplist of the paths to all N − 1 other hosts, and the one-way delay of all links in

each path. These tools only require standard cooperation from routers and hosts, so there

is no need for special coordination of these measurements. All hoplist observations are

gathered by a TopoProducer. A consumer process run by an application obtains network

measurements from the NWS producer and hoplists from the TopoProducer.

TopoMon combines all N ·(N−1) hoplists in a router-level graph of the network. The

links in the graph can be annotated with their estimated one-way delay and achievable

bandwidth. The achievable bandwidth of each link is conservatively estimated as the

maximum of the achievable bandwidth of all paths that use that link. The size of the

graph is reduced by compacting chains of links that only appear in a single path into one

link. Figure 2.7 shows an example of a router-level graph between four hosts (depicted as

grey boxes), and the estimated achievable bandwidth per link.

TopoMon enables an application to discover links that are shared by two distinct paths

a→ b and c→ d between hosts a, b, c, and d. Simultaneous transmissions over both paths

may collide on such shared links, which may cause applications to obtain lower network

performance than predicted by the NWS. Such collisions are especially likely in high-

throughput multicasting, where many hosts may concurrently transmit large amounts of

data to each other.
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Figure 2.7: Topology and achievable link bandwidth (in Mbit/s) between four hosts, as

derived by TopoMon

2.4.7 CAIDA’s macroscopic topology measurements

CAIDA [14] has developed several tools to monitor the topology of the entire Internet.

In the Skitter project [56], a number of globally distributed, dedicated machines discov-

ered the router-level paths to many destinations using traceroute-like measurements. The

resulting data was used to investigate IP-level connectivity and macroscopic topology

changes, as well as input for various visualizations.

As the Skitter project evolved, various other tools were added and integrated. For

example, the iffinder tool [56] can find out which IP interfaces belong to the same router.

Scamper [80] replaced the original Skitter measurement program as a more flexible route

discovery tool that supports both ICMP, UDP and TCP-based probes, as well as ping and

IPv6. More recently, the Skitter infrastructure was replaced by Archipelago [8], which

features more efficient parallel probing and a tuple space to communicate the coordination

of measurements.
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2.5 Network model

In this section, we will develop a model of the network between grid sites that captures the

various performance bottlenecks encountered by a high-throughput multicast operation.

This model will be used in the next chapters to optimize the performance of multicast

communication. We use the term site to refer to one or more hosts in a grid located at the

same geographical location. We will first create a model in which each site consists of

just a single host, connected to a wide-area network. We will then extend our model to

sites that are clusters of hosts.

2.5.1 Individual hosts

Our network performance model is built according to our goal: minimizing the overall

completion time of sending a large amount of data from one host to all other hosts of

a system. As we focus on large data volumes, the optimization problem is dominated

by network bandwidth. We will assume that the layer-4 protocol is not a bandwidth

bottleneck itself (e.g. TCP window size limitations are already resolved, as discussed in

Section 2.2.4).

Traffic between hosts at different sites will be routed over the Internet. With more than

two sites, the router-level topology between all hosts can contain links that are shared by

multiple routes between sites. The TopoMon tool can be used to discover such shared

links. In high-throughput multicasting, large flows are sent between multiple hosts simul-

taneously. We want to avoid self-induced congestion: flows generated by the same mul-

ticast operation should not limit each other’s throughput by overloading a shared link in

the network. However, Section 2.2.3 already described that most routers implement some

variety of fair queuing. Hence, self-induced congestion is mainly noticeable on links that

carry very little flows, and on links with a small bandwidth capacity. These types of links

are far more common at the start and end of a router-level path between hosts. The links

in the middle are usually Internet backbone links, which carry many flows and provide

sufficient bandwidth. While these links can limit the end-to-end achievable bandwidth,

direct sharing effects between multiple flows will be hardly noticeable there. With the

advent of dedicated, optical wide-area connections, this property will be enforced even

more. The links at the ends, on the other hand, usually carry much fewer flows and have a

lower bandwidth capacity. These access links often become a bottleneck on which sharing

effects are very prominent [71]. We will refer to the bandwidth capacity of these access

links as local capacity. The local capacity is usually limited by either the network inter-

face of a host (e.g., a FastEthernet card, connected to a gigabit network), or by its access

link to the Internet.

The aforementioned observations lead to the network model illustrated in Figure 2.8.

Squares represent hosts, and arrows represent two unidirectional links (one in each direc-

tion) with a certain bandwidth. An arrow connected to a host represents its access link

to the Internet, the other arrows symbolize the WAN links. The circles can be seen as

the nodes in the network where multiple outgoing and incoming streams from and to each

host diverge and converge, respectively. These are typically the border routers, connecting
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Figure 2.8: Network model with individual hosts

a site to the Internet. Data sent from host a to host b always travels through the outgoing

access link of a, the WAN link a → b and the incoming access link of b.

For local access links, our model is recording the local bandwidth capacity; for WAN

paths it is recording the achievable bandwidth. For the actual bandwidth values, our net-

work model relies on data from an external network monitoring system, like the Network

Weather Service or Delphoi. We assume that the bandwidth of both the WAN paths and

the local access links is independent in both directions: data sent from a to b does not share

bandwidth with data sent from b to a. Furthermore, the bandwidth in both directions can

be different. This model corresponds to both Internet WAN paths and full-duplex network

cards, which are commonly used in grids. Wireless LAN and other bus-related networks

do not have this property, but these technologies are rarely used in grid computing.

All flows sent from host a share the outgoing local capacity of a. Similarly, all flows

sent to host b share the incoming local capacity of b. The throughput from a to b can be

limited by the achievable bandwidth of the wide-are link from a to b. However, the model

gives each pair of hosts a different wide-area link, since flows between different pairs of

hosts will not affect each other’s throughput on the WAN. For example, flows from a to b

will not affect flows from c to d.

2.5.2 Cluster computers

Grid sites are often clusters of hosts, or super computers, with fast local communication

capabilities over a separate, high-speed network. Between sites, either regular network

interfaces and the Internet or specialized, optical high-performance links are used. This

setup creates additional potential bandwidth bottlenecks. First, with enough wide-area

bandwidth available, the capacity bottleneck between clusters is easily determined by the

individual wide-area network interfaces of the cluster nodes. An example of such an

architecture was the DAS-2 system [26], in which nodes with a 100 Mbit FastEthernet

card were connected to a gigabit wide-area network. Second, the access link of a cluster

to the WAN (i.e. the first few hops to the Internet) will be shared by all connections from

and to that cluster. With many nodes per cluster, the shared access link can also become

an overall bandwidth bottleneck.
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Figure 2.9: Network model with clusters

To incorporate the bandwidth bottlenecks mentioned above, we extend our network

model to include clusters of hosts, as illustrated in Figure 2.9. Hosts are represented by

squares, and grouped together in clusters. The meaning of arrows and circles remains

the same as in the previous network model. Hosts in the same cluster can communicate

directly via high-speed local links (e.g. Myrinet or Infiniband). Data sent between hosts

in different clusters is subjected to several bandwidth bottlenecks with various sharing

effects. For example, data sent from host a0 in cluster A to host b0 in cluster B is subjected

to:

1. The outgoing local capacity of host a0, which is shared with all other data sent by

host a0.

2. The outgoing local capacity of cluster A, which is shared with all other data sent by

hosts in cluster A.

3. The achievable bandwidth from cluster A to cluster B, which is shared with all data

sent from hosts in cluster A to hosts in cluster B.

4. The incoming local capacity of cluster B, which is shared with all data sent to hosts

in cluster B.

5. The incoming local capacity of host b0, which is shared with all data sent to b0.
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Essentially, each host in the previous network model is now expanded to a cluster of

nodes. A site that consists of only a single host can still be expressed with a cluster of one

node.

Our network model captures the common bandwidth bottlenecks we observed in var-

ious grid sites. Still, it assumes that many other possible bandwidth bottlenecks are either

not present or dealt with separately. Sharing effects on the fast local network, for ex-

ample, are assumed to be either unimportant (because the WAN is much slower than the

local network anyway) or avoided by a clever local interconnection setup. Sharing effects

inside individual nodes, e.g. between multiple NICs or on a slow bus, are not taken into

account either. Such bottlenecks should not be solved on the application level, but by

improving the system software or buying faster hardware.

2.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have investigated throughput-related network performance limitations

and how much a grid application can know about them. In high-throughput multicas-

ting, large data volumes are sent between application nodes. The throughput of such

large streams can be decreased or limited on all layers of the OSI model. Some of these

limitations are simply given facts for an application, like the capacity of the physical

connections between nodes or the cross traffic on wide-area links. The impact of other

limitations can be easily be minimized, e.g. efficient application code that minimizes the

overhead of serialization and copying. Interestingly, some limitations can also be (par-

tially) circumvented by an application given enough knowledge about the network. We

have therefore created a simple network model that captures the bottlenecks relevant for

high-throughput communication between grid nodes.

The achievable bandwidth between grid sites can vary considerably due to network

heterogeneity, cross-traffic on wide-area links and capabilities of the end hosts. While a

grid application cannot do much about these individual bottlenecks, it can anticipate good

and bad routes and adapt its communication accordingly. Our network model therefore

incorporates the achievable bandwidth between all grid sites used by an application.

Our network model does not explicitly incorporate the delay between grid sites. Any

delay-based throughput limitations are caused by a feedback-loop, like TCP’s sliding win-

dow protocol. Such bottlenecks can be circumvented by using multiple connections in

parallel (e.g. multiple TCP streams) or using a different protocol (e.g. one based on

UDP). Our network model assumes that the transport protocol in use is already optimized

and not hampered by any delay-related bottlenecks.

The wide-area paths between grid sites can contain shared links that are used by multi-

ple application streams simultaneously. A grid application could create its own bandwidth

bottlenecks by generating self-induced congestion on such links. However, most routers

apply some form of fair queuing. Consequently, the more flows a link already carries, the

smaller the impact of an additional flow will be. Links in the middle of end-to-end paths

are usually part of a backbone that is over-provisioned and carries many flows. On the

other hand, links at the beginning and the end of paths are much more susceptible to self-

induced congestion, since their capacity is mainly utilized by the flows of the application.
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Since a high-throughput multicast operation will likely generate many large streams, it is

important to take these possible ’local capacity’ bottlenecks into account. Our network

model distinguishes two kinds of local capacity bottlenecks: the NIC of cluster nodes,

and the access link with which a site is connected to the backbone.

Our network model relies on an external network monitoring system for the actual

bandwidth values. Several of such monitoring systems have been built successfully and

demonstrated in practice. These systems often rely on sophisticated network measure-

ment tools that perform the actual measurements.

A grid application can use our network model to anticipate and understand the perfor-

mance of large data transfers. In the coming chapters, we will use the model as a basis

for the optimization of high-throughput multicast communication.
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Chapter 3

Sender-initiated Multicast

You ask me where the hell I’m going

At a thousand feet per second

Hey man slow down, slow down

Idiot slow down, slow down

– Radiohead, “The Tourist”

High-throughput multicasting between grid application nodes poses a routing prob-

lem: how should the nodes exchange data such that, at the end, all nodes have received all

data as fast as possible? In general, each node sends data to one or more other nodes. The

root node sends data it received from the application, the other nodes forward data they

receive from each other. We will call this approach sender-initiated, because the senders

of data determine how the data is routed.

The key question in sender-initiated multicast is which nodes should send which data

to which other nodes. A common approach is to arrange all nodes in a multicast tree,

which is a specification of how data is routed over the nodes. Each node receives data

from its parent in the tree, and forwards the data to all its children.

When the network between application nodes has a constant, guaranteed performance,

nodes can always use the same optimal tree shape. However, the throughput of point-to-

point connections between grid application nodes can vary considerably, as discussed in

Chapter 2. This heterogeneity can have a huge impact on the effectiveness of a multicast

tree. For example, when one of the connections in a multicast tree is much slower than the

others, this ’bottleneck connection’ will limit the throughput of a multicast operation over

this tree. To anticipate such bottlenecks, a multicast implementation has to be ’network-

aware’: it has to adapt to the current network situation and circumvent bottlenecks.

Chapter 2 described several network monitoring systems, which continuously mea-

sure network characteristics between grid sites and provide this information to applica-
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tions. An application can use this information to determine the optimal multicast trees

for the current network situation. However, it is important that such trees are computed

online, just before the application starts a multicast operation, since any offline computed

trees will not be up to date. This online computation should also be done very quickly,

because all time spent in computing is essentially slowing down the multicast operation

that is being optimized.

In this chapter, we will first use information about both achievable bandwidth and

bandwidth capacity to construct optimal multicast trees between grid application nodes.

The created trees efficiently utilize the available bandwidth between nodes, while not

oversubscribing the bandwidth capacities. Our technique achieves this by employing

application-level traffic shaping to build multiple, concurrently used, balanced trees. The

resulting multicast trees are computed quickly at runtime and are optimized for through-

put. We will call this technique Balanced Multicasting.

In the second part of this chapter, we will explore a sender-initiated multicast approach

that does not rely on an accurate global map of the network. Instead, it dynamically

routes data between nodes based on backpressure from the network. While this adaptive

multicasting approach will turn out to be infeasible, designing it will provide valuable

insights in the limitations of the sender-initiated approach in general.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 3.1, we discuss

issues of sender-initiated multicasting in grids, as well as existing approaches and back-

ground information needed to understand Balanced Multicasting. Section 3.2 describes

the Balanced Multicasting algorithm and its implementation, and evaluates its perfor-

mance. In Section 3.3 we discuss the limitations of Balanced Multicasting, and design an

alternative, the adaptive multicasting approach. Section 3.4 concludes.

3.1 Background and Related Work

Before presenting Balanced Multicasting, we first discuss more traditional approaches

to multicasting in grids and Internet-based environments. We also identify performance

shortcomings of existing, optimizing multicasting techniques and provide background

information that is required to understand the Balanced Multicasting algorithm.

3.1.1 Overlay multicasting

Multicasting across the Internet started with the development of IP multicast, which uses

specialized routers to forward packets. Since IP multicast was never widely deployed,

overlay multicasting became popular, in which only the end hosts play an active role.

Overlay multicasting is also investigated within the high-performance networking com-

munity of the Open Grid Forum [47].

Several centralized and distributed algorithms have been proposed to find a single

high-throughput overlay multicast tree. In Overcast [64], for example, nodes dynamically

construct an overlay multicast tree optimized for bandwidth. Each node periodically mea-
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sures the bandwidth to all its siblings, parent, and grandparent in the current tree using

10 KB active probes, and changes its position in the tree if this improves the overall band-

width. M-RTP [23] constructs a multicast tree from a set of unicast Real-time Transport

Protocol (RTP) streams, based on a graph model of the network. The approach in [71]

creates an overlay multicast tree that gradually maximizes the average throughput to each

node, based on a network model that only considers the local capacity of nodes to be a

bandwidth bottleneck. Each of these methods uses different techniques and assumptions

to optimize a single multicast tree. However, in the next section we will see that using

multiple trees simultaneously often yields much better throughput.

A related topic is the overlay multicast of media streams, in which it is possible for

hosts to only receive part of the data (which results in, for instance, lower video quality).

In [25,71], a single multicast tree is used for this purpose. SplitStream [17] uses multiple

trees to do distribute streaming media in a peer-to-peer context. Depending on the band-

width each host is willing to donate, the hosts receive a certain amount of the total data

stream. The maximum throughput is thus limited to the bandwidth the stream requires.

In contrast, our goal is to use the maximum amount of bandwidth the hosts and networks

can deliver.

3.1.2 Optimization of multicast trees

Optimization of multicast communication has been studied extensively within the context

of message passing systems and their collective operations. The most basic approach to

multicasting is to ignore network information altogether and send directly from the root

host to all others. This approach is for example used in the Ibis project [123] to implement

one-to-many communication over TCP.

As an improvement we can let certain hosts forward received data to other hosts.

All hosts can then be arranged in a directed spanning tree over which the data are sent.

Sending directly to all hosts means using a flat tree, which is just one of many possible

multicast trees. Figure 3.1 shows various other commonly used multicast trees: a chain, a

binary tree, and a binomial tree.

MagPIe [70] is a library of MPI collective communication operations that are opti-

mized for wide-area systems. MagPIe splits a multicast into two layers: a binomial tree

within a cluster, and a flat tree between clusters. Such a flat tree multicast will put a high

load on the outgoing local capacity of the root node, which will often become the overall

bandwidth bottleneck. The MPICH-G2 MPI library [66] builds a multi-layer multicast to

distinguish wide-area, LAN and local communication.

As a further improvement for large data sets, the data should be split into small mes-

sages that are forwarded by the intermediate hosts as soon as they are received. This

creates a high-throughput pipeline from the root to each leaf in the tree [68].

The problem with this approach is to find the optimal spanning tree. If the bandwidth

between all hosts is homogeneous, we can use a fixed tree shape like a chain or bino-

mial tree, which is often used within clusters [125]. As a first optimization for hetero-

geneous networks, we can take the achievable bandwidth between all hosts into account.

Figure 3.2(a) shows an example network of three hosts (x, y, and z) and the achievable
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bandwidth between them. For simplicity of the example, the achievable bandwidth be-

tween all host pairs is the same in both directions. The throughput of a multicast tree

is now determined by the link with the least achievable bandwidth it uses. Maximizing

this bottleneck bandwidth can be done by using a variant of Prim’s algorithm [99], which

yields the maximum bottleneck tree [23, 113, 133]. The maximum bottleneck tree for our

example network is shown in Figure 3.2(b) and has a throughput of 8.

However, this maximum bottleneck tree is not necessarily optimal because each host

also has a certain local capacity. These local capacities are also incorporated in our net-

work model introduced in Section 2.5.1. A forwarding host should send data to all its

n children at a rate at least equal to the overall multicast throughput t. If its outgoing

local capacity is less than n · t, it cannot fulfill this condition and the actual multicast

throughput will be less than expected. Unfortunately, taking this into account generates

an NP-complete problem: assuming all links have an achievable bandwidth of either 0 or

1 and each local capacity is also 1, then finding the optimal multicast tree is equivalent to

finding a Hamiltonian path in the graph, which is known to be NP-complete [67].

(a) Flat tree (b) Chain

(c) Binary tree (d) Binomial tree

Figure 3.1: Common static multicast tree shapes
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(a) Network example

(b) Maximum bottleneck tree (c) Multiple FPFR trees

Figure 3.2: Network example only considering achievable bandwidth between hosts

Multiple trees

A single multicast tree will often not use all the bandwidth available between hosts. In

many cases, the overall throughput can be increased by using multiple multicast trees

simultaneously. Each tree will then transfer only a part of the total data. This approach is

taken in the Fast Parallel File Replication (FPFR) tool [60].

FPFR repeatedly uses depth-first search to find a tree spanning all hosts. For each

tree, its bottleneck bandwidth is “reserved” on all links used in the tree. Links with no

bandwidth left can no longer be used for new trees. The search for trees continues until

no more trees spanning all hosts can be found. The file is then multicast in fixed-size

chunks using all trees found. Figure 3.2(c) shows the trees FPFR would create in the

example network shown in Figure 3.2(a). The three trees have a combined throughput of

12, which is a substantial improvement over using a single maximum bottleneck tree with

a throughput of 8.

The problem of maximizing the throughput of a set of overlay multicast trees has also

been explored theoretically. Finding the optimal solution can be expressed as a linear

programming problem, but the number of constraints grows exponentially with the num-

ber of hosts. Although, in theory, this can be reduced to a square number of constraints,

in practice finding the exact solution can be expensive [24]. Any real-time applicable

solution will therefore always have to rely on heuristics.
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The multiple tree approach in [11] uses linear programming to determine the maxi-

mum multicast throughput given the bandwidth of links between hosts, but requires a very

complicated algorithm to derive the set of multicast trees that would achieve that through-

put. Therefore, the linear programming solution is only used to optimize the throughput

of a single multicast tree.

Local capacity issues

FPFR has one major drawback: it does not take the local bandwidth capacity of hosts

into account. This is not a problem when using regular TCP streams, since standard TCP

implementations usually provide low throughput over long WAN paths. However, by

tuning TCP parameters and using multiple TCP streams in parallel, wide-area throughput

can be improved dramatically (as described in Section 2.2.4). As soon as these techniques

are applied to all WAN connections (which would be the first step to increase the overall

throughput of multicasting), the local capacity of a host can be saturated easily. The

throughput of FPFR multicast trees will then become less than expected.

We illustrate the problem with FPFR in the example network shown in Figure 3.3(a).

This network is a more detailed view of the one in Figure 3.2(a) including local capacity.

The network consists of three hosts, each connected to the network by their access line.

Routers connect access lines with the WAN. Access lines are annotated with their local

capacity, e.g. the capacity of the LAN. Wide-area connections are annotated with their

achievable bandwidth. For simplicity of the example, we assume all connections to be

symmetrical in both directions.

In this example, FPFR would create the three multicast trees shown in Figure 3.3(b),

with an assumed total throughput of 12. However, since all hosts have an incoming and

outgoing local capacity of 10, the outgoing local capacity of the root will become a bot-

tleneck. Since four data flows are sharing this local capacity without further coordination,

each of them will only get 25% of it. This results in a throughput of 2.5 per tree and a total

throughput of 7.5 instead of 12. Yet, when the local capacity would have been taken into

account, we could have created the trees shown in Figure 3.3(c), with a total throughput

of 9. Enforcing different shares of the outgoing capacity requires traffic-shaping at the

sender side, resulting in what we refer to as balanced multicast trees.
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(a) Network example

(b) FPFR multicast trees with total throughput of 7.5 instead of 12

(c) Balanced multicast trees with total throughput of 9

Figure 3.3: Example where FPFR overestimates the available bandwidth
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3.2 Balanced Multicasting

In this section, we present the algorithm to create balanced multicast trees. We first con-

sider the case of individual hosts before we extend the algorithm to cluster computers.

3.2.1 Algorithm

A set of balanced multicast trees can be computed using linear programming (LP). For an

exact solution, all possible multicast trees with their achievable bandwidth and the local

bandwidth capacities need to be translated to decision variables and constraints of the

linear program [24]. Figure 3.4 shows the translation of the example from Figure 3.3(a)

to an LP problem.

maximize: throughput = a+b+ c

subject to: a+2b+ c ≤ 10 a+b ≤ 10

a ≤ 10 b+ c ≤ 8

c ≤ 10 a ≤ 4

a+ c ≤ 10 c ≤ 4

b+ c ≤ 10

solution: a = 4, b = 1, c = 4

Figure 3.4: The network example in Figure 3.3(a) translated to a linear programming

problem

The three decision variables a, b, and c in Figure 3.4 represent the throughput of the

three multicast trees generated by FPFR (shown in Figure 3.3(b)). The objective is to

maximize the total throughput of these trees, i.e. maximize a + b + c. Each constraint in

the LP problem models a link in our network model (described in Section 2.5) that is used

by one or more trees. For example, the constraint a + 2b + c ≤ 10 models the outgoing

capacity of the root, which has to transfer one data stream of the first and third tree and

two data streams of the second tree.

In general, Balanced Multicasting considers T multicast trees. The objective function

of the LP problem is then to maximize the sum of T decision variables. Each link that

is used by one of more of these T trees will be converted to a constraint that models the

sharing effects on that link.

Solving the LP problem directly yields the optimal throughput per tree. A throughput

of zero would mean that a tree could be discarded. The solution for the example can be

seen in Figure 3.3(c).

The total number of different trees for n hosts is given by Cayley’s formula: nn−2 [18].

Considering all possible multicast trees in an LP problem is therefore computationally

infeasible, even for smaller numbers of hosts. For example, in the ’single host’ experiment
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in Section 3.2.3, exactly calculating the optimal set of multicast trees between 8 hosts

took about 20 minutes on a 1 GHz Pentium III. Obviously, an approximative solution is

required that reduces the linear program significantly. This can be achieved by selecting

only a small set of trees, hoping that their combinations will yield throughput results

close to the global optimum. For our algorithm, we have chosen to use the set of trees

generated by the FPFR heuristics as input to the linear program. FPFR in fact generates a

good starting point because of the following properties:

a) When the bottleneck is in the WAN (local bandwidth capacity is much larger than

achievable bandwidth), then FPFR generates the optimal set of trees.

b) The opposite case of the problem space is when all local bandwidth capacities and

achievable bandwidths of wide-area links are the same. Then, the bottleneck is the

local capacity that gets already filled by a single data stream. In this case, FPFR

generates a single, linear chain of hosts, which is also optimal.

c) In the cases in between a) and b) (capacity is somewhat larger than achievable

bandwidth), using FPFR’s depth-first-search heuristics tends to generate trees with

a low average fan out (or: out degree), which lowers the load on a potential capacity

bottleneck.

In our experiments described in Section 3.2.3, we used the set of trees found by FPFR

as input for Balanced Multicasting. Consequently, the linear program always took less

than one second (on a 1 GHz Pentium III) and resulted in a throughput that was often

close to optimal. We can now summarize our algorithm for computing balanced multicast

trees as follows:

1) Retrieve the performance monitoring data on achievable bandwidth and bandwidth

capacity between the group of hosts, e.g. from a monitoring system like Delphoi

[82].

2) Run the FPFR algorithm to generate an initial set of candidate trees, only based on

the achievable bandwidth information.

3) From the result of step 2, construct a linear program for maximizing the overall

throughput, which is the sum of the individual throughput values for all trees gen-

erated in step 2.

4) Solve the linear program, record the computed throughput values for all trees, and

remove those trees with zero throughput from the solution.

Unlike with other approaches (e.g., [11]), it is not necessary to construct trees from

the result of our linear program. This is because its input already consists of a set of

trees, computed by the FPFR algorithm. We merely use the result of the linear program

to determine the optimized send rate of each tree, enforced at runtime by means of traffic

shaping, performed by the root node of the multicast operation.
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(a) Network example

(b) FPFR multicast trees with total throughput of 6.6 instead of 20

(c) Balanced multicast trees with total throughput of 10

Figure 3.5: Example where FPFR generates too many trees
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Figure 3.5(a) shows a network example where FPFR generates too many trees. It

consists of four hosts (A, B, C, and D) that each have an incoming and outgoing local

capacity of 10. Host A acts as the root host of a multicast operation.

Figure 3.5(b) depicts the four multicast trees created by FPFR in this environment.

Each tree has an expected throughput of 5, resulting in a total throughput of 20. However,

these four trees together generate six data flows over A’s outgoing local capacity, causing

the throughput of each tree to drop to 10/6. The total throughput of FPFR is therefore be

4 · (10/6) ≈ 6.7, not 20.

Figure 3.5(c) shows the trees used by Balanced Multicasting. After applying LP,

Balanced Multicasting only retains two of the four trees generated by FPFR. The resulting

balanced trees have a total throughput of 10.

Cluster computers

So far, we only considered multicasting between individual hosts. Grid sites, on the other

hand, often consist of clusters of hosts, or supercomputers. Hosts in the same cluster can

usually communicate over a separate, high-speed network, while communication with the

outside world is done via separate network interfaces. Section 2.5.2 describes our network

model in this case.

With cluster of nodes, the network interfaces to the wide-area network can easily

become the overall bandwidth bottleneck of a multicast operation. However, such a bot-

tleneck can be overcome by dividing the multicast in three steps:

1) Send the data from the root host to all other hosts in its cluster over the fast, local

network.

2) Let some of those hosts forward parts of the data to the other clusters using their

wide-area network interfaces in parallel.

3) At each destination host, forward the data parts received from the WAN to all other

cluster nodes, again over the fast local network.

In the first and last step, we can use the optimal multicast method for the fast local

network. The wide-area multicasting can be optimized using Balanced Multicasting by

modeling every cluster as a single host. In this way, the local capacity of a cluster is

expanded from the capacity of a single network interface to the sum of the capacities of all

participating network interfaces, or to the capacity of the shared access link to the WAN,

whichever is less. By simply providing capacity information on cluster basis instead of

node basis, we can apply Balanced Multicasting to this case too.
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3.2.2 Implementation

We implemented Balanced Multicasting on top of Ibis, a Java-based grid programming

environment developed at the VU University Amsterdam. We will first give a short

overview of Ibis and some of its components and capabilities. Second, we will detail

the implementation of Balanced Multicasting itself.

Ibis

Ibis [123] is a Java-based platform for grid computing. The core component in Ibis is the

Ibis Portability Layer (IPL), which provides a clean interface to various types of com-

munication (one-to-one, many-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-many) and the tracking

of resources. The Ibis project produced several implementations of the IPL, and various

programming models on top of it. The second ’pillar’ of the Ibis project deals with easily

accessing grid resources and deploying applications [121]. In this thesis, we will only use

the ’communication pillar’ of Ibis.

Figure 3.6: Layers in Ibis

Figure 3.6 shows the general communication layers in Ibis. At the highest layer we

find grid applications, which can use the many programming models Ibis provides. These

programming models are all implemented on top of the IPL. Alternatively, applications

can use the IPL directly, which gives them less abstraction but more control over the

communication. All multicast methods in this thesis are programmed directly on top of

the IPL.
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Various implementations of the IPL exist. Most of them are built on a specific commu-

nication protocol. TcpIbis, for example, communicates through regular Java TCP sockets.

Instead, TcpIbis can also use the SmartSockets library [81], which we utilized extensively

in the experiments described in Chapter 4. For the experiments in this chapter we used

NetIbis [33], a very flexible Ibis implementation that can use multiple protocols simulta-

neously. This allowed us to do both fast local and wide-area communication. Within a

cluster, NetIbis can use GM to achieve very high throughput over Myrinet, while between

clusters it provides multiplexing of data across multiple, parallel TCP streams to boost

the achievable wide-area bandwidth.

Ibis’ elementary communication primitive is a unidirectional pipe, in which messages

are sent from a send port to a receive port. One send port connected to one receive port

provides simple one-to-one communication. A send port connected to multiple receive

ports expresses one-to-many communication. Connecting multiple send ports to the same

receive port results in many-to-one communication. Combining both gives many-to-many

communication.

Ibis assigns each send port and receive port a unique SendPortIdentifier and Receive-

PortIdentifier, respectively. Each running Ibis instance also has a unique IbisIdentifier.

All these identifiers can be located via the Ibis server, which acts as a central directory

service. The Ibis project provides both a centralized implementation of the server, and a

decentralized one using peer-to-peer technology.

All IbisIdentifiers together form the pool of running Ibises. Each running Ibis in-

stance is automatically informed of any changes in the pool using the Join-Elect-Leave

model [39].

Connection setup in Ibis consists of two steps. First, an application creates its send

ports and receive ports. Second, each send port sport is connected to the right receive

port(s) by calling one of the sport.connect() methods.

Once a send port sport is connected to one or more receive ports, an application can

call sport.newMessage() to create a WriteMessage object w. This object contains several

methods for writing data, including all Java primitive types, arrays of primitive types and

Java objects. All data written to w is serialized using Ibis’ high-performance I/O library,

and is sent to all receive ports that sport is connected to, using the underlying communica-

tion protocol. The Ibis implementation in use decides whether data is streamed directly,

or buffered for more efficient communication. An application can ensure that data has

actually been sent by calling w.flush() in between writes, or w.finish() after all data has

been written.

Ibis supports both synchronous and asynchronous receipt. Which type is used de-

pends on how a receive port is created. Synchronous receipt on a receive port rport is

done by calling the rport.receive() method, which returns a ReadMessage object. For

asynchronous receipt, an application specifies a MessageUpcall object u when creating

a receive port. Each incoming message will then trigger the u.upcall() method, which

receives the current ReadMessage object as parameter. A ReadMessage object r has

methods to read all data types that can be written to a WriteMessage object. The invari-

ant is that the reads must match the writes one by one. An application ends receiving by

calling r.finish(), or returning from the upcall method.
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Figure 3.7: Components in the Balanced Multicasting implementation

Balanced Multicasting components

The implementation of Balanced Multicasting consists of various components, which are

shown in Figure 3.7. These components can be divided in three logically separated parts

that are created in the following order during the run of a program:

1) A Pool and a Gauge object that provide an abstract interface to information about

the environment. The Pool object describes which hosts in which clusters are par-

ticipating in an application run. This information can be provided by Ibis, or read

from an XML description of the environment. The Gauge object provides a uni-

form interface to network measurements between those hosts. We implemented

several gauges, ranging from reading a static XML description of the environment,

via using active probes to measure the network, to retrieving the data from a sepa-

rate monitoring system. For the experiment in Section 3.2.3 we used a gauge that

obtained measurements from Delphoi [82].

2) A MulticastMethodFactory object that implements the tree-generating algorithms.

Using the environment information in the Pool and Gauge objects, each algorithm

generates a MulticastMethod object containing one or more multicast trees. For

the linear programming part of the balanced multicast trees algorithm we used the

QSopt library [7].

3) A BalancedMulticastChannel object for creating all lower-level communication

channels, using the MulticastMethod it gets in the constructor.
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Connection setup

During connection setup in the multicast channel’s constructor, each edge in the trees of

the multicast method is translated to an Ibis send port and receive port pair. If the edge

connects clusters instead of single hosts, multiple send/receive port pairs will be created

between the hosts in both clusters. For each WAN connection, TCP is used as the transport

protocol.

For the multicast within a cluster, we use a chain connecting all hosts, providing the

highest application-level multicast throughput over Myrinet [125]. In the root cluster,

we need only one such a chain, but in the other clusters, a chain originating at each

host is necessary to locally distribute each of the pieces of data received over the WAN.

Figure 3.8 shows an example connection setup of two clusters with three hosts each; every

arrow is a send/receive port pair. The root cluster distributes the data locally over a chain,

after which each host sends one-third of the data to the other cluster. Three local chains

are then used there to send the data pieces to all other cluster members.

Figure 3.8: Connections and data flow between two clusters

Data transfer

After all connections are created, data can be multicast by invoking the same multicast()

method on the BalancedMulticastChannel object on each host. We only had to implement

multicasting of byte arrays, since all Java objects and primitive types have to be serial-

ized to byte streams in a separate serialization layer, before being sent over the network.

This allows to split the multicast data array into chunks with sizes proportional to the

throughput of each multicast tree.

Each multicast tree then transports its chunk sequentially in small messages, using

the zero-copy send method in Ibis. Within a cluster, large messages are used to achieve
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Figure 3.9: Order of local and WAN messages sent by the root host in Figure 3.8

optimal throughput. In the root’s cluster, each host has to receive a steady supply of

data from the root to forward across the WAN. The root should therefore iterate round-

robin over the chunks that will be forwarded by different hosts when multicasting large

messages locally. Each host can then iterate sequentially over its own chunk when sending

the smaller WAN messages. Hosts in the second cluster buffer received WAN messages

until enough data has been received to fill one large local message, which is then sent to

all other hosts. The numbers in Figure 3.9 show in which order the root host in Figure 3.8

sends its local and WAN messages.

Traffic shaping

Besides splitting the data arrays into chunks of proper sizes, Balanced Multicasting also

has to ensure that each tree is sending with the precomputed throughput, whereas inter-

ferences between multiple streams have to be avoided. The latter is achieved by using

a separate thread per outgoing connection. Separate threads also allow us to implement

traffic shaping.

We implemented the technique from [19] in which threads sleep after sending a mes-

sage, until it is time for sending the next one. This technique also resolves the oversleep-

ing problem, which is caused by the coarse granularity of Java’s sleep() implementation.

Depending on the underlying operating system, the minimum sleep time in Java is ap-

proximately 10 ms. When a thread is put to sleep for a shorter time, it still sleeps for

about 10 ms. If this happens too often, the emulated throughput will be lower than ex-

pected. The actual time slept should therefore be measured, and subtracted from the next

sleep time, to compensate for oversleeping.

Traffic shaping is implemented in a TrafficDelay object, which emulates a certain

bandwidth using a internal variable sleepTime. Each sending thread creates such a Traf-

ficDelay object d. The size of each message sent is reported to the d.shape() method,

which calculates the extra sleep time needed for emulating a certain bandwidth. If neces-

sary, the calling thread is then put to sleep for a short period to slow down the sending rate

and match the emulated bandwidth. The actual time slept is subtracted from the sleepTime

variable, which compensates the excessive sleep time in the next call of d.shape().
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3.2.3 Evaluation

We have evaluated Balanced Multicasting in two test cases: emulating single hosts of the

GridLab testbed and using multiple clusters of the Distributed ASCI Supercomputer 2

(DAS-2). The former compares Balanced Multicasting with existing approaches, applied

to a heterogeneous bandwidth environment. The latter examines the added value of the

throughput optimization between multiple clusters.

Single host test case (GridLab)

The GridLab testbed [2] consisted of several sites located in Europe and the US. Fig-

ure 3.10 shows the locations of the GridLab testbed sites we used in our experiments.

The GridLab sites were shared between multiple users, so we could not get exclusive

access to them. To provide a meaningful comparison between multiple multicasting tech-

niques, we decided to emulate the GridLab testbed on one of the DAS-2 clusters. For

this purpose, we recorded the network performance information for a given moment in

time from the Delphoi system. We used this information for all multicasting techniques

while emulating the network performance with an extension of our traffic shaping imple-

mentation. However, the exact bandwidth and capacity values reported by Delphoi were

too high to be reliably emulated with our traffic shaper. We therefore scaled down all

numbers to 10% of their nominal value to obtain a more accurate and stable emulation

while still retaining the relative speed of all bandwidth bottlenecks. The values used in

the emulation are shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.

In the emulation, all sending and receiving threads at node x report the size of each

message sent and received to a single TrafficShaper object. With N participating nodes,

this traffic shaper object creates N + 1 TrafficDelay objects: one object for the outgoing

local capacity of x, one object for the incoming local capacity of x, and N −1 objects for

the achievable bandwidth to each other node. For each message sent to node y, its size

is reported to the TrafficDelay objects emulating the outgoing local capacity of x, and

the achievable bandwidth from x to y. For each message received by node y, its size is

reported to the TrafficDelay object emulating the incoming capacity of y. This way, each

host slows down all its sending and receiving threads in such a way that it emulates both

its incoming and outgoing capacity and the achievable bandwidth per WAN link to other

hosts. With this setup, we could apply the same network conditions to all multicasting

techniques, without interferences by other users.

One observation we made was that, between some GridLab sites, no connection was

possible at all, due to misconfigured firewalls. Delphoi reported an achievable bandwidth

of zero for such ’dead links’, which fitted nicely in our network model (they were simply

never chosen to be part of a multicast tree). However, we also wanted to compare our mul-

ticast method to a single flat tree, which is the simplest yet widely used implementation.

Since such a flat tree could contain dead links, we used semi-flat trees instead. Those are

spanning trees with minimum height that do not use dead links. If multiple semi-flat trees

existed, we used the one with the highest throughput.
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Figure 3.10: Locations of the GridLab testbed sites used in the emulation.

Local Capacity (MB/s)

Site Location Incoming Outgoing

fs0.das2.cs.vu.nl Amsterdam 10.54 9.32

n0.hpcc.sztaki.hu Budapest 1.36 1.20

cluster3.zib.de Berlin 1.23 1.47

helix.bcvc.lsu.edu Baton Rouge 10.60 11.00

eltoro.pcz.pl Czestochowa 1.18 0.95

ia64.icis.pcz.pl Czestochowa 1.20 1.20

mike4.cct.lsu.edu Baton Rouge 11.00 10.60

pegasos.icis.pcz.pl Czestochowa 1.20 1.20

Table 3.1: Name, location, incoming local capacity and outgoing local capacity of each

GridLab testbed site used in the emulation.

To

From fs0 n0 cluster3 helix eltoro ia64 mike4 pegasos

fs0 1.03 1.06 0.45 1.02 1.15 0.51 1.15

n0 1.11 0.00 0.37 0.92 0.00 0.00 0.00

cluster3 1.19 0.00 0.36 0.92 1.08 0.37 1.09

helix 0.80 0.62 0.52 0.57 0.65 4.76 0.65

eltoro 1.01 0.92 0.84 0.38 1.15 0.36 1.15

ia64 1.15 0.00 0.94 0.35 1.10 0.41 0.00

mike4 0.86 0.93 0.57 6.39 0.61 0.63 0.63

pegasos 1.15 0.00 0.94 0.35 1.10 0.00 0.41

Table 3.2: Achievable bandwidth (in MB/s) between the GridLab testbed sites used in the

emulation.
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Figure 3.11: Multicast throughput between eight emulated GridLab sites; each site once

multicasts 200MB to all others using four different methods.

In the experiment, we multicast 200 MB from one of the emulated GridLab sites to

all others using four multicast methods: semi-flat tree, maximum bottleneck tree, FPFR

trees and balanced trees. This was done eight times, once for each site being the root of

the multicast. We also calculated the theoretically optimal set of multicast trees for each

root by translating all 262,144 possible multicast trees to a linear program.

Figure 3.11 shows for each root the throughput of the four different multicast meth-

ods and the theoretical maximum throughput. It can be seen that Balanced Multicasting

outperforms the other multicast methods at all root hosts. It also shows the drawback of

FPFR, which in some cases performs even worse than using a single multicast tree.

Unfortunately, Balanced Multicasting does not always reach the maximum through-

put that is theoretically possible. However, calculating the theoretically optimal set of

multicast trees on a 1 GHz Pentium III took about 20 minutes per root, whereas the set of

balanced multicast trees was always found in less than a second.
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Figure 3.12: Multicast throughput between two and three DAS clusters.

Cluster test case (DAS-2)

Our second test case involves multicasting between clusters of the Distributed ASCI Su-

percomputer 2 (DAS-2) [26]. Those clusters have been connected by SURFnet’s high-

speed backbone of 10 Gb/s. Each compute node is equipped with two 1 GHz Pentium III

CPUs, at least 1 GB of RAM, a Myrinet card for fast local communication and a 100 Mbit

FastEthernet card for wide-area communication.1

We performed two experiments: one with two clusters located in Amsterdam and

Leiden, and one with three clusters in Amsterdam, Leiden, and Delft. In the latter case,

Balanced Multicasting arranged the clusters in a chain Amsterdam → Leiden → Delft

when given the performance data about the clusters’ local bandwidth capacities and the

achievable bandwidth. In both experiments, we used Balanced Multicasting to transfer

600 MB from the cluster in Amsterdam to the others, using up to eight nodes per cluster.

Figure 3.12 shows that, in both experiments, the throughput increases almost linearly

from one up to six nodes per cluster. With one node per cluster, we reach only 11.2 MB/s

due to the FastEthernet cards, but with six nodes per cluster we achieve a total throughput

of 62 MB/s from Amsterdam to Leiden: an increase in throughput of 550%. With three

clusters, the overhead of forwarding messages causes the throughput to rise a little less

quickly, but we still reach 57 MB/s with six nodes per cluster.

PathChirp [101] reports an available bandwidth of 65 MB/s from Amsterdam to Lei-

den and 57 MB/s from Leiden to Delft (indicated in Figure 3.12 as horizontal lines –

denoting the upper limits). Deliberately, we extended our tests beyond six nodes, the

1After more than six years of loyal service, the DAS-2 system has been taken out of business in May 2008.
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number of parallel nodes per cluster as proposed by the Balanced Multicasting algorithm,

to verify our result. In both the two-cluster and three-cluster cases, the upper limit was

almost reached. Using more than six nodes per cluster only created congestion in the

bottleneck link, which explains the decrease in throughput, and confirms the results of the

Balanced Multicasting algorithm.

Both experiments show that, by combining multiple network interfaces, we can in-

crease the throughput between clusters considerably, while the overhead of forwarding

messages remains relatively small. Since this increase in throughput starts to expose the

limitations of a well provisioned wide-area network, network monitoring information is

needed to avoid generating self-induced congestion.

3.3 Discussion

The good performance of Balanced Multicasting relies on an accurate, global overview

of the network. This dependency limits its deployability, scalability, and adaptability. We

will first discuss these limitations in more detail, and then design an alternative sender-

initiated multicast approach that only uses local information observed at each node. How-

ever, it will become clear that either method has its own fundamental limitations, and so

does sender-initiated multicast in general.

3.3.1 Limitations of Balanced Multicasting

The practical limitations of Balanced Multicasting can be summarized as follows:

• Balanced Multicasting assumes network monitoring systems to be deployed

ubiquitously.

In practice, this is often not the case. While many reasonably efficient monitoring

tools and systems have been developed, there is usually no such system actually

running on all sites used by a grid application.

Furthermore, our network model needs O(n2) network characteristics for n hosts.

Whether obtaining those characteristics is still feasible when n gets large depends

on the scalability of the separate monitoring system.

• Balanced Multicasting assumes monitored data to be both accurate and stable

during a multicast operation.

This is usually not the case in shared networks with variable background traffic, as

discussed in Chapter 2. Especially if the amount of data to multicast is large, it can

take a relatively long time for a multicast operation to complete. During that time,

bursty background traffic can occur that changes the bandwidth that was carefully

measured and reported by a monitoring system.
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A special case of unforeseen background traffic are two grid applications that are

running on the same (or partially the same) sites and both use Balanced Multi-

casting to distribute their data. Both applications will very likely use the same

monitoring system as input for the Balanced Multicasting algorithm. However,

the multicast trees they compute and use will hinder each other, causing the actual

throughput to be lower than expected.

Another case of self-inflicted throughput deterioration is caused by the interaction

of overlay traffic with lower layer policies [106]. Internet service providers usually

monitor the traffic going over their networks. This allows them to perform traffic

engineering, and change IP-level routes to alleviate the load on heavily used links.

Such a route change also alters the end-to-end path characteristics. Simply send-

ing large amounts of data over an end-to-end connection can therefore change its

achievable bandwidth.

Adapting to bandwidth fluctuations is done by retrieving a new snapshot of the

environment and quickly recalculating the set of multicast trees and their through-

put. Since we rely on external monitoring data, the amount of adaptability and the

sensitivity to bandwidth fluctuations of Balanced Multicasting depends on the mea-

surement frequency of the separate monitoring system. Between two snapshots,

any increase in throughput of some links used by the multicast trees will go un-

noticed due to the traffic shaping, and the extra available bandwidth will not be

utilized. Any decrease in throughput will cause the overall multicast throughput to

drop unexpectedly. In both cases, alternative multicast trees will not be considered

by Balanced Multicasting because its view on the environment is outdated.

• Translating network monitoring information to useful application-level infor-

mation is hard.

Monitoring systems usually measure available bandwidth. Applications, however,

are interested in the achievable bandwidth. Chapter 2 describes techniques to in-

crease the latter when the network or protocol stack is the bottleneck: tweaking

TCP parameters, using a different underlying transport protocol like UDP, multi-

plexing data over multiple parallel TCP streams, etc. All techniques that are used

(or not used) to increase the performance of the protocol stack should be taken into

account for the bandwidth values used in the network model of Balanced Multi-

casting. Even the application itself can be the bottleneck, which is something a

monitoring system can never predict. It is therefore very difficult to use external

measurements for predicting the achievable bandwidth between two application

processes.

To summarize, Balanced Multicasting depends completely on an accurate, global map

of the network (our network model). We need monitoring data to create such a map, which

is often not available. It is also likely that the map does not reflect reality or keeps up with

it, which causes the performance of balanced multicast trees to be less than expected or

even worse than possible.
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3.3.2 Alternative approaches

To remove the dependence on a separate monitoring system, an application could mon-

itor the network itself by sending probes between application nodes. This also ensures

that achievable bandwidth is measured instead of available bandwidth. However, such

measurements tend to generate much additional network traffic. In addition, taking O(n2)
network measurements between n hosts does not scale very well. Furthermore, these mea-

surements should be repeated regularly to avoid stale data. In short, this ’solution’ merely

moves all the complexity of efficient network monitoring to the application level. It does

not solve the real problem of keeping a global map of the network up to date.

Ideally, a multicast method does not rely on a global map, but rather adapts its behav-

ior to the achievable bandwidth observed by the individual nodes. This way, a multicast

algorithm would not need a separate monitoring system, but use the generated multicast

traffic itself as an indirect monitoring tool. However, such an ’adaptive’ approach gen-

erates a chicken-and-egg problem: to known something about the network, a node has

to send multicast data around to probe and learn. But in order to decide where to send

multicast data to, a node has to know something about the network. Since we can only

be learning by doing, it is inevitable that an adaptive multicast approach will initially do

something sub-optimal, and discover better alternatives as time goes by. As long as the

algorithm adapts reasonably fast to changing network conditions, this approach can be

fairly effective.

The remaining question then is how a node can learn by observing its multicast traffic.

A node could use the traffic as an active probe to measure the achievable bandwidth from

and to other nodes, but with these numbers alone it cannot really decide anything. If all

such measurements would be exchanged between all nodes, we would repeat the approach

of generating a global map that has to be kept up to date. Instead, we would like a more

localized and adaptive solution.

3.3.3 Adaptive multicasting

To overcome the limitations of Balanced Multicasting, we designed an adaptive multicast

approach that observes the backpressure from the network. Backpressure is the effect

when a receiving node y cannot handle incoming traffic from a node x fast enough and

the send- and receive buffers between x and y fill up. If the transport protocol applies flow

control, x will eventually slow down its sending rate to match y’s receiving rate.

Rationale

Each application node that participates in a multicast operation will experience a certain

incoming data rate. The root node experiences the rate by which the application multicasts

data, while the other nodes perceive an incoming data rate from the network. When a node

receives data that has not reached all nodes yet, it should forward the data to one or more

of the remaining nodes. The rate with which this happens should be equal to the rate with

which data was received, otherwise the node is slowing down the multicast operation.

When a node forwards the data in a certain direction and the outgoing rate is less

than the incoming rate, it should try to increase the outgoing rate by creating another
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connection and dividing the incoming data over all outgoing connections. This creation

of alternative outgoing routes should continue until the outgoing data rate matches the

incoming data rate. When all possible outgoing connections have been tried and still the

incoming data rate cannot be matched, a node will start to create backpressure. The node

will thereby slow down the sending side of the incoming connections. These senders will

then be triggered to try more alternative routes too. This way the nodes will dynamically

create alternate routes for the data until they converge to a throughput equilibrium.

This multicast approach automatically adapts to changes in bandwidth. A decrease in

bandwidth of some outgoing connection will trigger a node to open more alternative con-

nections to match the incoming data rate again. If no more connections are possible, the

bandwidth decrease is signaled to upstream nodes in the form of increased backpressure,

which will trigger them to try out more alternative routes. An increase in bandwidth will

enable a node to send more data over a connection, which relieves other routes.

Communication

In our adaptive multicasting approach, each node can create connections to all other nodes

at runtime. The data to multicast is split into small messages to achieve good pipelining.

Since there is no preplanned path for the data, as is the case when using multicast trees,

each message is tagged with the set of remaining destinations. Each connection maintains

a fixed-length queue of messages to send. When backpressure from the network causes

this queue to become full, we will call the connection congested.

Connections are grouped into connectors, which logically connect a node to one or

more other destination nodes simultaneously. The number of destinations is called the

fanout of a connector. A connector is called congested when at least one of its connections

is congested. A connector is said to cover a message when its destinations are a superset

of the message’s destinations. For example, a connector from node 0 to node 1 covers a

message with remaining destinations {1,2,3} because {1} ⊂ {1,2,3}. When a covered

message is handed to a connector, all destinations of the message that are also a destination

of the connector are removed, and the message is put in the queues of all connections of

the connector. In our example, node 0 removes node 1 from the remaining destinations

of the message and puts it in the queue of the connection to node 1. Node 1 will then

eventually receive a message with remaining destinations {2,3}.

For each incoming message, a node inspects its destinations. When the message has

not reached all nodes yet, it should be forwarded to one or more of its remaining desti-

nations. Which destinations that will be depends on the connectors a node has already

created. A node first tries to use an existing connector that covers the message and is not

congested. When no such connector exists, it creates a new covering connector to a set of

destinations for which no connector exists yet. When all possible connectors are already

created and congested, a covering congested connector is selected at random.

Connectors are created in a fixed order: first all connectors with fanout 1, then all

connectors with fanout 2, potentially up to a connector to all other nodes. The reason for

this order is that connectors with a low fanout put less load on the outgoing local capacity

of a node, similar to FPFR’s preference for trees with a low average fanout.
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Figure 3.13: Deadlock situation with four nodes and a single connection between each

pair of nodes.

3.3.4 Issues with adaptive multicasting

The dynamic routing of adaptive multicasting raised some issues that had to be resolved.

Some of these issues could be solved, but others turned out to be fundamental limitations.

Deadlock prevention

Packet-switched, back-pressured networks like our adaptive multicasting approach are

easily subject to deadlock situations. When a node has to send or forward a message and

all covering connectors are congested, it will use a congested connector and block until

it becomes available again. For example, when a message’s only remaining destination

is node 3, it can only be enqueued in the connection to node 3, regardless of whether

that queue is full or not. Using such a congested connection generates backpressure to

upstream nodes, which triggers them to try out more alternative connections. However,

sending all traffic over a single connection between each pair of nodes can lead to a

deadlock, as depicted in Figure 3.13. In this example with four nodes, three routes have

been created so far (indicated by arrows of three different shades of grey). On each route,

the messages still have to reach one more node. Since the connection to this node is

already filled with messages from another route, there is a communication deadlock.

Deadlock situations like the aforementioned example can be resolved by using multi-

ple connections between each pair of nodes: one for each number of remaining destina-

tions of a message. When a node x receives a message that has to be forwarded, it first

decides which connector to use. It then removes all destinations of the chosen connector

from the destinations of the message. The remaining number of destinations determines
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which connections to use between x and the destinations of the connector. If node x has to

forward a message to node y and the message has L destinations left, connection number

L between x and y is used.

Using a connection per destination count solves deadlock situations like the one in

Figure 3.13, which can be argued as follows. Each message arriving at its final destination

has traveled a certain path root → node1 → ... → nodem. At each intermediate node,

the destination count of the message is decreased by the fanout of the connector that is

used. Messages from nodem−1 to nodem will always be transferred, since nodem does not

have to forward the messages anymore and therefore never blocks on a congested queue.

Consequently, nodem−1 will always be able to forward the messages and never blocks

either. By induction, we then know that this solution is deadlock free.

The drawback of using multiple connections between each pair of nodes is that with N

nodes, each node could now theoretically create (N −1)2 connections instead of (N −1).
In practice, we only have to create connections when they are needed, which reduces the

overall number of connections.

Distinguishing consecutive multicast operations

Once a node has received and forwarded all chunks, it returns the completely received

data buffer to the application. The application can then start the next multicast operation.

If nodes perform many multicast operations quickly after each other, some nodes may

already have finished a multicast operation and process the next one while other nodes are

still waiting for data of a previous one. Without precautions, data of different multicast

operations can then get mixed.

This situation can be dealt with in various ways. One solution is to let all nodes syn-

chronize with each other after a multicast operation has been completed. The synchro-

nization can be implemented with an additional exchange of messages, e.g. sending an

acknowledgment over a spanning tree. Another approach is to distinguish different mul-

ticast operations by using sequence numbers. Each message then starts with a zero-based

sequence number indicating the multicast operation it belongs to. Each node knows its

current multicast sequence number Sc. Messages of a past multicast operation Sp < Sc are

read into a temporary buffer, since the data buffer of that multicast operation has already

been returned to the application. If a message of a future multicast operation S f > Sc

arrives, the actual reception of the message is delayed until all older multicast operations

have been finished and the application has provided the data buffer for this multicast op-

eration.

The delayed receipt of messages from future multicast operations is deadlock free,

which can be argued as follows. Each multicast operation has a sequence number S.

Recall the rule that each node does not start forwarding messages of multicast operation

S until all messages of multicast operations before S have been received and forwarded.

Let node x be busy with receiving data from multicast operation Sc. Now x receives a

message of a future multicast operation S f > Sc from node y. Node x will delay processing

this message until it has finished receiving data from all multicast operation before S f .

However, x knows that no messages of multicast operations before S f can be lingering

’behind’ this message in the connection y → x, otherwise y would have broken our initial
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rule. Consequently, the remaining missing messages of the multicast operations Sc to

S f −1 will be sent to x via other, unblocked connections, and a deadlock will never occur.

Duplicate messages

When messages are sent through a connector with a fanout higher than 1, multiple copies

of the same message will arrive concurrently at different nodes. If all these nodes forward

the message to the remaining destinations, some nodes will receive multiple copies of the

same message. Consider for example Figure 3.14, in which root node 0 sends a message

to node 1 and 2. Both messages contain node 3 as remaining destination, so both 1 and 2

forward the message to node 3 which receives the message twice.

Figure 3.14: Example of adaptive multicasting between four nodes. Each message is

tagged with its remaining destinations. The message reaches node 3 twice.

Sending messages to nodes that have already got them obviously generates more traf-

fic than necessary. Unfortunately, these redundant messages cannot be avoided. A naive

’solution’ would be to simply discard all duplicate messages, but then some nodes may

never receive certain messages. Figure 3.15(a) shows such a scenario. In this example,

node 0 sends a message to node 1 and 2, which forward it to node 3 and 4, respectively.

Node 3 and 4 then decide to forward the message to each other. Both of them will rec-

ognize the message as a duplicate. If they both discard the message, node 5 will never

get it. Consequently, duplicate messages have to be forwarded to guarantee that all nodes

eventually receive all data.

One way to avoid duplicate messages is to only create connectors with a fanout of 1.

However, this strategy will be inefficient in case the optimal multicast solution requires

nodes to send some data to multiple nodes simultaneously. For example, in Figure 3.3

the optimal multicast solution also sends some data directly from x to both y and z, which

requires a connector with fanout 2.
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(a) If node 3 and 4 discard the duplicate message, it never reaches node 5

(b) Splitting the remaining destinations of a message into subsets {3,5} and {4}
fixates its future routing options; copies will never cross subset boundaries anymore.

Figure 3.15: Example of adaptive multicasting between six nodes.

The only other way to avoid duplicate messages is to split the remaining destinations

of a message into M disjoint subsets, one for each of the M destinations it is sent to. This

way, a message will never be transferred needlessly between nodes in different subsets.

For example, if the root node 0 in Figure 3.15(a) would sent a message with remaining

destination {3,5} to node 1, and a copy of that message with remaining destinations {4}
to node 2, unnecessary transfers of this message would be avoided. The resulting situation

is shown in Figure 3.15(b). How the message will be transferred between the nodes in

each subset is unknown2, but it can never be transferred between nodes in different subsets

anymore.

2In case of Figure 3.15(b), there is only one possible route left in the right subset {2,4}
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Interestingly, creating subsets of destination nodes is analogous to creating a part of a

multicast tree. Each subset simply contains all the nodes in a sub-tree. This means that by

choosing certain subsets, a node roughly plans the future route of a message: it can never

cross subset-boundaries anymore.

The hard part is to determine in which subsets to split the destinations of a message.

This problem corresponds to determining the optimal set of multicast trees to use, which

can be calculated using a global map of the network. In this case, however, a node only

has local backpressure information to base its decisions on.

In our example, it could be the case that the connection from node 4 to node 5 is

very fast, yet by splitting the destinations as in the example this connection will never

be used. To learn about this fast connection, a node would have to split the destinations

of forwarded messages into different subsets. Downstream nodes would then be able to

use the fast connection, which would lead to less backpressure. A node would therefore

have to try all possible subsets of destination nodes to discover optimal routes. Since the

number of possible subsets of M remaining destinations is 2M , this approach creates a

combinatorial explosion of options to try.

The same is true for the enumeration of connectors. For D remaining destinations, a

node can create 2D different connectors. The overall number of options to try is therefore

far too large to explore efficiently by trial and error.

3.3.5 Limitations of sender-initiated multicast

In general, sender-initiated multicast creates many routing options for each node to ex-

plore. Each node must figure out to which other nodes it should send or forward data.

Furthermore, each node must partially pre-plan the future route of the data to avoid du-

plicate transmissions later on.

A solution to sender-initiated multicast routing is to let all nodes agree on some global

coordination of message exchanges. Multicast trees are an example of such coordination.

In a grid environment, however, the differences in bandwidth between various sites have

to be dealt with to create efficient multicast trees.

Existing multicast approaches often optimize a single overlay multicast tree. Yet mul-

tiple, concurrently used multicast trees can achieve much higher throughput. Planning

a set of efficient multicast trees (like Balanced Multicasting does) requires an accurate

global overview of the network though. In practice, such an overview is hard to get and

notoriously outdated.

Without global knowledge of the network, efficient sender-initiated multicast becomes

infeasible. In this case, the only available information about incoming messages is which

nodes they have visited already. When forwarding messages to other nodes, the only

direct feedback is the local backpressure from the network. Since it can be beneficial to

sent the same data to multiple other nodes simultaneously, each node must partially plan

the future route of each message to avoid the generation of inefficient duplicate messages

later on. Because the number of future routing options grows exponentially with the total

number of nodes, finding efficient routes can take a very long time.
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3.4 Conclusions

Because of network heterogeneity, optimization of multicast communication graphs be-

comes an NP-hard problem. In this chapter, we have described two sender-initiated multi-

cast approaches. The first is Balanced Multicasting, a heuristic technique for constructing

multicast communication graphs at runtime based on a global overview of the network.

The second approach is more adaptive and based on locally observed backpressure from

the network.

Balanced Multicasting combines information about both achievable bandwidth be-

tween grid sites and local bandwidth capacity of the individual sites to construct sets of

multiple, concurrently used multicasting trees. The balanced multicast trees efficiently

use the achievable bandwidth without suffering from self-induced congestion, as would

be caused by oversubscribing the local bandwidth capacities. Application-level traffic

shaping, done by the multicast root node, enforces the proper balance between the in-

dividual multicast trees. Between clusters, throughput can be increased even further by

using the fast local network and multiple network interfaces of several cluster nodes in

parallel.

Our performance evaluation, both for the emulation of the testbed of the European

GridLab project and between clusters of the DAS-2 system, shows that Balanced Multi-

casting outperforms existing approaches by wide margins. We have shown the efficacy

of Balanced Multicasting for both the optimization between individual grid nodes and for

accumulating the bandwidth capacity of multiple cluster nodes.

However, Balanced Multicasting has some practical limitations: its performance relies

on complete and accurate network monitoring data to create a ’global map’ of the network.

When such data is not available, no balanced multicast trees can be computed at all. When

the monitoring data is outdated or incorrect, the performance of Balanced Multicasting

may be less than expected.

To overcome these limitations, we investigated a more adaptive sender-initiated multi-

cast approach that uses no external monitoring information at all. Instead, nodes forward

pieces of the data to one or more remaining destinations, and use backpressure from the

network as a trigger to explore new routes. Unfortunately, this approach either sends

many duplicate messages, or creates a combinatorial explosion of routes to try.

In short, efficient sender-initiated multicast in a grid environment is only possible

given sufficient global knowledge about the network conditions. In practice, obtaining

and maintaining such knowledge is hard. With only local information per node, sender-

initiated multicast communication becomes either very inefficient or infeasible. In the

next chapter, however, we will see how these inherent limitations of sender-initiated mul-

ticast can be overcome by reversing the communication initiative.
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Chapter 4

Receiver-initiated Multicast

Somewhere over there

Where things just seem to grow

Where somebody seems to know

What they want from me

– K’s Choice, “Somewhere”

In this chapter, we explore receiver-initiated multicast . This approach differs from

sender-initiated multicast in the way nodes decide how to route data. In sender-initiated

multicast, nodes decide which data is forwarded whereto based on some global consensus

(like a multicast tree). In receiver-initiated multicast, however, nodes explicitly request

data from other nodes. The main benefit of receiver-initiated multicast is that nodes only

need local information to route data, which makes it much easier to deploy than network-

aware, sender-initiated approaches like Balanced Multicasting. It also makes nodes more

reactive to locally observed changes in network bandwidth. The downside is that receiver-

initiated multicast adds more runtime complexity, and the lack of a global overview of net-

work characteristics may lead to less optimal communication. However, in this chapter,

we will see that, in practice, receiver-initiated multicast performs very well.

We have developed two receiver-initiated multicast approaches for multiple clusters,

called MOB and Robber. Instead of planning multicast trees based on potentially outdated

monitoring data, these multicast methods implicitly use all network links between all

clusters, while automatically adapting to the currently achievable bandwidth ratios. Nodes

in the same cluster team up in a collective that tries to steal data from peer clusters. Each

node steals a part of all data remotely, and distributes the stolen pieces locally. MOB

and Robber differ in the way they coordinate which node in a collective steals which

data remotely. MOB uses static equal shares, while Robber applies random stealing to

balance the load within a collective. The latter approach overcomes bottlenecks that arise

in heterogeneous clusters and larger grid environments.
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The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.1 we explain the

theoretical advantages, general design issues and limitations of receiver-initiated multi-

cast. Next, we discuss related work in Section 4.2. We then describe our MOB and Rob-

ber algorithms in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 proves that MOB and Robber are correct, and

Section 4.5 describes their implementation. In Section 4.6, we evaluate MOB and Rob-

ber in various network environments, and compare their performance to sender-initiated

multicast methods like Balanced Multicasting and MagPIe [70]. Finally, we draw our

conclusions in Section 4.7.

4.1 Rationale behind receiver-initiated multicast

The core issue with sender-initiated multicast is that nodes decide for other nodes which

data they receive. Some global coordination mechanism prevents nodes from receiving

the same data multiple times. A multicast tree is an example of such coordination: if all

nodes send data as specified by a multicast tree, no duplicate transmissions will occur.

Our Balanced Multicasting approach determined the optimal set of multicast trees using a

global map of the network. In practice, such a map is hard to obtain and usually outdated.

A practical multicast approach should therefore adapt dynamically to changing network

conditions by rerouting the multicast data. Without knowing the optimal destinations in

advance though, a sender-initiated multicast node has 2N options for forwarding data to

N remaining other nodes. These are too many options to explore efficiently by trial-and-

error. Our adaptive multicast approach described in Section 3.3.3 suffered from exactly

this problem.

Receiver-initiated multicast overcomes the drawbacks of sender-initiated multicast by

reducing the number of possible nodes to communicate with. In receiver-initiated mul-

ticast, a node x only sends data to another node y after y explicitly requested these data

from x. This way, each node itself controls which data it receives. A node ensures that

it does not receive data multiple times by keeping track of the data it already has. Each

piece of data still follows its own tree-shaped route over all nodes. However, these trees

are constructed dynamically by the request-reply interaction between nodes: each node

instructs its parent in the tree to send some data. If multiple nodes contact the same parent

node, a tree with a higher fanout will be created. The number of possible communica-

tion options a node has to choose from is thereby reduced from 2N destinations to N −1

sources. Still, nodes have to decide from which of the N −1 other nodes to request data.

There are multiple strategies possible:

1) Nodes could contact other nodes in some fixed order, which would create one or

more static multicast trees. For example, if all N nodes would be numbered from

0 to N −1 and each node R (except the root node) would always request data from

node (R−1) mod N, data would be distributed over a chain. However, Chapter 3

showed that using static multicast trees in a heterogeneous grid environment can be

very inefficient.
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2) Nodes could request pieces from randomly chosen other nodes, which is already

better than using static trees. The drawback is that many of the contacted peers

may not have the requested piece. These requests must not block until a peer does

have the requested piece to prevent deadlock situations1. Peers could reply they do

not have the requested piece, but many requests will then be fruitless which leads

to low overall throughput.

3) Nodes could inform each other about which pieces they possess. Each node can

then only request pieces that other nodes really have, which avoids unnecessary

polling. However, this solution comes with the cost of having nodes update each

other all the time about which pieces they have. Fortunately, the amount of update

information needed is very small, since pieces can simply be identified by an index

number. Nevertheless, having all N nodes constantly update all others does not

scale. The number of neighbors each node communicates with should therefore

be limited to maintain scalability. Choosing the neighbors can be done using the

second strategy (random selection).

Second, receiver-initiated multicast nodes constantly have to decide which data to

request from other nodes. Sender-initiated multicast nodes do not have to make this deci-

sion, since they can simply forward what they receive. Throughout this chapter, we will

assume that the data to multicast is split into P equally-sized pieces, numbered 0 to P−1.

A simple approach would be to let each node first request piece 0, then piece 1 etc. How-

ever, nodes would then continuously possess approximately the same set of pieces. The

overall performance would therefore be sub-optimal, which is demonstrated in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1(a) repeats the network example of Figure 3.3(a). In Figure 4.1(b), the dotted

arrows represent requests and solid arrows denote data piece transfers. If y and z would

continuously request the same pieces from root node x, y and z would never be able to

download pieces from each other. Since both data streams share the local capacity of the

root node, the overall throughput is limited to 5. A better approach is to let nodes request

pieces in random order. This strategy is simple to implement, and ensures that the posses-

sion of all nodes differs, so non-root nodes can also exchange pieces. Figure 4.1(c) shows

the data transfers when pieces are requested in random order. The overall throughput to

each node is now 9, which is the same result as achieved by Balanced Multicasting in this

network example.

A negative side-effect of the request-reply interaction between receiver-initiated mul-

ticast nodes is that the throughput between nodes can be limited by the bandwidth-delay

product, similar to TCP’s issues with ’long fat pipes’ described in Section 2.2.4. If node x

requests only one piece of B bytes at a time from a peer y, and the round-trip time between

x and y is T seconds, the data transfer rate from y to x will be limited to B/T bytes per

second. Small pieces or high round-trip times can then lead to very low throughput. A

simple solution is to increase the piece size, but that also decreases the amount of pipelin-

ing possible. A simpler and equally effective solution is to have multiple outstanding

requests to each peer. With R simultaneous outstanding requests, the possible throughput

becomes (R ·B)/T .

1Example deadlock situation: none of the first requests goes to the root node.
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(a) Network example from Figure 3.3(a)

(b) Receiver-initiated data transfers with

fixed-order piece selection

(c) Receiver-initiated data transfers with

random piece selection

Figure 4.1: Network example with two receiver-initiated multicast solutions

Receiver-initiated multicast handles the heterogeneous bandwidth between grid nodes

very well. All links in the overlay mesh are implicitly used simultaneously. The request-

reply scheme ensures that each connection will automatically transfer data at the maxi-

mum rate possible. Changes in achievable bandwidth are immediately noticed, and result

in an automatic increase or decrease in utilization by adapting the request rate.

The drawback of receiver-initiated multicast is that in some corner-cases, the local

capacity of nodes may not be used optimally. Figure 4.2(a) shows such a corner case.

The WAN link between nodes y and z in this example is very asymmetric: the achievable

bandwidth in both directions differs substantially. The optimal balanced multicast trees

in this environment are shown in Figure 4.2(b), and have a combined throughput of 10.

Figure 4.2(c) illustrates the performance of receiver-initiated multicast in this situation.

Initially, nodes will exchange data at rates specified before the commas. The data pieces

sent to y and z will saturate x’s local capacity, which limits both streams to a rate of

5. Node y and z will request random pieces from x, and can therefore also download

remaining pieces from each other. Node z can do this at a rate of 5, but y only at a rate

of 1. Consequently, the total incoming data rate for node z is 10, while for node y it is

only 6. Now assume we multicast D kilobytes, and the data rates in this example are in

kilobytes per second. Node z will have received all data after D/10 seconds. Node y
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(a) Network example

(b) Balanced multicast trees (c) Receiver-initiated data transfers

Figure 4.2: Example of Balanced Multicasting outperforming receiver-initiated multicast

then only received (D/10) · 6 = 0.6 ·D KB. However, z will now no longer use x’s local

capacity, enabling y to download at 9 KB/s from x and 1 KB/s from z. This ’second phase’

is indicated in Figure 4.2(c) by the values after the commas. In the second phase, node y

can download the remaining 0.4 ·D KB at 10 KB/s. The overall throughput will therefore

be at most D/(0.1 ·D+0.04 ·D) = 7.14 KB/s instead of the optimal 10 KB/s.

The exact slowdown of receiver-initiated multicast compared to Balanced Multicas-

ting in this corner case depends on the local capacities and available bandwidth values.

However, the slowdown will at most be 33%, which can be argued as follows. We denote

the WAN bandwidth from node x to node y as B(x,y), and the local capacity of node x as

L(x). The corner case situation requires that:

• Data sent from x to z cannot be forwarded with the same speed from z to y: B(x,z) >
B(z,y).

• The data sent from x to y and then from y to z does not have this problem: B(x,y)≤
B(y,z).

• The local capacity of x is a bottleneck, saturated by the data sent from x to y and z:

B(x,y) ≥ L(x)
2

and B(x,z) ≥ L(x)
2

.
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• If z does not download from x at full speed, the throughput from x to y and y to z

increases: B(x,y) > L(x)
2

and B(y,z) > L(x)
2

.

• The local capacities of other nodes are not a bottleneck: L(y) ≥ L(x) and L(z) ≥
L(x).

The distribution of D data using receiver-initiated multicast then happens as follows.

Node z requests half of the pieces directly from x and the other half from y. Both are

done at rate L(x)/2, since x’s local capacity is initially shared by two streams. Node z

has therefore received all data after D/L(x) time. Meanwhile, y requests pieces from x at

rate L(x)/2 and from z at rate B(z,y). The amount of data y has received by the time z is

finished is therefore

D

L(x)
·

(

L(x)

2
+B(z,y)

)

(4.1)

After z is finished, y can download the remaining data from x and z at a total rate of

L(x). The overall throughput can therefore be calculated as:

overall throughput =
D

D−
(

D
L(x)

·(
L(x)

2 +B(z,y))
)

L(x) + D
L(x)

(4.2)

=
1

1−
(

1
L(x)

·(
L(x)

2 +B(z,y))
)

L(x) + 1
L(x)

(4.3)

=
1

1
2−

B(z,y)
L(x)

L(x) + 1
L(x)

(4.4)

=
L(x)

1 1
2
− B(z,y)

L(x)

(4.5)

As long as B(x,y)+B(z,y)≥ L(x), Balanced Multicasting will create two trees with a

total throughput of L(x). In the extreme case where B(z,y)= 0, receiver-initiated multicast

reaches a throughput of 2
3
L(x). In this corner case, receiver-initiated multicast is therefore

at most 33% slower than Balanced Multicasting.

Corner case scenarios like the one described here are not very likely in practice

though. They require the network to be split up into multiple ’regions’, where the com-

bined bandwidth of all links between nodes in different regions is highly asymmetric.

Furthermore, there should be nodes with a small local capacity bottleneck. In these cases,

multicast trees in the high-throughput direction between two regions should have a higher

priority at local capacity bottlenecks than multicast trees in the opposite direction. Bal-

anced Multicasting is only able to calculate such optimal trees because it has omniscient

knowledge of the network, which is very hard to get and maintain in the first place. Fi-

nally, the WAN bandwidth is likely to change over time, which can render balanced trees

much less efficient than initially planned.
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4.2 Related work

We will first outline the BitTorrent protocol that inspired the receiver-initiated commu-

nication of our MOB and Robber algorithms. We then discuss other related work that,

similar to ours, aims to increase throughput of BitTorrent-like communication by cluster-

ing nodes. Next, we summarize other receiver-initiated multicast approaches and discuss

their performance limitations. We complete this section with some background on ran-

dom stealing, which is used in our Robber algorithm.

4.2.1 BitTorrent

BitTorrent [22] is a peer-to-peer file-sharing protocol, designed to distribute large files

efficiently. It was developed by Bram Cohen in 2001, and quickly became a very popular

tool to distribute all sorts of content (some of dubious legality). BitTorrent essentially

performs a form of multicast, as it can transfer bulk data from one node to multiple others.

Although BitTorrent is usually not directly associated with grids, its receiver-initiated

communication is very applicable to grid environments.

The BitTorrent protocol leaves some room for choice, and nowadays many different

implementations exist. We will describe only the basic concepts of the protocol, and use

the implementation choices of the original BitTorrent client.

Overview

The goal of BitTorrent is to distribute a (generally large) amount of data, consisting of one

or more files. The data is logically split into P equally-sized pieces, usually a few hun-

dred kilobytes each. The file distribution process is bootstrapped via a so-called tracker

that serves as the central component through which users can find other users that are

downloading the same data. Users can either use publicly available trackers or run one

themselves. The address of the tracker is published via a .torrent file that also contains

SHA1 hash values for all pieces. A user who wants to distribute the data has to run a

BitTorrent client himself, and make it accessible via the tracker. Since this client already

possesses all data, it is called a seed.

A user who wants to download the data first downloads the .torrent file into his Bit-

Torrent client. The client then contacts the tracker, which returns a random list of U users

already downloading the file (the set of all nodes downloading the same data is called a

swarm). The client now initiates connections with those U clients. Later on, other nodes

joining the swarm may also initiate connections, and the set of peers of a client will there-

fore consist of nodes he initiated a connection with, and nodes that initiated a connection

with him.

Protocol

After connection setup, peers first exchange the indices of the pieces they already possess

in a ’bitfield’ message. Whenever a node n has obtained a new piece i, it informs all its

peers about it with a ’have(i)’ message. If a peer p of n does not have this piece yet, it can
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send an ’interested’ message to n, which informs n that p likes to download one or more

pieces. Whether n will send p any pieces depends on the so-called choking algorithm.

The choking algorithm determines which peers to send data to. By default, all peers are

choked and will not receive any pieces. If a node n is willing to send data to an interested

peer p, it sends it an ’unchoke’ message. From that moment on, p can request a piece

i from n from by sending it a ’request(i)’ message, to which n replies with a ’piece(i)’

message containing the actual data of piece i. Each node keeps track of the set of pieces

each peer already possesses, which is updated whenever a ’bitfield’ or ’have’ message is

received. The piece to request from a peer is chosen randomly out of this set. Each node

always has R outstanding requests (we use R = 5) to get the ’pipelining’ effect described

in [22].

A node can have F unchoked peers at the same time (we use F = 5). Which peers

will be unchoked is decided on a ’tit-for-tat’ basis: Each node keeps track of the through-

put each peer provides. Among the peers that are interested, the four with the highest

download rate will be unchoked. Seed nodes, which have nothing to download, unchoke

the four peers to which the upload rate is the highest. The decision to choke or unchoke

peers is made every 10 seconds. The fifth peer is chosen using a different mechanism

called optimistic unchoke: every 30 seconds, a peer is chosen randomly, irrespective of its

download rate. Newcomer nodes that do not possess any pieces are helped into the swarm

by a three times higher selection probability for unchoking, compared to nodes that have

already downloaded some pieces.

Properties

With only two users, BitTorrent is equivalent to a client-server setting. With more users,

clients will start downloading pieces from each other instead of the central seed node. The

bandwidth demand will then be shifted from the seed to the other users, which greatly im-

proves throughput and avoids overloading a single node in case of flash crowds. Even

better, peers will adapt to changes in available bandwidth in the network; peers behind

slow connections are likely to be choked and replaced by others, and peers behind fast

connections will be kept. The tit-for-tat choking strategy counters clients that only down-

load pieces and never upload anything: it is in a client’s own interest to return as many

pieces as possible to other peers to acquire popularity among its peers in the future. The

optimistic unchoking provides a way to discover better peers and higher bandwidth routes.

4.2.2 Clustering additions to BitTorrent

Other work has already recognized that grouping BitTorrent nodes into clusters can in-

crease the overall throughput. Biased neighbor selection [13] proposes grouping of Bit-

Torrent nodes by Internet Service Provider (ISP) to reduce the amount of costly traffic

between ISPs. Our MOB and Robber algorithms are doing a similar grouping by cluster,

but also add teamwork among the nodes of a cluster to further improve multicast per-

formance. In uncooperative peer-to-peer environments, this improvement would not be

possible.
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Another approach is followed by Tribler [96], a BitTorrent client that groups users in

social clusters of friends. The amount of trust between nodes is increased using existing

relations between people. Users can tag each other as a friend, indicating they are willing

to donate upload bandwidth to each other by searching each other’s pieces [45,46]. MOB

and Robber are essentially an automation of this technique applied to grid clusters, with

all nodes in the same cluster being friends. However, their coordination of teamwork uses

the high amount of trust that exists between grid application nodes and is therefore much

more efficient in grid environments.

4.2.3 Receiver-initiated multicast

Bullet [73] takes a hybrid approach to high-throughput multicasting. A Bullet network

consists of a tree combined with a mesh overlay. The data is divided in blocks that are

further divided in packets. Nodes send a disjoint subset of packets to their children in

the tree, and request the remaining pieces from a set of disjoint peers in the system.

The selection of those peers is based on random, orthogonal subsets of nodes distributed

periodically by the RanSub algorithm [72]. Bullet’s additional mesh distribution layer

yields significantly better throughput than traditional tree structures.

Chainsaw [91] uses a simplified version of the BitTorrent protocol, applied to live

streaming of data. Nodes have a sliding window of interest, which they advertise to their

neighbors. Packets that could not be found in time ’fall off’ the trailing edge of the

window, and are considered lost. The token stealing algorithm (an extension of the token

bucket algorithm) is used to provide a more effective incentive for uploading streaming

data [92].

The amount of WAN traffic between clusters of BitTorrent nodes can also be de-

creased using network coding [48]. Nodes then exchange linear combinations of pieces,

which increases the probability that a peer in the same cluster has data of interest. How-

ever, the complexity and computational overhead of network coding limit its practical

use [127]. The work division in MOB and Robber is much more lightweight while also

minimizing the WAN traffic between clusters.

4.2.4 Random work stealing

Random work stealing is a well known load balancing technique, used in various distrib-

uted computing systems, like Satin [122]. Random stealing can be applied when multiple

nodes are solving a computational problem by dividing it into a number of sub problems.

All sub problems assigned to a node are called its work. Each node starts solving all sub

problems assigned to it. When a node becomes idle, it will attempt to steal some work

from a randomly selected peer, repeating steal attempts until it succeeds. This way, faster

nodes will eventually process more work than slow nodes. Our Robber algorithm uses this

technique to dynamically spread the bandwidth demand of a multicast operation across

nodes in the same cluster. The advantage of random work stealing is that it is a stable

algorithm: communication is only initiated when nodes are idle. When the system load is

high, no communication is needed.
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4.3 Collective receiver-initiated multicast

Existing receiver-initiated multicast methods are targeted at individual hosts. Grids, in

contrast, commonly consist of clusters of nodes. Within a cluster, nodes are usually

connected by a dedicated high-performance network that guarantees fast transmissions

between any pair of nodes. Current examples of such networks are Myrinet and Infini-

band. Communication with ’remote’ nodes in other clusters is done with TCP via separate

network interface cards (NICs), usually some variety of Ethernet. The network model in

Figure 2.9 (Chapter 2, page 35) illustrates this common setup.

This section describes two receiver-initiated multicast algorithms we designed specif-

ically for clusters: MOB and Robber. Both algorithms let nodes in the same cluster

cooperate to improve the overall throughput. Robber is an extension of MOB, and adds

dynamic load balancing within clusters. We will first outline the MOB algorithm and its

benefits. Second, we describe Robber’s extensions to MOB, and how its load balancing

improves performance in larger environments and heterogeneous clusters. The various

symbols used in the following sections are summarized in Table 4.1.

N The total number of nodes.

T The total number of collectives (or ’teams’).

P The number of pieces into which the data to multicast is

split. Pieces are numbered 0 to P−1.

R The maximum number of requests for pieces a node can

have outstanding to a peer.

F The number of foreign peers a node connects to, i.e. peers

in other collectives.

n, p,q,x,y Individual nodes.

C Set of all nodes in the same cluster that together form a

collective.

r(n,C) The rank of node n ∈C, ranging from 0 to |C|−1.

possession(n) Set of indices indicating which pieces a node n has.

desire(n, p) Set of indices indicating which pieces node n wants to

steal from node p.

work(C) Set of indices indicating which pieces all nodes in collec-

tive C together have to steal from nodes in other collec-

tives.

work(n) Set of indices indicating which pieces a node n has to

steal from nodes in other collectives.

pending(n) Set of indices indicating which pieces a node n has re-

quested from its peers and not received yet.

|s| The number of items in a set s.

Table 4.1: Symbols used in analytical modeling
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4.3.1 MOB

Similar to BitTorrent, MOB2 distributes data over a random mesh by letting nodes ’steal’

pieces from other nodes. In addition, nodes in the same cluster cooperate by forming a

collective together. In MOB, we call such a collective a ’mob’. Each member of a mob

is responsible for stealing only a part of the total data from nodes in other clusters. We

call this part a node’s mob share. The other pieces will be stolen by other members of

the mob. Every stolen piece is exchanged locally among members of the same mob, such

that, at the end, all nodes will have received all data.

Which nodes are located in which clusters is assumed to be globally known, and often

provided by the runtime system (in our case, Ibis). For each node n, we will call nodes

located in the same cluster local nodes of n, and nodes in other clusters foreign nodes

of n. The number of nodes in a collective C is denoted as |C|. Each node n ∈ C has a

’collective rank’ r(n,C), ranging from 0 to |C|−1. We use T to denote the total number

of collectives (or ’teams’). Table 4.1 summarizes all symbols and notation we use.

The algorithm to multicast data using MOB can be divided into four phases:

1) Each node n initiates a connection to five randomly selected local nodes. Incoming

connections from other local nodes are always accepted, and the node will be added

to node n’s local peers. Once node n has found five local peers this way, it stops

connecting to other local nodes itself, while still accepting incoming connections

from them.

2) After enough local peers are found, each node x in collective Cx creates a set of

possible foreign peers. For each of the T − 1 collectives Cy 6= Cx, this set will

contain the node y ∈Cy with collective rank

r(y,Cy) = r(x,Cx) mod |Cy| (4.6)

From this set, min(F,T −1) nodes are then randomly selected as the foreign peers

of n, to which it initiates connections in the same manner as in phase 1. In the

experiments in this chapter we always use F = 5, which is also used in the original

BitTorrent protocol as a reasonable number of TCP connections to reliably saturate

a node’s upload capacity. In Section 4.4.3, we will explain why a different strat-

egy is needed in very large environments, with many clusters of different sizes, to

guarantee MOB’s correctness.

Figure 4.3 illustrates which nodes can become foreign peers. This selection of

foreign peers ensures that the connections between nodes in different clusters are

well spread out over all clusters and all the nodes in those clusters.

2MOB is an acronym for Multicast Optimizing Bandwidth. It also refers to the concept of a stealing collec-

tive. Since a member of ’the’ mob (the Mafia) is typically depicted in a black-and-white suit, MOB can also be

seen as another system in the Orca research group that is named after black and white animals.
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3) After all connections are set up, data can be transferred. As with BitTorrent, the

data is logically split into P equally-sized pieces, numbered 0 to P−1. Each node

n in cluster C steals those pieces i from its foreign peers that are part of its mob

share. Intuitively, a node’s mob share consists of an equal part of all pieces. To be

more precise, it consist of all pieces i such that:

⌊

r(n,C) ·
P

|C|

⌋

≤ i <

⌊

(r(n,C)+1) ·
P

|C|

⌋

(4.7)

All other pieces are stolen from the node’s local peers. By using this scheme, MOB

transfers each piece to each cluster exactly once.

4) As soon as a node has received all pieces, it joins a final synchronization phase.

Here each node keeps serving requests from its peers until they have received all

pieces too, so every node is able to finish. Section 4.5.4 describes the implementa-

tion of this phase in more detail.

In phase 3), nodes communicate with their peers using a simplified version of the

BitTorrent protocol, only consisting of bitfield, have, request and piece messages. The

semantics of those messages slightly differ from those in the BitTorrent protocol. The

bitfield message is sent only once by the root node to all its peers (both local and foreign)

to inform them it has all pieces. Nodes use a request(i) message to instruct a peer node to

return piece i, which is always honored by the peer node. Whenever a node has received

a new piece i, it informs all its local peers about it by sending a have(i) message. Foreign

peers are only informed if piece i is part of their mob share.

Figure 4.3: Two examples of peer selection between two clusters, one with two clusters

of the same size (A and B) and on with two different-sized clusters (A and C). An arrow

from node x to node y indicates that x can select y as a foreign peer.
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4.3.2 Load distribution

Splitting the data into mob shares alleviates the load on the bandwidth bottleneck in case

of two common network scenarios, which are illustrated in Figure 4.4. We will call these

scenarios ’global bandwidth bottleneck’ and ’local bandwidth bottleneck’.

(a) Global bandwidth bottleneck (b) Local bandwidth bottleneck

Figure 4.4: The two bandwidth bottleneck scenarios handled by MOB. The bottleneck

links are encircled by dotted lines.

In the global bandwidth bottleneck scenario, the achievable bandwidth of the wide-

area links between clusters is the overall bandwidth bottleneck. In this case, it is necessary

to minimize the amount of wide-area communication. Using MOB, each node will only

inform a foreign peer of a received piece if it is part of that peer’s mob share. Only one

’have’ message per piece will therefore be sent out to each cluster, and each piece will

only be transferred once into each cluster. The load on the wide-area network is thereby

greatly relieved.

In the local bandwidth bottleneck scenario, the local capacity of the wide-area net-

work interface of the nodes in a cluster is the overall bandwidth bottleneck. Since, in

MOB, each node only communicates the data in its mob share through this wide-area net-

work interface, the bandwidth demand is automatically spread over all wide-area network

interfaces in the same cluster. This optimization was already incorporated in Balanced

Multicasting, but the setup there depended on network monitoring information; MOB

achieves the same result automatically.

However, mob shares also have a weakness: they can be too static. The underlying

assumption in MOB is that all nodes in the same cluster download pieces from foreign

peers at exactly the same rate. In that case, assigning each node the same amount of work

(its mob share) is optimal. In practice, a cluster often has some ’slow’ nodes that will

achieve a lower incoming bandwidth from the WAN than other nodes in the same cluster.
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There are three reasons for having such slow nodes. First, a node’s wide-area NIC can

be slower. As an example, imagine an old cluster of nodes with a FastEthernet NIC that

is expanded with new nodes that all have Gigabit Ethernet cards. The former will at most

receive 100 Mbit/s from foreign peers, whereas the latter can reach 1 Gbit/s. Second,

a node can have slower connections to foreign peers than other nodes. This becomes

more likely when the number of clusters increases, and nodes in the same collective have

different sets of foreign peers. Third, a node can have transient problems like memory

shortage or other processes consuming CPU cycles. These problems mainly occur on

time-shared grid nodes, and can decrease the achievable bandwidth significantly.

MOB’s static equal work distribution causes the node with the smallest incoming

throughput tmin in a collective C to limit the total incoming throughput of that collective

to |C| · tmin. The overall throughput of a multicast operation to all clusters will then be

limited by the slowest collective.

4.3.3 Robber

Robber3 extends MOB with dynamic load balancing to make better use of the individual

capabilities of nodes in the same cluster. The total set of pieces a collective C has to steal

from nodes in other clusters is now abstracted as work(C). Initially, each node n ∈ C is

assigned an equal share of work, denoted as work(n). Similar to MOB, each stolen piece

is exchanged locally between members of a collective. Yet when a node has no more work

left, it attempts to steal work from a randomly selected local peer. The amount of data

each node steals remotely is therefore automatically adapted to its relative speed within a

collective, which prevents slow nodes from becoming the overall bandwidth bottleneck.

Robber’s algorithm also consists of four phases. The first, second and last phase (con-

nection setup to local and foreign peers and the final synchronization phase) are identical

to the ones in MOB. The third phase (the actual multicast communication) is more com-

plex because of the additional communication required for load balancing.

At the start of a multicast operation in Robber, each node n sends all its peers a set

of indices of the pieces it already possesses, denoted as possession(n). In a regular mul-

ticast operation, one root node possesses everything and the other nodes nothing. Other

variations are also possible, like multi-root multicast (where multiple nodes have all data)

or striping (where each node in a collective has a part of all data). In Section 4.4, we

will show that as long as there is at least one ’root collective’ in which all nodes together

possess all pieces, all nodes will receive all data.

The set of piece indices denoting the pieces a Robber node n wants to steal from a peer

p is called its desire(n, p). From local peers, a node desires all pieces it does not have.

From foreign peers, a node n only desires the pieces that are part of its work(n). Initially,

each node n in collective C is assigned an equal share of work, identical to its mob share in

MOB. All other pieces are stolen from a node’s local peers. A node’s work can change at

runtime; once it has retrieved all pieces that are part of its work, it tries to steal more work

from one of its local peers. At any time, exactly one node in a collective is responsible

3The name ’Robber’ stems from the large amount of stealing in this algorithm: even nodes in the same

cluster now steal from each other. It also refers to Rob van Nieuwpoort, who’s divide-and-conquer framework

Satin inspired us to use random stealing for load balancing.
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for stealing a certain piece i remotely. By using this scheme, Robber maintains MOB’s

important property that each piece is transferred to each cluster exactly once.

Nodes communicate with their peers using an extension of MOB’s protocol. Robber

adds four extra messages to coordinate the work stealing: desire, steal, work and found-

work. The ’desire’ and ’work’ messages have the same type of payload as a ’bitfield’

message. The ’steal’ and ’found-work’ messages have no payload. The multicast data

itself is exchanged using the same messages as in MOB.

A Robber node n starts a multicast operation by sending a ’desire’ message to each

peer p, telling p which pieces it wants. The answer is always a ’bitfield’ message, which

tells n which pieces of its desire p possesses. Nodes remember the desire of their peers.

After receiving the ’bitfield’ message, a node n starts sending ’request(i)’ messages to

peer p instructing it to return piece i, which is always honored by p. The pieces to request

are selected randomly from the set desire(n, p) ∩ possession(p). Whenever a node has

received a new piece i, it informs all its local peers about it by sending a ’have(i)’ message.

Foreign peers are only informed if piece i is part of their desire.

Let pending(n) be the set of piece indices a Robber node n requested from peers, but

has not received yet. During a multicast operation, n can be in three states:

• Working: |work(n)| > 0

• Unemployed: |work(n)| = 0 and |pending(n)|+ |possession(n)| < P

• Retired: |pending(n)|+ |possession(n)| = P

When a working node requests a piece from a peer, it removes it from its work until it

becomes unemployed or retired. A retired node starts the final synchronization phase. An

unemployed node tries to steal work from local peers. Each node maintains a set of local

peers that presumably have work, called its local labor force. A node n steals work by

randomly selecting a peer p from its local labor force, and sending it a ’steal’ message.

In reply, p removes the first ⌈|work(p)|/2⌉ pieces from its own work and returns them to

n in a ’work’ message. Removing work must be an atomic operation to ensure that each

piece of work is owned by exactly one node in a collective. If p did not return any work,

n knows that p is unemployed too. Node n then removes p from its local labor force,

and retries stealing from another local peer. When none of n’s local peers has any work,

its local labor force becomes empty and the steal attempts stop to avoid needless polling.

However, if a peer p did return some work, this becomes n’s new work. The nodes then

start the new work sequence:

1) Both n and p send their new desire to all their global peers, since n will now desire

more pieces and p will desire less pieces.

2) Node n requests some newly-stolen pieces from each global peer if possession in-

formation is available from previous ’bitfield’ messages.

3) Node n sends a ’found-work’ message to all its local peers, who add n to their local

labor force. If such a local peer is still unemployed, it restarts stealing.
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The new work sequence ensures that n will eventually request at least one piece from

a global peer after stealing work. The pieces n will learn about after step 1 can either

be requested directly in step 2, or (if n’s work is already stolen again before the ’bitfield’

messages arrive) after a successful steal later on. To bootstrap the local labor forces,

each node sends a ’found-work’ message to all its local peers just after the initial ’desire’

message.

4.4 Proof of correctness

It is important that a multicast algorithm is correct: it should deliver all data to all nodes

in a finite amount of time. In this section, we will prove that MOB and Robber are

correct. We first prove this for a single collective, in which case MOB and Robber behave

identically. Next, we will consider the case of multiple collectives, where MOB and

Robber behave differently. In each case, we will also identify the initial distribution of

the data over all nodes that is required to guarantee correctness.

4.4.1 Single collective

The communication network within a collective of MOB nodes or Robber nodes can be

modeled as an undirected graph. Vertices in this graph represent nodes, and each edge

corresponds to a bidirectional communication link between nodes. We will call this graph

the local communication graph.

Lemma 1. Within a single collective, MOB and Robber eventually create a local com-

munication graph that is connected.

Proof. In MOB and Robber, each node connects to 5 distinct other nodes chosen uni-

formly at random from the other nodes in the same collective. The resulting communi-

cation graph corresponds to a random m-orientable graph [41]. In this model, a digraph

DG
(n)
m starts with n separate vertices. For each vertex v, m distinct arcs (v,w) (v 6= w and

1 ≤ m < n) are then randomly chosen and added to DG
(n)
m , such that each of the

(

n−1
m

)

possible sets of arcs has the same probability of being chosen. The undirected graph G
(n)
m

is obtained from DG
(n)
m by ignoring the orientation of the arcs. The connectedness of G

(n)
m

is predictable [109]:

For m ≥ 2, lim
n→∞

Prob(G
(n)
m is connected) = 1 (4.8)

In MOB and Robber, m = 5, making it even more likely that the communication graph

is connected. However, in practice n ≪ ∞. It is easy to see that for n < 12, G
(n)
5 is always

connected. To the best of our knowledge, no exact general formula is know to calcu-

late this probability for n ≥ 12, although the simulations in [109] suggest that it is very

high (i.e. larger than 0.9999). All nodes in the same cluster therefore repeatedly gen-

erate a random communication graph in memory that is tested for connectedness before
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initiating the actual connections. Each node generates identical graphs by using a pseudo-

random number generator with the same initial seed value. Due to the high probability of

connectedness, usually only one graph needs to be generated.

Theorem 1. All pieces possessed by nodes in a collective will be transferred to all nodes

in that collective.

Proof. All local peers will report all pieces they have to each other using ’bitfield’ and

’have’ messages. Each pair of local peers will then exchange pieces until they both

have all of each other’s pieces too. Since the local communication graph is connected

(Lemma 1), there exists at least one path n0,n1, . . . ,nx between any nodes n0 and nx in a

collective. Each node in this path can request all pieces from its neighbors in the path. As

a result, n0 and nx will be able to exchange all their pieces, either directly or via interme-

diate nodes in a path between them. Consequently, all nodes in a collective will be able

to receive all pieces available in the collective.

With a single collective, all pieces are available somewhere in the collective. From

Theorem 1 it then follows that a multicast operation of MOB and Robber is correct in

case of a single collective.

4.4.2 Multiple Robber collectives

We will now prove the correctness of Robber in the case of multiple collectives. We start

by defining the global connection graph, in which the vertices represent collectives and

edges denote links between foreign peers in these collectives.

Lemma 2. Robber eventually creates a global communication graph that is connected.

Proof. Since each collective consists of at least one node, the minimum degree of each

vertex in the global communication graph is 5. Like the local communication graph,

the global communication graph therefore already has a high probability of being con-

nected. To ensure connectedness, the global communication graph is also first generated

in memory and tested for connectedness before initiating the connections between foreign

peers.

Definition 1. A root collective is a collective in which all nodes together have all data.

If there is no root collective, the data to distribute is scattered over multiple nodes in

different collectives. In that case, a deadlock situation can occur. Figure 4.5 shows an

example deadlock situation. The global communication graph in this example contains

two bridges4: (a0,b0) and (b1,c0). The multicast data consists of two pieces (0 and 1).

The nodes in collectives A, B, and C are annotated with the pieces they initially have (’H’)

and desire (’D’). The nodes in all other collectives have no pieces at all. Both nodes in

collective B desire a piece that none of their foreign peers has, which creates a deadlock

situation.

4A bridge is an edge whose removal would disconnect the global communication graph.
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Figure 4.5: Example deadlock situation in Robber without a root collective.

We will now prove that having at least one root collective is enough to guarantee Rob-

ber’s correctness. The key idea in the proof is that all neighbors of a root collective in the

global communication graph will eventually become root collectives too. Consequently,

all nodes will eventually receive all data.

Theorem 2. All pieces possessed by all nodes are transferred to all other nodes if there

is at least one root collective.

Proof. From Lemma 2 we know that the global communication graph is connected. Each

edge in the global communication graph represents at least one connection between two

foreign peers. In the remainder of this proof, we will focus on a single connection between

a node x in a root collective Cx and one of its foreign peers y in collective Cy. Our goal is

to show that node y will always be able to continue requesting pieces from x until it has

received all data, so Cy eventually becomes a root collective too.

If there is at least one root collective Cx, it follows from Theorem 1 that each node

x ∈Cx will eventually possess all data too. Initially, all foreign peers y of x will therefore

be able to request all the pieces they desire, either from x itself or from some other foreign

peers. When y’s desire has become empty it will become ’unemployed’. Node y then must

find new work before it can request more pieces from x.

Node y will therefore start stealing work from its local peers in collective Cy. If there

is work left in Cy, all nodes in Cy are either ’working’ or ’unemployed’ (the presence

of ’retired’ nodes implies that all work has been done, and y will receive any remaining

pieces via its local peers). If y has at least one working local peer, it will steal some work

from it and continue requesting pieces from x. If all local peers of y are unemployed, y

has to wait until they have found new work.

In general, each unemployed node n ∈Cy will try to steal work from its local peers. If

any of them has work left, n will steal at least one new piece of work. If none of n’s local

peers has any work left either, they will be trying to steal work from their local peers as

well.

Since the local communication graph is connected (Lemma 1), there will be a path

n0,n1, . . . ,nx between any unemployed node n0 and some working node nx, possibly via

intermediate unemployed nodes n1, . . . ,nx−1 that propagate half of the work over each

hop in the path with each successful steal. If |work(Cy)| ≥ |Cy|, the work stealing will
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spread out the work over all nodes in Cy and no node will be unemployed. In this case,

node y can keep requesting pieces from node x

For the last pieces of work, |work(Cy)| < |Cy|. In this case, there will always be some

unemployed node trying to steal work. Each remaining piece of work w will then perform

a random walk over all nodes until some node does the work and steals piece w remotely.

If all pieces are stolen remotely this way, no work will be left in Cy and it becomes a root

collective.

If some work w would never be done, it would wander around in the collective forever.

However, since the local communication graph is finite, w will eventually reach each

node [20]. Consequently, each unemployed node is always able to find work.

One of the unemployed nodes that will eventually find new work is our unemployed

node y with its foreign peer x in root collective Cx. Robber’s ’new work sequence’ then

ensures that y always makes progress. Only after step 3 of the new work sequence, un-

employed local peers may steal some of y’s work. However, by then either y’s knowledge

of the possession of its foreign peers has increased or will increase (in step 1), and/or y

requested one or more pieces from its foreign peers (in step 2).

Since y will eventually find new work and be able to make progress with it, node y

will always continue requesting data from x in root collective Cx. All pieces will therefore

eventually be transferred to Cy (either by y itself or by another node in Cy) and all nodes

in Cy will eventually receive all data too (Theorem 1). Consequently, all neighbors of a

root collective in the global communication graph will eventually become root collectives

too. From Lemma 2 then follows that all nodes will eventually receive all data.

4.4.3 Multiple MOB collectives

The desire of Robber nodes changes when they steal work. In Robber, two foreign peers

can therefore potentially exchange any piece. In MOB, on the other hand, the desire of

nodes is fixed to their mob share. This has several consequences for MOB’s correctness.

We will distinguish two cases: first the case where all collectives have the same size, and

then the case in which collectives have different sizes.

Theorem 3. A MOB multicast is correct if all clusters have the same size.

Proof. If all clusters have the same size |C|, MOB’s connection setup guarantees that

nodes always connect to foreign peers with the same collective rank. Consequently, the

mob shares on both sides of each connection will be identical, and the same data will be

transferred in both directions. Now consider the global communication graph for MOB,

in which vertices represent collectives and edges connections between nodes in these

collectives. Due to the identical mob shares of foreign peers, each connection in the

global communication graph is bidirectional. We can split all these connections into |C|
separate communication sub-graphs, one for each set of nodes with the same collective

rank. Each of these communication sub-graphs transfers a part of all data, namely the

identical mob share of all nodes in that sub-graph. Each node in these sub-graphs will

have a minimum degree of F . Like the local communication graph, each sub-graph is

comparable to a random m-orientable graph and therefore has a high probability of being
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connected. All sub-graphs are therefore tested for connectedness before setting up MOB

connections between foreign peers.

Unlike Robber, MOB does not need a ’root cluster’ to ensure correctness if all clusters

have the same size. The pieces can be distributed in any way across all nodes, as long as

each piece i is available on at least one node n ∈Cn. It then follows from Theorem 1 that

every node in Cn will also receive piece i, including node m who’s mob share contains

piece i. Node m is part of a sub-graph in which all nodes have the same mob share.

Like in the local communication graph, piece i will then be distributed to all nodes in

this sub-graph. Each of these other nodes will then distribute piece i to all members of

it’s collective via the local communication graph. Consequently, each piece i will be

transferred to all nodes.

Figure 4.6 shows a simple example of four equally-sized clusters of two nodes each.

Each node has a collective rank of either 0 or 1. The connections as setup by MOB are

shown as solid and dotted lines. Together they create two communication sub-graphs: one

for nodes with cluster rank 0 (with solid lines) and one for nodes with cluster rank 1 (with

dotted lines). For simplicity of the example, each node in these graphs has a minimum

degree of 2 instead of F . The communication sub-graphs are different, but each of them

is connected and will transfer half of the data to all clusters.

Clusters of different sizes

When clusters have different sizes, the mob shares of two foreign peers can differ. In

that case, some pieces will be transferred in only one direction. To understand the con-

nectedness in this case, we have to consider the communication graph per piece. In each

collective Cn, exactly one node n is responsible for stealing piece i remotely. Node n

can download this piece from all its F or more foreign peers. For each collective Cp that

contains a foreign peer p of n, the communication graph of piece i will therefore contain

an edge directed from Cp to Cn. Once a piece has been downloaded by n, all other mem-

bers of collective Cn will eventually receive it too via the local communication graph. All

Figure 4.6: Four clusters of two nodes each, showing two global communication sub-

graphs used by MOB (one with solid, and one with dotted lines)
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foreign peers of those members will then be able to steal piece i from them. The com-

munication graph of piece i is therefore a directed graph. Each vertex in this directed

graph represents one of the T collectives, and each edge a connection between collectives

that transfers piece i. When two foreign peers both seek piece i, their collectives in the

communication graph of piece i will be connected by two edges in each direction. If only

one foreign peer seeks piece i, the edge in the communication graph is directed towards

its collective. Each vertex in such a per-piece communication graph has an indegree of at

least F .

Each piece must reach all T collectives in order to guarantee correctness. Since any

node can be the root of a multicast at some time, all per-piece communication graphs must

therefore be strongly connected. Unfortunately, we are not aware of any analytical results

that describe the probability for strong connectedness of random digraphs of T nodes with

a certain indegree per node. However, we can observe the following:

Theorem 4. For T → ∞, a per-piece communication graph of T vertices is only strongly

connected if each vertex has an indegree F > log(T ).

Proof. A per-piece communication graph cannot be strongly connected if one or more

vertices have an outdegree of zero. A vertex v will have an outdegree of zero if none of

the other vertices chooses it as a peer. The probability that a peer does choose v as one of

its F peers is F
T−1

, so the probability this does not happen is 1− F
T−1

. The probability P

that none of the T −1 other nodes chooses v as a peer is then

P =

(

1−
F

T −1

)T−1

(4.9)

For T → ∞, P tends to e−F . The expected number of vertices with outdegree zero is

roughly M · e−F , which tends towards zero only if F = F(T ) > log(T ).

However, simply choosing F = ⌈log(T )⌉ does not guarantee that a per-piece commu-

nication graph is indeed connected, especially not when T is not close to infinity (which

is a common case in practice). To quantify the impact of the indegree on the strong con-

nectedness of a per-piece communication graph, we generated 1000 random digraphs of

0 to 4000 nodes with indegree F . Each graph was tested for strong connectedness using

Tarjan’s algorithm [116]. Figure 4.7 shows, for various F , which percentage of the 1000

generated graphs was strongly connected. As expected, this percentage drops continu-

ously when F is constant. For F = ⌈log(T )⌉, the percentage stays roughly between 40%

and 80%. When F = ⌈2 · log(T )⌉, the percentage is always larger than 99.5%.

We can conclude that the probability of strong connectedness can be increased by

choosing a larger F . However, a larger F also means that each node has to handle more

connections. Each extra connection leads to more meta-data exchanges (e.g. ’bitfield’

and ’have’ messages) and hence more communication overhead. Too many simultaneous

connections can also easily saturate a node’s local capacity. However, it is clear that using

F = 5 in phase 2 of MOB (the connection setup between foreign peers) will likely not

generate strongly connected sub-graphs when many collectives are used. We therefore

changed phase 2 of the MOB algorithm to ensure that each node in the T collectives has

at least F = ⌈2 · log(T )⌉ incoming connections, which gives a high probability that each
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Figure 4.7: Percentage strongly connected random digraphs for various numbers of ver-

tices with indegree F

communication sub-graph is indeed strongly connected. When all clusters have the same

size, we can still use F = 5. Choosing F can therefore be summarized as:

F =

{

min(5, T −1) if all collectives C have the same size |C|

max(5,⌈2 · ln(T )⌉) otherwise
(4.10)

Choosing F this way gives strongly connected sub-graphs with a high probability in

case of clusters of different size. However, this probability is still low enough to en-

counter a sub-graph that is not strongly connected, which may lead to a deadlock of

MOB. To avoid any deadlocks at all, we let each MOB node create the full global com-

munication graph in memory. This graph is then tested to check if all data will reach all

collectives. If not, each node regenerates the global communication graph until the test

finishes successfully. This test is only necessary when collectives have different sizes.

With all per-piece sub-graphs being strongly connected, MOB does not require a spe-

cific piece distribution to guarantee correctness with clusters of different sizes. Each piece

can always reach all clusters via its sub-graph, so all nodes will receive all data.

To summarize, both MOB and Robber are correct. The data they deliver can initially

be distributed in any way among all nodes, except when using Robber with multiple

clusters; in that case, there has to be at least one root cluster where all nodes together

possess all data.
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4.5 Implementation

Figure 4.8 shows a high-level view of the software layers in our implementation. We have

implemented BitTorrent, MOB, Robber, and Balanced Multicasting on top of Ibis [123],

our Java-based grid programming environment. We used the SmartSockets library [81] to

emulate different clusters inside a single cluster by providing configurable custom routing

of data, which we used to evaluate our algorithms (see Section 4.6.1 for details). Smart-

Sockets also made it possible to take advantage of multiple network interfaces within

hosts, e.g. using both Myrinet within a cluster for very high throughput and FastEthernet

between clusters. By using the same language and communication library for all multicast

methods, we could make a fair comparison of their performance.

4.5.1 Communication

In Ibis, nodes locate each other through the Ibis name server, which serves as a central

directory service for node lookups. Ibis provides all nodes with the names and ranks of all

other nodes and the names of their clusters, which is all the input data MOB and Robber

need. Balanced Multicasting also needs network monitoring data information. For the

experiments in Section 4.6, we use the input for the emulation itself as monitoring data.

On top of Ibis, we have implemented different MulticastChannel objects, one for

each of the four multicast methods. Figure 4.9 shows the implementation of the ’Robber’

box in Figure 4.8 in more detail. Robber’s implementation is very similar to that of

BitTorrent and MOB. At runtime, an application first creates a MulticastChannel object

for the desired protocol which establishes all necessary communication channels in its

constructor. The communication primitive provided by Ibis is a unidirectional pipe, in

which messages are sent from a send port to a receive port. Connections between the

receiver-initiated multicast methods are bidirectional, and hence use two send/receive port

pairs, one in each direction.

All receiver-initiated connection endpoints to both local and foreign peers p have

the same structure. The protocol logic of each connection is abstracted in a Connection

object. The underlying Communicator object sends and receives protocol messages. All

received messages are processed in asynchronous upcalls provided by Ibis, and translated

Figure 4.8: Software layers
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Figure 4.9: Components in the Robber implementation. Each connection to a peer p has

an identical structure.

to individual callback functions in the Connection object on top. Outgoing data is put into

a queue and sent in a separate thread per connection to avoid deadlocks.

The BitTorrentConnection object implements the BitTorrent protocol behavior. Both

the MobConnection and RobberConnection object inherit from the BitTorrentConnection

object. They change the semantics of the messages in the BitTorrent protocol, and add

the concept of mob shares and dynamic work stealing, respectively.

After all connections are created, data can be multicast by invoking the same method

on the MulticastChannel object on each node. A BalancedMulticastingChannel always

has the same root node. The other multicast methods can change the root node per mul-

ticast operation, and can even have multiple root nodes simultaneously. As soon as all

data has been received, control is returned to the application. Altering the received data

is only allowed after calling the MulticastChannel.flush() method, which blocks until all

peers have received all data.

4.5.2 Data storage

The data to multicast is abstracted in a Storage interface, which is shown in Figure 4.10.

A storage can be anything that contains a certain amount of data, provided that this data

can be split into a number of pieces that can be accessed randomly. A storage takes

care of writing pieces to messages, and reading them from messages. The Piece objects

themselves (whose interface is shown in Figure 4.11) are created by the storage, and can

contain parts of the actual data, pointers to them or merely function as index numbers.

We created a number of storage implementations:

• IntegerStorage, DoubleStorage etc. consist of a single piece that holds just one

primitive data type.

• ByteArrayStorage consists of a single byte array that can be accessed in pieces of

the same, configurable size.

• FileStorage consists of a single file on disk that can be accessed in pieces of the

same, configurable size.
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1 public interface Storage {

2

3 /*

4 * Returns the number of pieces in this storage.

5 */

6 int getPieceCount();

7

8 /*

9 * Returns a piece of data of this storage.

10 */

11 Piece createPiece(int index) throws IOException;

12

13 /*

14 * Reads a piece of data from a message.

15 */

16 Piece readPiece(ReadMessage m) throws IOException;

17

18 /*

19 * Writes a piece of data to a message. The piece must be

20 * created by this storage.

21 */

22 void writePiece(Piece p, WriteMessage m) throws IOException;

23

24 /*

25 * Closes this storage, which ends reading from or writing to it.

26 */

27 void close() throws IOException;

28

29 }

Figure 4.10: The Storage interface

1 public interface Piece {

2

3 /*

4 * Returns the index of this piece in its Storage

5 */

6 int getIndex();

7

8 }

Figure 4.11: The Piece interface
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• CompositeStorage aggregates multiple storages into one. The pieces of all stor-

ages are indexed sequentially.

• FakeStorage mimics a ByteArrayStorage, but uses the same byte array for every

piece. This is useful for network throughput tests, since it minimizes the amount of

memory accesses.

An application can easily multicast complex data structures in a single multicast op-

eration by combining various storages into a composite one. Another option is to create

a custom implementation of the Storage interface that is better tailored to the needs of a

specific application.

The Storage interface does not put any limitations on the size of individual pieces.

However, the MOB algorithm assumes that an equal distribution of pieces over nodes in

the same cluster implies an equal distribution of data over those nodes. In general, this

is only the case if each piece has approximately the same size. It is up to the application

to conform to this rule. The more similar the size of the pieces in a storage is, the better

MOB will perform. Robber does not have this restriction: load imbalances caused by

pieces of different size will be resolved automatically by the work stealing mechanism.

4.5.3 Piece administration

During a multicast operation, each node keeps track of the data its peers have. This

bookkeeping is done in a PieceInterest object, whose interface is shown in Figure 4.12.

Nodes initialize their own interest at the start of a multicast operation. Each node is

interested in all pieces it does not have. Seed nodes are interested in nothing, and all other

nodes are interested in everything.

The PieceInterest object maintains an administration for two kinds of pieces: golden

and silver ones. The golden pieces reflect a node’s work. The silver pieces are the ones a

node does not have yet but will be stolen remotely by members of its collective. BitTorrent

nodes use only golden pieces, since each of them downloads all data individually. MOB

and Robber nodes use both golden and silver pieces for their piece administration.

When a node learns about new pieces through ’have’ and ’bitfield’ messages, it calls

one of the tellHave() methods on its interest object. When there is still interest in the

piece, it is remembered as being available at a certain peer. Whenever a node requests a

new piece from a peer, it removes one randomly out of all available ones by calling the

removeGold() method for foreign peers, or the removeGoldOrSilver() method for local

peers. A piece cannot be added again, which ensures that nodes request each piece only

once.

Robber’s work stealing is implemented by changing the ’metal’ of pieces. When a

Robber node receives a steal request, it calls the devaluateFirst() method to change the

metal of the first half of golden pieces to silver. A node adds stolen work to its own

interest by calling the revaluate() method, which changes the metal of the given pieces

from silver to gold.

An efficient implementation of a PieceInterest object is not trivial. First, it has to be

thread-safe, since many simultaneous upcall threads can potentially modify it. For ex-

ample, if two calls to remove() would return the same piece index, a node could request
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1 public interface PieceInterest {

2

3 /*

4 * Notes that a peer has certain pieces. Returns whether this

5 * interest contains the piece.

6 */

7 boolean tellHave(Object peer, int pieceIndex, boolean wantOnlyGold);

8 boolean tellHave(Object peer, PieceIndexSet s, boolean wantOnlyGold);

9

10 /*

11 * Removes the given piece and forgets which peers have it.

12 */

13 void remove(int pieceIndex);

14

15 /*

16 * Removes at most <amount> distinct golden or silver pieces a peer

17 * has. Golden pieces are preferred.

18 */

19 int[] removeGoldOrSilver(Object peer, int amount);

20

21 /*

22 * Removes at most <amount> distinct golden pieces a peer has.

23 */

24 int[] removeGold(Object peer, int amount);

25

26 /*

27 * Sets the metal of the given piece(s) to silver.

28 */

29 void devaluate(int pieceIndex);

30 void devaluate(PieceIndexSet s);

31

32 /*

33 * Sets the metal of the first fraction of golden pieces to silver.

34 * Returns the devaluated pieces.

35 */

36 PieceIndexSet devaluateFirst(double fraction);

37

38 /*

39 * Sets the metal of the given pieces to gold.

40 */

41 void revaluate(PieceIndexSet s);

42

43 /*

44 * Returns all golden pieces in this interest.

45 */

46 PieceIndexSet getGold();

47

48 }

Figure 4.12: The PieceInterest interface
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the same piece from two different peers. Such duplicate requests would ruin the prop-

erty that each piece is transferred into each cluster only once. All methods are therefore

synchronized, and careful locking of state variables avoids race conditions. Second, both

the addition of new pieces and the random removal of known ones has to be done quickly

to avoid communication slowdown. The current implementation uses two doubly-linked

lists of known pieces per peer, one for golden and one for silver pieces. Each piece keeps

references to the position in each list it is added to. This way, a piece can be removed

quickly from all lists. Changing the metal of a piece can also be done very fast; by chang-

ing some pointers, a piece can be moved from one linked list to the other.

4.5.4 Synchronizing termination

We have implemented two versions of the final synchronization phase in MOB and Rob-

ber. We have also added this phase to our BitTorrent implementation in order to stop

a multicast operation as soon as possible (which is not part of the original BitTorrent

protocol).

In the first implementation, each node that has received all data waits until all other

nodes have received all data too. The implementation uses a binary tree spanning all

nodes. At the start of the synchronization phase, each node sends an acknowledgment

over the binary tree to the root and waits for a reply. The root waits until it received an

acknowledgment of all nodes, and then sends back the reply. When a node receives the

reply, it terminates the multicast operation.

In the second implementation, each node waits until all its peers have received all data

too. This implementation uses two new messages called ’done’ and ’stop’. A node starts

the synchronization phase by sending a ’done’ message to all its neighbors. Whenever it

receives a ’done’ message from a neighbor, it remembers the neighbor is done. When a

node and its neighbor are both done, they send a final ’stop’ message to each other. This

’stop’ message is the last message sent in a multicast operation. When a node receives a

’stop’ message from a peer, it stops listening to it. A node ends a multicast operation as

soon as it stopped listening to all its peers.

Although the second implementation is slightly more complex, it is superior for two

reasons. First, it removes the overhead of creating the binary tree, which saves creating

2(N − 1) extra Ibis connections between N nodes. Second, it returns the flow of control

to the application as soon as possible. Instead of waiting for all nodes to complete, a node

now only has to wait for all its neighbors.

4.5.5 BitTorrent

BitTorrent has been designed for un-cooperative peer-to-peer environments of individual

users, with possible failures and peers joining and leaving in the middle of a transmission.

In order to provide a fair comparison with MOB, Robber, and Balanced Multicasting, we

have left some features from the original BitTorrent protocol out of our implementation,

as they would only cause unnecessary runtime overhead in cooperative multi-cluster grid

environments:
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• We do not compute and check SHA1 hash values for downloaded pieces as we

consider transmissions to be reliable and nodes to be trustworthy.

• We kick-start the choking algorithm by immediately unchoking five random peers,

regardless of whether they are interested or not. Normally, only interested peers

are unchoked, but the root node may execute its choking algorithm just before the

’interested’ messages of its peers arrive. In that case, the root’s peers will only be

unchoked in the next execution of the choking algorithm, 10 seconds later. Our

kick-start prevents this unnecessary delay.

• We assume peers to stay online during the whole multicast operation. We can

thereby make a fair comparison between BitTorrent and the other multicast meth-

ods, in which nodes can contribute during the whole multicast operation. Handling

joining and leaving peers was therefore unnecessary, which both simplified our im-

plementation and eliminated the overhead incurred by the code dealing with these

cases.

4.6 Evaluation

We have evaluated MOB and Robber by comparing their performance to that of BitTorrent

and Balanced Multicasting. We performed two sets of experiments. The first set consists

of several ’global bottleneck’ scenarios that were emulated in one cluster of the Distrib-

uted ASCI Supercomputer 3 (DAS-3). The second set contains various ’local bottleneck’

scenarios, tested in both the Distributed ASCI Supercomputer 2 (DAS-2) and emulated

scenarios in the DAS-3.

4.6.1 Emulation setup

We emulated various WAN scenarios within one cluster of the Distributed ASCI Super-

computer 3 (DAS-3) [27]. Using emulation made it possible to precisely control the

environment and subject each multicast method to exactly the same network conditions

without any interfering cross-traffic. We thereby ensured a fair comparison and repro-

ducible results. The emulation only concerns the network performance. All application

nodes run the real application code (Ibis and one of the four multicast protocols on top).

Each node in the DAS-3 is equipped with two 2.4 GHz AMD Opterons and a 10 Gbit

Myrinet network card for fast local communication. Figure 4.13 shows the setup of four

emulated clusters, as used in the first test case in Section 4.6.2. The other test cases use

an identical setup, except for the number of clusters. Nodes in the same emulated cluster

communicate directly, but traffic between nodes in different emulated clusters is routed

over special ’hub’ nodes using the SmartSockets library. Besides routing inter-cluster

traffic, the hub nodes also emulate the wide-area bandwidth and delay between clusters

using the Linux Traffic Control (LTC) kernel module [76] to slow down outgoing Myrinet

traffic. Bandwidth is emulated using HTB qdiscs [34], while one-way delay is emulated

using Netem qdiscs [54]. All qdiscs together emulate all arrows in our network model as
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Figure 4.13: Emulation setup with four clusters. The hub nodes A, B, C, and D route data

between clusters and apply traffic control.

shown in Figure 2.9 (incoming and outgoing local capacity of nodes and clusters, and de-

lay and bandwidth between clusters). With this setup, we can reliably emulate bandwidth

from a few KB/s up to 1 Gbit/s. Since the forwarding over the hub nodes introduces some

overhead, the minimum one-way delay between clusters is about 3 milliseconds.

Figure 4.14 shows a detailed example of two emulated clusters A and B. Each cluster

contains one application node (x and y) and one hub node. All nodes are connected

by SmartSockets connections, shown as solid lines. The LTC qdiscs used in all nodes

for slowing down outgoing traffic are drawn as dotted lines. For clarity of presentation,

only two clusters and two nodes are shown; with more clusters or nodes, there would be

multiple versions of the qdiscs marked with an asterisk, one for each destination cluster

or destination node.

A packet sent from node x∈A to node y∈B passes through several qdiscs that emulate

the network characteristics between x and y. The packet first passes through a qdisc on

node x that emulates x’s outgoing capacity. It is then sent to the hub node of cluster A,

where it passes through three qdiscs that emulate the outgoing capacity of cluster A, the

bandwidth from A to B and the delay from A to B. The packet is then sent to the hub node

of cluster B, where it passes through two qdiscs that emulate the incoming capacity of

cluster B and the incoming capacity of node Y . Finally, the packet is delivered to node y.

The emulation itself is controlled by a simple scripting language inspired by the one

used in the Panda wide-area network emulator [69]. Figure 4.15 shows an example script

for the ’fast → slow’ scenario described in Section 4.6.2. The script defines four clusters

of 16 nodes each (ca, cb, cc, and cd). The local capacity of all nodes and clusters is set

to 100 MB/s. The delay between clusters is set to 10 ms using regular expressions for the

source and destination cluster names. The bandwidth between the clusters differs, and

drops after 30 seconds at the links ca–cd and cb–cc.
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Figure 4.14: Detailed view of two clusters A and B, and the qdiscs (dotted lines) and

SmartSockets connections (solid lines) through which data between two foreign peers

x ∈ A and y ∈ B is sent.

Each node participating in the emulation executes the following steps:

1) At the start of an emulation run, each node creates an observable EmulationScript

object that reads a script from file.

2) Each node gives the script object to the constructor of a ClusterEmulation object

that reads the script, determines the environment to emulate and sets up SmartSock-

ets and Linux Traffic Control accordingly.

3) Each node starts the emulation script, usually in a separate thread.

4) Each node obtains a Pool object from the cluster emulation that reflects all applica-

tion nodes specified in the script. Nodes that are not part of this pool are dedicated

hub nodes for the emulation, and should not execute any application code. The

other nodes can proceed with the actual application code.

After these initial steps, all created connections will be routed by SmartSockets, and

LTC will take care of the delay and bandwidth emulation. The cluster emulation also pro-

vides an EmulationGauge object that contains the exact, currently emulated values. This

gauge is, for example, used by Balanced Multicasting in the emulation experiments in this

section as input for the calculation of balanced multicast trees. Both the cluster emulation

and the emulation gauge observe the emulation script, and update their values whenever

the script changes something. In the script shown in Figure 4.15, for example, all code af-

ter line 28 is continuously repeated to enable multiple runs in which the bandwidth of two

links drops from 8 MB/s to 0.8 MB/s after 30 seconds. The ’hear’ commands on line 36

and 47 delay execution of the script until the application calls the ClusterEmulation.tell()

method with the string specified in the script. This construction synchronizes all nodes

before and after each multicast operation, so all nodes run the emulation in sync.
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1 # define which nodes reside in which clusters (ca, cb, cc, and cd)

2 defineCluster 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 ca

3 defineCluster 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 cb

4 defineCluster 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 cc

5 defineCluster 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 cd

6

7 # set local capacity of the nodes

8 setAllCapacityIn 100 MB/s

9 setAllCapacityOut 100 MB/s

10

11 # set local capacity of the clusters

12 # (regular expressions are used to specify multiple clusters)

13 setCapacityIn c.* 100 MB/s

14 setCapacityOut c.* 100 MB/s

15

16 # set delay and bandwidth between clusters

17 setDelay c.* c.* 10 ms

18 setBandwidth ca cb 10 MB/s

19 setBandwidth cb ca 10 MB/s

20 setBandwidth ca cc 3 MB/s

21 setBandwidth cc ca 3 MB/s

22 setBandwidth cb cd 2 MB/s

23 setBandwidth cd cb 2 MB/s

24 setBandwidth cc cd 6 MB/s

25 setBandwidth cd cc 6 MB/s

26

27 # continuously repeat everything that follows

28 forever

29

30 setBandwidth ca cd 8 MB/s

31 setBandwidth cd ca 8 MB/s

32 setBandwidth cb cc 8 MB/s

33 setBandwidth cc cb 8 MB/s

34

35 # wait until the application says ’start’ before a multicast operation

36 hear start

37

38 sleep 30 sec

39

40 setBandwidth ca cd 0.8 MB/s

41 setBandwidth cd ca 0.8 MB/s

42

43 setBandwidth cb cc 0.8 MB/s

44 setBandwidth cc cb 0.8 MB/s

45

46 # wait until the application says ’reset’ after a multicast operation

47 hear reset

Figure 4.15: Emulation script of the ’fast → slow’ scenario in test case 1
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4.6.2 Global bottleneck test cases

We use our emulation setup to create five scenarios:

1) fast links: the WAN bandwidth on all links is stable and set according to Figure

4.16a (all links are annotated with their emulated bandwidth, in MB/s).

2) slow links: like scenario 1, but with the bandwidth of links A ↔ D and B ↔C set

to 0.8 MB/s (indicated by the dotted lines in Figure 4.16b).

3) fast → slow: like scenario 1 for 30 seconds, then like scenario 2, emulating a drop

in throughput on two WAN links

4) slow → fast: like scenario 2 for 30 seconds, then like scenario 1, emulating an

increase in throughput on two WAN links

5) mayhem: like scenario 1, but every 5 seconds all links change their bandwidth

to random values between 10% and 100% of their nominal bandwidth, emulating

heavy background traffic. The random generator is always initialized with the same

seed, so the fluctuations are identical every time this scenario is used.

(a) scenario 1: A-D and B-C are fast

links

(b) scenario 2: A-D and B-C are slow

links

Figure 4.16: Emulation setup with four clusters (A, B, C, and D) and the two static WAN

scenarios; the wide-area links are annotated with their emulated bandwidth in MB/s.

Test case 1: clusters of the same size

In the first experiment, we emulate four clusters of 16 nodes each. In all five scenar-

ios, the one-way delay of the wide-area links is set to 10 ms. One root node in cluster

A sends 600 MB to all other nodes, using four different multicast methods (BitTorrent,

MOB, Robber, and Balanced Multicasting) in the five scenarios described above. In each

scenario, Balanced Multicasting uses the exact initial emulated bandwidth values as input

for its algorithm. We also computed the theoretical maximum throughput in each scenario

by converting all 16 possible multicast trees between the four clusters to a linear program.
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For the maximum throughput in the dynamic scenarios, we assumed that the theoretical

algorithm could instantly adapt to the optimal strategy in each new situation.

Figure 4.17 shows for each scenario the throughput of each multicast method, cal-

culated as 600 MB divided by the time passed between the moment the root starts the

multicast and the moment the last node receives all data. We use the median through-

put of all runs to remove outliers caused by startup slowdowns like slow-starting TCP

connections and warm up of the JVMs. It can be seen that BitTorrent always performs

worst, which is caused by the overhead it creates by sending duplicate WAN messages.

The difference between MOB and Robber shows the small overhead of Robber’s extra

load-balancing communication (which is not really needed in this case, since all nodes in

each cluster are equally fast). MOB and Robber perform similar to Balanced Multicasting

in the static scenarios, and outperform it in all three dynamic ones. In the first dynamic

scenario ’fast → slow’, Balanced Multicasting overuses the links that become slow and

does not adapt, for which it is heavily penalized. In contrast, MOB and Robber adapt and

use the other WAN links to distribute the data, resulting in much higher throughput. In

the second dynamic scenario ’slow → fast’, Balanced Multicasting does not use the extra

achievable bandwidth that becomes available on two WAN links due to its sender-side

traffic shaping. It therefore achieves the same throughput as in the ’slow links’ scenario,

whereas MOB and Robber greedily use the extra bandwidth that becomes available. In the

last dynamic scenario ’mayhem’, the average throughput of all links is 55% of that in the

’fast links’ scenario. Balanced Multicasting actually achieves 29% of its throughput in the

’fast links’ scenario, since it continuously uses the same WAN links and the throughput of
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Figure 4.17: Multicast throughput between four clusters of 16 nodes each connected by

emulated WAN links; the root node sends 600 MB to all others using four different mul-

ticast methods.
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the bottleneck link in each of its multicast trees determines its overall throughput. MOB

and Robber are much more adaptive and far better in using all the available wide-area

bandwidth, achieving about 52% of their throughput in the ’fast links’ scenario. Their

throughput is also close to the theoretical maximum, even in the dynamic scenarios.

Test case 2: clusters of different sizes

The second experiment uses the same WAN scenarios and multicast methods as the first

one, but with clusters of different sizes. Clusters A, B, C, and D now consist of 4, 12, 16,

and 32 nodes, respectively.

As can be seen from Figure 4.18, the general performance of MOB and Robber is

now a little worse than in the previous experiment due to the added asymmetry in the en-

vironment. Still, MOB and Robber perform similar to Balanced Multicasting in the static

scenarios, and outperform it in the dynamic ones. This experiment therefore illustrates

their good overall robustness, even in the case of disproportionally sized clusters.

Test case 3: adding high latency

In the third experiment, we change the one-way delay between clusters from 10 ms to

50 ms, resulting in a round-trip time of 100 ms between all clusters. With these higher

round-trip times, we repeat the experiments with clusters of the same size and clusters of

different sizes. The resulting throughput is shown in Figures 4.19 and 4.20, respectively.
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Figure 4.18: Multicast throughput between four emulated clusters of 4, 12, 16 and 32

nodes, respectively; the root node sends 600 MB to all others using four different multicast

methods.
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Figure 4.19: Multicast throughput between four emulated clusters of 16 nodes each; the

root node sends 600 MB to all others using four different multicast methods. All WAN

links have an emulated RTT of 100 ms.
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Figure 4.20: Multicast throughput between four emulated clusters of 4, 12, 16 and 32

nodes, respectively; the root node sends 600 MB to all others using four different multicast

methods. All WAN links have an emulated RTT of 100 ms.
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The added delay causes the throughput of all multicast methods to drop. In the case

with four clusters of 16 nodes, the average slowdown is 11% for BitTorrent, 2% for MOB,

1% for Robber, and 7% for Balanced Multicasting. With four clusters of different size,

throughput drops further: up to 40% for BitTorrent, 9% for MOB, 8% for Robber, and

12% for Balanced Multicasting. In both cases, the overall picture remains the same: MOB

and Robber still perform equally good as Balanced Multicasting in the static cases, and

outperform BitTorrent in all scenarios and Balanced Multicasting in the dynamic ones.

Balanced Multicasting mostly suffers in the ’fast → slow’ and ’mayhem’ scenario. In

these cases it generates much congestion on the emulated WAN links because the sender-

side traffic shaping is misinformed. MOB and Robber both use more connections between

clusters, and spread the load over these connections. They are therefore less sensitive to

hiccups in individual connections, which results in better overall throughput.

In the case of clusters of different sizes, the four nodes in the small root cluster have

to serve many connections to multiple peers in each of the other larger clusters. The

resulting additional overhead decreases the throughput further. In larger environments this

bottleneck would be avoided automatically, since there the connections between foreign

peers are more spread out between clusters.

Test case 4: multiple continents

In our fourth test case, we emulate 4 to 16 clusters located in four different continents,

named Europe, America, Asia and Africa. Figure 4.21 illustrates this setup. Clusters

in the same continents are connected by high-performance links of 5 MB/s and 10 ms

one-way delay. Clusters in different continents are connected by slower connections

of 500 KB/s and 100 ms one-way delay. In the experiment, one European node sends

100 MB to all others using BitTorrent, MOB, Robber and Balanced Multicasting.

Figure 4.21: Fourth test case: 16 clusters located in four different continents
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Figure 4.22(a) shows that the throughput achieved by MOB, Robber and Balanced

Multicasting increases with the number of clusters per continent. This trend is logical,

since more clusters allow for more intercontinental connections which results in more

available bandwidth. The throughput of BitTorrent remains almost constant, which is

caused by the fact that the communication volume generated by BitTorrent increases lin-

early with with the total number of nodes. In MOB and Robber, the communication

volume increases linearly with the total number of clusters, which scales much better.

It can also be seen that with more clusters, Robber increasingly outperforms MOB. The

larger the environment, the more likely it is that nodes in the same cluster have a different

number of peers in clusters on other continents. Nodes with more of these distant peers

will therefore be slower than others, and limit the overall throughput of MOB. Robber’s

work stealing mechanism overcomes this imbalance, which results in higher throughput.

The winner in this test case seems to be Balanced Multicasting, which outperforms all

other methods. This is not surprising, since Balanced Multicasting does not exchange any

additional meta-data like the other methods do. However, its good performance depends

heavily on accurate monitoring data to determine the optimal routing. To illustrate this

dependency, we conduct a second experiment in which all links between Europe and

America turn out to be 100 KB/s instead of 500 KB/s. This is not known by Balanced

Multicasting, which still assumes 500 KB/s links. Figure 4.22(b) shows the result of this

imitated measurement error. Because there is now less bandwidth available, all multicast

methods perform worse than before. Balanced Multicasting overuses the links between

Europe and America, causing its throughput to plummet. In contrast, MOB and Robber

automatically adapt and still perform very well.

In case there would have been more bandwidth available than reported by the moni-

toring system (e.g. 1 MB/s links instead of 500 KB/s), Balanced Multicasting would also

have performed sub-optimal. Due to its sender-side traffic shaping, Balanced Multicas-

ting would still have sent at a maximum total rate of 500 KB/s over these links to avoid

self-induced congestion, thus only using half of the available bandwidth.

We also calculated the theoretical maximum throughput in each case, which was only

feasible up to 8 clusters. With more clusters, the linear program became too large to

fit into memory, which demonstrates the need for heuristic approaches. Furthermore,

the optimal solutions use many multicast trees (e.g. 41 for 8 clusters) and assume zero

overhead, which is not very realistic.

Test case 5: comparison with MagPIe

In the fifth experiment, we compare MOB and Robber to the broadcast algorithm of Mag-

PIe [70], a library of MPI collective communication operations optimized for wide-area

systems. MagPIe’s broadcast implementation uses a binomial tree inside clusters and a

flat tree between cluster gateway nodes. We have implemented this strategy in Java using

Ibis. We use MOB, Robber, and MagPIe to multicast messages from 32 KB up to 128 MB

in four clusters of 16 nodes. The bandwidth between those clusters is set as in emulation

scenario 1, while the round-trip time between clusters is set to either 20 ms or 100 ms. We

repeat each multicast operation five times and record the median throughput.
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Figure 4.22: Multicast throughput of four different multicast methods between clusters in

four different continents. The European root node sends 100 MB to all others using four

different methods.
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Figure 4.23: Multicast throughput of MOB, Robber and MagPIe in scenario 1. The root

node sends N bytes in 32KB pieces to all others.
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The results are shown in Figure 4.23. MagPIe performs better for small messages,

but MOB and Robber always reach at least half the throughput of MagPIe. The crossover

point where MOB and Robber start to outperform MagPIe depends on the round-trip time

between clusters. With 20 ms RTT, the crossover point is close to 512 KB messages, with

100 ms this is around 4 MB messages. MagPIe never reaches more than 3 MB/s due to the

slowest WAN link it uses between clusters A and C. MOB and Robber use all available

WAN bandwidth and reach up to 13 MB/s for 128 MB messages. This indicates that both

MOB and Robber are good algorithms for MPI-style collective operations, given enough

data to overcome the WAN latency. With very small messages and/or very high latency, a

sender-initiated algorithm such as MagPIe’s is more efficient.

4.6.3 Local bottleneck test cases

The second set of test cases compares BitTorrent, MOB, Robber and Balanced Multi-

casting in several ’local bottleneck’ environments. The sixth test case uses four DAS-2

clusters, the seventh test case emulates homogeneous clusters, and the eighth test case

emulates heterogeneous clusters.

Test case 6: multiple DAS-2 clusters

Our sixth test case involves multicasting between multiple clusters of the DAS-2, which

has been introduced in Section 3.2.3. In the experiment, we use four clusters located at

four Dutch universities: Vrije Universiteit, the universities of Amsterdam and Leiden, and

the Technical University Delft. We use BitTorrent, MOB, and Balanced Multicasting to

send 600 MB from a root node in the VU cluster to all others, using up to 16 nodes per

cluster. Robber is not included in this experiment because the DAS-2 was taken out of

operation before Robber had been fully developed. Robber’s load balancing would not

have been necessary in this environment though, since the DAS-2 consisted of a small

number of homogeneous clusters only.

Figure 4.24 shows that both MOB and Balanced Multicasting manage to divide the

data among multiple 100 Mbit/s network interfaces in parallel, thereby overcoming the

throughput of a single wide-area network interface of the nodes. With two nodes per

cluster, BitTorrent also mimics this behavior. In this case, the chance that the two nodes

in each cluster will connect to each other is relatively high. Each cluster will then spon-

taneously behave as a two-node collective, and achieve similar throughput. With more

nodes per cluster, however, the chance that such unplanned collectives will be formed de-

creases quickly. Many duplicate pieces will then be sent to the same cluster, which slows

down BitTorrent’s throughput significantly.

It turns out that the ultimate bandwidth bottleneck in this experiment is the speed

with which data could be transferred between nodes inside the same cluster. Balanced

Multicasting arranges local nodes in chains over which data is forwarded, which limits the

throughput to about 26 MB/s. MOB reaches 29 MB/s by using piece exchanges instead.

However, the overhead of this approach increases with the number of nodes per cluster,

which is the reason the throughput of MOB decreases a little when 8 or 16 nodes per

cluster are used.
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Figure 4.24: Multicast throughput between four clusters of the DAS-2, using 1 to 16

nodes per cluster.

Test case 7: homogeneous clusters

In the seventh test case, we emulate a 100 Mbit/s network card in each DAS-3 node that

is used for wide-area communication. Nodes in the same emulated cluster communicate

directly without any traffic shaping, which ’emulates’ a separate high-speed interconnect.

All wide-area links are set to 1 Gbit/s and have a round-trip time of 10 ms. This overall

setup resembles the layout of the DAS-2.

We perform two experiments: one with two, and one with four emulated clusters. In

each experiment, we use BitTorrent, MOB, Robber, and Balanced Multicasting to send

1 GB from a root node to all others, using up to 16 nodes per cluster. We also calculated

the theoretical maximum throughput for each case.

Figure 4.25 shows that both MOB, Robber, and Balanced Multicasting manage to split

the data among multiple network interfaces in parallel, thereby overcoming the through-

put of a single wide-area network interface of the nodes. BitTorrent mimics this behavior,

but its throughput decreases quickly when the number of nodes increases. The reason

for this behavior is the same as in test case 6. In the case of a small environment, the

chance is fairly high that some BitTorrent nodes will have one ore more peers in the same

cluster. These nodes will then spontaneously behave like a collective, and achieve simi-

lar throughput. Yet with more nodes per cluster, the chance of that happening decreases

quickly, and the number of duplicate pieces transferred to the same cluster slows down

BitTorrent’s throughput substantially.
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(a) Multicast throughput between two homogeneous clusters
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(b) Multicast throughput between four homogeneous clusters

Figure 4.25: Multicast throughput between multiple homogeneous clusters. Each node

has a 100 Mbit NIC. The root node sends 1 GB to all others using four different multicast

methods.
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The ultimate bandwidth bottleneck in this experiment is the speed with which data

could be transferred between clusters. Since the local capacity of the clusters and the

wide-area bandwidth was set to 1 Gbit/s, the maximum throughput is limited to about

120 MB/s. Both MOB, Robber and Balanced Multicasting get very close to the theoretical

maximum throughput, although with four larger clusters the impact of practical overhead

starts to show.

Test case 8: heterogeneous clusters

The eighth and last test case is similar to the test case with homogeneous clusters, except

that half of the nodes has a 10 Mbit/s NIC, and the other half has a 100 Mbit/s NIC. We

emulate two and four of these clusters, transfer 512 MB from one root node to all others

using all four multicast methods and measure the overall throughput.

Figure 4.26 shows that MOB does not benefit at all from the faster network cards. In

MOB, the ’slow’ nodes with a 10 Mbit NIC steal the same amount of data as the ’fast’

nodes with a 100 Mbit NIC. Consequently the slow nodes determine the overall through-

put. With N nodes per cluster, each node steals 1/Nth of all data. This limits MOB’s

throughput to N ·10 Mbit in these experiments.

BitTorrent does benefit from the fast nodes, but only with two clusters and for 2, 4,

and 8 nodes per cluster. In those cases, its throughput is close to that of Robber and

Balanced Multicasting. In all other cases its throughput drops to 10 Mbit/s. This can

be explained by considering BitTorrent’s communication graph (Section 4.4). Each edge

in the communication graph is now either slow or fast, depending on whether a peer is

located in the same cluster and the speed of a node’s wide-area NIC. If there is a path

from the root node to a node n consisting of fast edges only, n will be able to receive

pieces at a rate of 100 Mbit/s. If all nodes are connected to the root node by such a ’fast

path’, the overall throughput will also be 100 Mbit/s. With multiple fast paths per node,

the throughput can increase even further. However, if just one node is not connected to the

root by a fast path, the overall throughput will be limited by the slow nodes. The chance

of having a fast path decreases when the number of nodes and clusters increases, which

explains BitTorrent’s low throughput in these cases.

The clear winners in these experiments are Balanced Multicasting and Robber. Both

are able to harvest the performance of fast nodes, and reach a higher throughput given

more nodes per cluster. The difference with the theoretical maximum is marginal, but

increases for larger and more clusters due to practical overhead. Balanced Multicasting

is a little faster than Robber, since the former does not have to transfer any additional

meta-data. However, Robber does not need any additional monitoring data to reach this

throughput, while Balanced Multicasting relies on accurate and complete monitoring in-

formation.
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(a) Multicast throughput between two heterogeneous clusters
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(b) Multicast throughput between four heterogeneous clusters

Figure 4.26: Multicast throughput between multiple heterogeneous clusters. Half of the

nodes in each clusters has a 10 Mbit NIC, the other half has a 100 Mbit NIC. The root

node sends 512 MB to all others using four different multicast methods.
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4.7 Conclusions

Receiver-initiated multicasting avoids static routing of data over trees. Instead, it dis-

tributes data randomly over a peer-to-peer mesh. This approach has several advantages

over sender-initiated multicast. Because the receiving nodes initiate the communication,

the number of possible routing options for each of the N nodes is reduced from 2N des-

tinations to N − 1 sources. This makes it feasible to explore a reasonable amount of all

options based on local information only. Instead of planning multicast trees based on

potentially outdated monitoring data, receiver-initiated multicast implicitly uses the net-

work links between all clusters, while automatically adapting to the currently achievable

bandwidth ratios by adapting the request rate on each peer-to-peer connection. Since

receiver-initiated multicast does not need any external monitoring data to achieve good

performance, it is also very easy to deploy.

The various benefits of receiver-initiated multicast come with the cost of extra com-

plexity. Nodes have to update each other about the availability of data pieces to achieve ef-

ficient request-reply interaction, which adds administrative and communication overhead.

In certain network scenarios, receiver-initiated communication may also not achieve the

same throughput as would be possible given omniscient knowledge of the environment.

In practice, such scenarios are not very likely. In grid environments, the increased adapt-

ability and ease of deployment of receiver-initiated multicast outweigh its drawbacks.

Existing receiver-initiated multicast methods are designed for individual, usually un-

cooperative nodes. Grids commonly consist of clusters of nodes that run trusted appli-

cation code. We therefore developed two receiver-initiated multicast methods that are

specifically designed for clusters: MOB and Robber. Both are based on the BitTorrent

protocol, to which they add the notion of teamwork.

In MOB, nodes in the same cluster team up in a collective that tries to steal data

from other clusters as efficiently as possible. Each node steals an equal share of all data

remotely, and distributes stolen data locally. MOB transfers each piece of data to each

cluster exactly once, and sends a ’have’ message to each other cluster at most once. In

comparison with BitTorrent, this significantly reduces the volume of wide-area commu-

nication between clusters. It also divides the bandwidth requirements among all partici-

pating nodes in a cluster.

MOB’s static load balancing scheme can become inefficient in larger or more het-

erogeneous grid environments. In these cases, not all nodes in the same collective are

necessarily equally fast, causing the slowest node(s) to determine the overall throughput.

We therefore created Robber, another receiver-initiated multicast approach that combines

collective data stealing with dynamic load balancing. In Robber, the amount of data a

node steals remotely is treated as ’work’. Initially, the work is divided equally among all

nodes in a collective, but once a node becomes idle it tries to steal work from local peers.

This way, fast nodes will steal more data remotely than slow nodes.

We have proven both the MOB and Robber algorithm to be correct, meaning they will

always deliver all data to all nodes. Due to the randomized nature of their connection

setup, the communication graphs of both methods have to be tested for connectedness

to ensure correctness. For MOB collectives of different sizes, we also have to test the

propagation of pieces in the communication graph to ensure correctness. The data that is
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BM BitTorrent MOB Robber

Individual hosts + + + +

Clusters of the same size + - + +

Clusters of different sizes + - + +

Homogeneous clusters + - + +

Heterogeneous clusters + - - +

Large number of clusters o - o +

Heterogeneous wide-area bandwidth + + + +

Fluctuating wide-area bandwidth - + + +

Ease of deployment - + + +

Legend: good (+) mediocre (o) bad (-)

Table 4.2: Suitability of Balanced Multicasting (BM), BitTorrent, MOB, and Robber in

various cases.

being multicast can initially be distributed in any way among all nodes. Only when using

Robber with multiple clusters, there has to be at least one root cluster, where all nodes

together have all data, to guarantee correctness.

We have implemented MOB, Robber, and the BitTorrent protocol within our Java-

based Ibis system. We compared them to Balanced Multicasting as a (close-to) optimal

solution using spanning trees that can be found with complete network performance in-

formation. Dynamically changing network performance, however, can not be taken into

account by Balanced Multicasting. Table 4.2 summarizes the performance of Balanced

Multicasting, BitTorrent, MOB, and Robber in various environments.

In the case of stable wide-area bandwidth, MOB and Robber automatically achieve

multicast bandwidth that is competitive to Balanced Multicasting. In most cases, they

actually achieve higher bandwidth. This holds for the bandwidth bottleneck being either

in the WAN (the global bottleneck case) or in the LAN (the local bottleneck case). For

the global bottleneck case, we have investigated various scenarios with emulated WAN

connections inside a single cluster of the DAS-3 system. In all cases, Balanced Multicas-

ting is using the performance information that is valid at the start of a multicast operation.

Balanced Multicasting drastically suffers from dynamically changing bandwidth as its

pre-computed spanning trees no longer match the actual network conditions. MOB and

Robber, in contract, automatically adapt to the new situation. When bandwidth increases

in the middle of a run, Balanced Multicasting cannot use this added bandwidth, while

MOB and Robber can. In large environments or heterogeneous clusters, MOB’s through-

put is severely limited by slow nodes. In theses cases, Robber automatically tunes the

amount of work of a node to its relative performance in a collective, which results in much

higher throughput. We have also compared MOB and Robber with MagPIe’s broadcast

algorithm, and found they outperform MagPIe for moderately sized to large messages.

Only with short messages, MagPIe’s sender-initiated approach is faster, as it optimizes on

latency rather than bandwidth. The smaller the latency, the smaller the messages can be

to still gain from using MOB or Robber.
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To summarize, both MOB and Robber significantly improve achievable multicast

bandwidth without needing any network performance monitoring data. Especially Rob-

ber is highly adaptive to a variety of network conditions and imbalanced clusters, making

it a good all-purpose strategy for application-level multicasting in multi-cluster grid envi-

ronments.
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Chapter 5

Applications

Here comes another one

Faster than the one before

– Tunng, “Cans”

So far, we have explored high-throughput multicast communication an sich, without

caring too much about the data that is being distributed. In this chapter, we will actually

use the Robber multicast method (introduced in Chapter 4) in two applications: a file dis-

tribution program and an N-body simulation. Our goal is to decrease the overall runtime

of these applications by optimizing their multicast communication.

File distribution is a common daily task for grid users as part of application deploy-

ment, and a natural application for multicast communication. The N-body simulation is a

compute-intensive, parallel application that repeatedly uses collective communication at

run-time.

The communication granularity in both applications differs substantially. File distri-

bution has a very coarse-grained communication pattern: it takes a single, long multicast

operation to distribute the file data to all nodes. In contrast, the communication pattern

in the N-body simulation is more fine-grained, as the multicast operations are interleaved

with computations.

For both applications, we will compare efficient existing implementations to one that

uses Robber to communicate. We will first do this with file distribution in Section 5.1,

and then for the N-body simulation in Section 5.2. Finally, Section 5.3 will draw some

conclusions.
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5.1 File distribution

Grid application users commonly need to distribute files to all compute nodes they are go-

ing to use. These files can be the input files for the application, the application code itself,

or image files of the virtual machine in which the application will be run. When these files

get sufficiently large, their distribution becomes an increasingly time-consuming process.

Optimizing this task can therefore save much waiting time and ease the life of grid users.

Distributing a file to many nodes simultaneously is a multicast operation that reads

and writes data from and to disk. The simplest way of distributing a file is by copying

it directly from the root node to all others, using tools like scp, wget, ftp or rsync [119].

Furthermore, individual clusters often have a dedicated file server whose data is easily

accessible to local nodes via a network file system. Data on the file server can then be

copied to local nodes using a normal file copy command. When the file transfers to all

nodes are done simultaneously, all these approaches essentially use a flat multicast tree

in which data is copied directly from a central node to all others. While this solution is

conceptually the simplest one, the local capacity of the root node will likely become a

bottleneck when the number of nodes increases.

In recent years, BitTorrent [22] has become another de facto standard for file dis-

tribution. While BitTorrent is mostly used by individual end users, it also starts to be

recognized as a viable and scalable way to distribute files in LANs [86]. For example,

BitTorrent is used in the NPACI Rocks cluster management framework [103] and deriva-

tives designed for multi-site virtual clusters [55] to distribute software packages.

Multiple file transfer protocols can also be combined into a single system that provides

a common API. For example, the BitDew system [40] offers a tuple space abstraction for

data transfers with various protocols, including HTTP, FTP, BitTorrent and the Amazon

S3 service.

Another approach is to use a Content Delivery Network (CDN). A CDN is a separate

system that optimizes data delivery, usually by acting as a transparent proxy. An example

CDN is CoBlitz [93], which optimizes large file transfers in PlanetLab [94]. CoBlitz is

built on top of the CoDeeN proxy server system [126]. A client’s HTTP request for a

large file is intercepted by a local CoDeeN proxy server, who splits it into multiple HTTP

requests for parts of the file. These requests are sent in parallel to multiple other CoDeeN

servers of the system, which return either a cached file part or forward the request to the

origin server. The local CoDeeN proxy server reassembles all received parts and delivers

them in-order to the client. PlanetLab users can easily copy files to multiple PlanetLab

nodes via the CoDeploy program [21], which uses SSH to start a script on each destination

node that downloads all the files via CoBlitz.

File distribution in a grid only benefits from using a CDN if all grid sites have a nearby

CDN proxy server. When a grid application depends on such additional infrastructure for

good performance, it becomes harder to deploy in general. A purely application-based

file distribution method is therefore often more practical.

In the remainder of this section, we will compare four file distribution methods: SCP,

SCP combined with NFS, BitTorrent, and one using our Robber algorithm. We will first

describe each method briefly, and then evaluate their performance by distributing a file

between several Japanese grid sites.
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1 #!/bin/bash

2

3 if [ $# -ne 2 ]; then

4 echo "usage: $0 roothost:file desthost[,desthost]+:file"

5 exit 1

6 fi

7

8 root=$1

9 dest=$2

10

11 hosts=$(echo $dest | sed ’s/:.*//’)

12 file=$(echo $dest | sed ’s/.*://’)

13

14 if [ -z "$file" ]; then

15 # no destination file name; use the same as on the root host

16 file=$(echo $root | sed ’s/.*://’)

17 fi

18

19 echo "Multicasting ’$root’ to ’$hosts:$file’"

20

21 hostlist=$(echo $hosts | sed ’s/,/ /g’)

22

23 for h in $hostlist; do

24 ssh $h "scp $root $file" &

25 done wait

Figure 5.1: Bash script to copy a file to multiple hosts simultaneously

5.1.1 Implementations

The four file distribution methods we are going to compare use SCP, SCP+NFS, BitTor-

rent, and Robber, respectively.

SCP stands for Secure Copy. It is a file transfer protocol on top of SSH (Secure Shell),

the de-facto standard to login to remote machines using public-key cryptography.

SCP relies on SSH for authentication and security. Various implementations of

SCP exist. In our experiment, we will use the scp command line program of Linux.

Normally, SCP only copies files from one host to another. We will therefore use

the bash script shown in Figure 5.1 to copy a file from one host to multiple others

simultaneously. The script logs in to every destination host using SSH, and starts a

regular scp command with the root host as source.

SCP+NFS is another script we wrote that combines SCP with the local network file

system (NFS) inside each cluster. The script designates one node in each cluster as

a gateway node. A file is then distributed in two steps. First, each gateway node

copies the file from the root node to its local file server using SCP. Second, all nodes

in each cluster copy the file from the file server to local disk via the network file

system.
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BitTorrent is a peer-to-peer file-sharing protocol. A description of BitTorrent can be

found in Section 4.2.1. In our experiment, we use Transmission 1.50b1, an efficient,

open source BitTorrent client written in C [118]. We use XBNBT 8.1b3 [131] as

the BitTorrent tracker, an open source implementation written in C++.

Robber is our own multicast algorithm introduced in Section 4.3.3. For our experiment,

we created a simple file distribution application that uses a single Robber multicast

channel for the communication between nodes.

The application accepts a list of files and directories to distribute, whose names and

sizes are put into a FileSet object. A user also specifies whether a node is a ’source’

node that already has all the files.

Each file is wrapped in a FileStorage object, which can read and write the file

data in random pieces of 128 KB. All FileStorage objects are then combined into a

single CompositeStorage object that has to be sent to all nodes.

However, the other nodes first need to know which files to receive before they can

create the right storage object to receive them in. The source nodes therefore first

have to distribute the file set using a FileSetStorage object, in which the names and

sizes of all files are serialized into a byte array that is distributed in 32 KB pieces.

To receive this storage, each node needs to know the number of pieces it contains.

Distributing all files to all nodes therefore requires three multicast operations, where

each multicast operation provides the data that is required to initialize the storage

of the next one:

1) Send the number of pieces in the FileSetStorage object to all nodes.

2) Send the FileSetStorage itself to all nodes.

3) Send the CompositeStorage containing all the files to all nodes.

SCP and BitTorrent do not distinguish clusters, whereas SCP+NFS and Robber are

cluster-aware. Furthermore, SCP and SCP+NFS both distribute data using a simple,

handcrafted multicast tree, while BitTorrent and Robber use peer-to-peer communication.

Table 5.1 summarizes this classification.

Individual nodes Cluster-aware

Multicast tree SCP SCP+NFS

Peer-to-peer BitTorrent Robber

Table 5.1: Classification of the four file distribution methods.
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5.1.2 Evaluation

We will evaluate the efficiency of the four file distribution methods described in the pre-

vious section by performing the communication of a system in which nodes launch a

parallel grid application inside a virtual machine. Each node needs a local copy of the

virtual machine image to boot it. The virtual machine image is assumed to be created

and customized on a single node, from where it has to be distributed to all other nodes

on which the application will be executed. In our evaluation, we will distribute a XEN

image [132] of Gentoo Linux.

InTrigger testbed

The grid environment used in the evaluation is the InTrigger testbed [58]. InTrigger con-

sists of several clusters located in various research institutes across Japan. In February

2009, it consisted of 14 clusters with more than 400 nodes and 1200 cores in total. Nodes

inside a cluster are connected via Gigabit Ethernet. Communication between nodes in

different clusters goes over regular Internet.

In our evaluation, we use seven InTrigger clusters located in five different Japanese

cities. Figure 5.2 shows the locations of these clusters. Table 5.2 summarizes the details

of each site.

Experiments

In our experiments, we use four methods (SCP, SCP+NFS, BitTorrent, and Robber) to

distribute a 179 MB file from one node in the hongo cluster to all others, using 1 to 10

nodes per cluster. The total number of nodes per experiment thus ranges from 7 to 70.

In each experiment, a file distribution method is started on all nodes simultaneously.

Each node logs the time it starts and finishes downloading the XEN image to a central

file, located on the head node of the hongo cluster in Tokyo. The overall completion time

of each experiment is then derived from the log file as the time between the start time of

the root node and the last finish time. The overall completion time therefore includes all

overhead of each file distribution method, including application start-up time, connection

setup, and disk access.

Both BitTorrent and Robber require an additional central component through which

nodes can contact each other (the tracker and Ibis server, respectively). These central

components are run on the head node of the hongo cluster, and started before the actual

file distribution application itself (they are treated as existing daemon processes, like the

SSH and NFS servers used by the other two methods).

Each experiment is repeated five times. Figure 5.3 shows, for each file distribution

method, the average overall completion time of each of the five runs as a function of the

number of nodes per cluster.

It can be seen that using SCP does not scale: the average overall completion time

increases linearly with the number of nodes per cluster because the local capacity of the

root node becomes the overall bandwidth bottleneck.

SCP+NFS already performs much better, with a slowly increasing average overall

completion time of 82 seconds with 1 node per cluster to 90 seconds with 10 nodes per
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Figure 5.2: Locations of the InTrigger testbed sites used in the file distribution evaluation

Site Host Location CPU (GHz) Memory

hongo University of Tokyo Tokyo Pentium M 1.86 1 GB

kobe Kobe University Kobe Xeon E5410 2.33 16 GB

kyushu Kyushu University Fukuoka Xeon E5410 2.33 16 GB

kyutech Kyushu Inst. of Technol. Fukuoka Xeon E5410 2.33 32 GB

okubo Waseda University Tokyo Core2Duo 2.13 4 GB

tohoku Tohoku University Sendai Xeon E5410 2.33 32 GB

tsukuba University of Tsukuba Tsukuba Xeon E5410 2.33 32 GB

Table 5.2: Name, host, location, and node characteristics of each InTrigger testbed site

used in the file distribution evaluation. All nodes have a Gigabit Ethernet NIC.
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Figure 5.3: Overall completion time of a file transfer between seven InTrigger clusters

and 1 to 10 nodes per cluster. The root node in the hongo cluster sends a XEN image of

179 MB to all other nodes using four different methods.

cluster. The load on the root node is stable in this case, i.e. seven outgoing connections to

the gateway node in each cluster. The increase of the overall completion time is therefore

caused by the load on the NFS file server in each cluster, which becomes another central

bottleneck.

BitTorrent always performs second best, with an overall completion time ranging from

56 seconds to 77 seconds with 1 node to 10 nodes per cluster, respectively. The time

increase shows the effect of duplicate wide-area transmissions, where nodes in the same

cluster download the same pieces from nodes in other clusters instead of from each other.

The load on the access link of each cluster thereby increases with the number of nodes per

cluster, resulting in higher overall completion times. The individual completions times of

the experiment also deviate the most in case of BitTorrent, which is probably caused by

fluctuating cross traffic on the access links. Unfortunately, it was not possible to repeat the

experiments more than five times due to the administrative usage restrictions of BitTorrent

on these clusters, which only allowed a small amount of experimentation time.

The clear winner is Robber, with an average overall completion time of 41 seconds

with 1 node per cluster to 47 seconds with 10 nodes per cluster. On average, Robber

is about five times as fast as SCP, twice as fast as SCP+NFS, and 1.6 times as fast as

BitTorrent. The small increase in the overall completion time with more nodes per cluster
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can be attributed to the increasing amount of meta-communication. With more nodes,

there is more communication with the central Ibis server during application start-up and

shutdown, extra connection setup, some additional wide-area protocol communication

due to work stealing in each cluster, etc.

To summarize, Robber outperforms widely used existing solutions for file distribution

in a realistic grid environment. By decreasing the time to transfer large files (e.g. virtual

machine images) to multiple nodes of a grid system simultaneously, valuable time can

therefore be gained by using Robber during the deployment phase of grid applications.

5.2 N-body simulation

In the second part of this chapter, we will use our Robber algorithm to speedup the im-

plementation of an N-body simulation. We will first explain what an N-body simulation

is, and how the Barnes-Hut algorithm that we used works. We will then describe the

Satin framework in which we programmed our simulations, including the shared objects

paradigm that is used to optimize communication in the existing implementation. We

will then outline the existing implementation in more detail, and explain how we cre-

ated two additional implementations that use the Robber multicast algorithm instead of

shared objects. Finally, we will conduct some experiments in which we compare the three

implementations to each other in various grid environments.

An N-body simulation models the interaction of a large number of particles (or bod-

ies) under the influence of physical forces (typically gravity, but sometimes other forces).

These simulations are used by various fields in scientific computing, including astro-

physics, fluid dynamics, and electrostatics. In our simulations, the bodies represent stars

in space.

Figure 5.4: Example quadtree partitioning of a 2D body space
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Figure 5.5: Calculation of forces in Barnes-Hut. Nearby bodies b1 and b2 are considered

individually, but a group of far-away bodies can be approximated by their center of mass.

5.2.1 Barnes-Hut algorithm

The Barnes-Hut algorithm [10] simulates the evolution of N bodies in iterations of discrete

time steps. Computing the pair-wise interactions of all bodies would create an algorithmic

complexity of O(N2). The Barnes-Hut algorithm therefore exploits the fact that a group

of distant bodies can be approximated by a single, virtual body at the center of mass of

the group of bodies. The complexity of the algorithm is thereby reduced to O(N · log(N)).
To implement this optimization efficiently, the simulated 3D space is partitioned using

an octree. Each cubic part of space is recursively subdivided into eight smaller boxes until

each leaf box contains at most m bodies. Figure 5.4 shows a similar subdivision of a 2D

space using a quadtree and m = 1. In our evaluation we used m = 64.

The program represents the partitioned space as a tree structure. The root node of the

tree represents the whole space, its children represent the sub-spaces of this space, etc.

For each body b, the algorithm computes the influence of all other bodies during one time

step by traversing the tree. If a tree node is far enough away from b, all bodies covered

by this node are combined into a single virtual object and the force is computed. After

the forces are computed for all bodies, the positions of the bodies are updated. As the

movement of the bodies may have changed the space partitioning, the body tree and the

center of mass of each box are recomputed after each iteration.

The precision factor theta determines when a distant group of bodies can be approxi-

mated as a single virtual object. This optimization depends on the distance to the center

of mass of the group of bodies and the size of the box they are located in. Our implemen-

tations apply the optimization when:

distance >
boxsize

2
∗ theta (5.1)

A small theta value makes the program run faster, while a large theta makes it more

accurate. Figure 5.5 shows an example of the interaction of body b0. Bodies b1 and b2 are

considered individually, but for the group of far-away bodies their center of mass is used.

Several parallel implementation of the Barnes-Hut algorithm have been developed

over the years. These implementations range from vectorized computations with explicit

message passing [77] to map-reduce implementations using skeletons [4]. Our divide-

and-conquer implementation uses the Satin framework.
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5.2.2 Satin

Satin [122] is a framework for writing divide-and-conquer applications in Java. Divide-

and-conquer is a programming paradigm in which a large problem is solved by dividing

it recursively into sub-problems. In Satin, these sub-problems are called jobs.

A simple real-world example of divide-and-conquer is calculating the worth of a large

bag of coins. Instead of having one person count all the coins, he can split the bag into

two smaller ones and give each of them to a helpful friend. They can then count the bags

in parallel and report back their values. The total worth can then be calculated easily

by adding up the two reported values. The two friends can apply the same principle

recursively to further distribute the counting task. With only a single level of recursion,

this paradigm is called master-worker.

Satin is designed to automatically run divide-and-conquer applications efficiently on

hierarchical grids. It features a simple programming model: in a sequential application,

certain recursive methods are marked as divide-and-conquer primitives. The framework

then transforms the sequential application into a parallel one using bytecode rewriting.

When running the parallel application, all communication and load-balancing is handled

automatically by Satin. A programmer can therefore focus on the application code, and is

completely shielded from all the nasty low-level details of optimizing his application for

a grid.

Satin adds two divide-and-conquer primitives to the Java language, called spawn and

sync. Methods in the sequential program can be made spawnable using marker interfaces

(similar to Java RMI). The runtime system then translates these methods to jobs that can

be executed in parallel. The sync() operation is used for synchronization; it waits until all

methods spawned by the current method have been completed and returned their results.

A Satin application starts at a single compute node called the master. The master

then generates more jobs by executing spawnable methods. Jobs are put into a local

work queue. Other, idle compute nodes obtain new jobs using a variant of work stealing,

called Cluster-aware Random Stealing (CRS) [120]. This algorithm ensures good load

balancing across clusters. When a job is stolen from the work queue of another node, all

the parameters of the spawnable method that generated the job are automatically serialized

by Satin and transferred to the stealing node. When the job is completed, its result value

is sent back to the node the job was stolen from.

Shared Objects

A drawback of the divide-and-conquer paradigm is that it cannot express global state. For

example, when all nodes need to access a common data structure, it has to be supplied as

an input parameter to each spawned method. Such parameter passing can become very

inefficient when the global state is large. Furthermore, sharing data between independent

task (e.g. updating a best known solution in a branch-and-bound search) is not possible

in pure divide-and-conquer.

To increase the applicability of Satin, it has been extended with a shared-data ab-

straction called shared objects [130]. Global state is encapsulated in Java objects that are

passed by reference to spawnable methods. The consistency of a shared object is assured
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by user-controlled guard methods. Each guard method ensures a consistent state for the

spawnable method it is associated with. Replication of state is handled through function

shipping: methods that modify state are forwarded to other nodes, who apply them on

their local replicas. Such methods are called shared methods, and are indicated using

marker interfaces. All other methods of a shared object are only executed locally.

5.2.3 Implementations

We have implemented two additional versions of the Barnes-Hut algorithm besides the

one that already existed. All three versions use Satin, and spawn a new job for each node

in the body tree. Each job calculates the forces for all bodies contained in that node,

possibly by subdividing the job into smaller ones (one for each child node in the tree).

The versions differ in the way they communicate. The first, existing version uses shared

objects, while the additional second and third version use one or more Robber multicast

channels.

Version 1: Shared Objects

In a pure divide-and-conquer implementation of Barnes, the whole body tree (or the nec-

essary part of it) has to be supplied as an input parameter to each job [90]. Each time a

job is stolen, this large data structure has to be sent over the network. Since the number

of bodies is usually large, the amount of communication will then become a performance

bottleneck.

In the first version of the Barnes-Hut implementation, the positions and velocities of

the bodies are therefore stored in a shared object. Each job computes the new positions of

its bodies in iteration i using the data in the shared object. A guard method ensures that

the information of iteration i− 1 is received and the new body tree is computed before

jobs of iteration i are executed. The result of each job is a set of body updates (i.e. their

accelerations during a time step caused by the forces of the other bodies). These updates

are returned recursively by Satin as job results until the master has received the updates

of all bodies. The total set of updates is then written to the shared object, which triggers

Satin to send them to all nodes. Finally, each node computes the new positions of all

bodies and rebuilds its body tree before starting the next iteration of the algorithm.

The first implementation contains several multicast operations that each distribute a

large amount of data. Before the first iteration, the positions and velocities of all bodies

are sent to all nodes. Before each subsequent iteration, the updates of all bodies are sent

to all nodes. Internally, Satin uses a single multicast tree to distribute these data. This

multicast tree is constructed using the label-routing multicast (LRMC) algorithm, which

creates a single chain spanning all nodes. LRMC ensures that all nodes in the same cluster

are neighbors in the chain, so the least amount of WAN links between clusters is used.

Figure 5.6 shows an example of a chain created by LRMC between four clusters of four

nodes each.
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Figure 5.6: Example of label-routing multicast with four clusters of four nodes each

Version 2: Robber Multicast

The second version of the Barnes-Hut implementation is almost identical to the first one

that uses shared objects. The body updates computed by each job are also recursively

returned to the master, who sends them to all nodes. However, the body data is not

put into a shared object, but distributed and synchronized explicitly by the application.

All multicast operations on the data can therefore use a single Robber multicast channel

instead of LRMC.

Version 3: Robber All-to-All

The third implementation of Barnes-Hut differs from the previous two in the way the jobs

exchange their results. The body updates computed by a job are no longer returned as

a result value, but stored on the compute node itself. When the master sees that all jobs

of an iteration have been executed, all body updates are distributed to all nodes in two

phases:

1) The master sends the current iteration count to all nodes via a Robber multicast

channel that spans all nodes. This signal makes all nodes initiate the second phase.

2) In the second phase, each node sends its body updates to all other nodes. For this

all-to-all communication, the nodes have set up a separate Robber multicast channel

for each of the participating clusters. With T different clusters, the application

creates T different multicast channels. All nodes in the same cluster broadcast

all their updates via the multicast channel of their cluster. All body updates of a

single node form one piece. The number of pieces P in each multicast channel

is therefore equal to the number of nodes in the root cluster of that channel. As

explained in Section 4.4, using a separate multicast channel per root cluster ensures

that all pieces will eventually be sent to all nodes.

After a node has received the data from all multicast channels in the second phase, it

computes the new body tree and continues with the next iteration.
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5.2.4 Evaluation

We have evaluated the three versions of the Barnes-Hut application by executing them

in various grid environments and comparing their overall running time. Since the com-

putational part of the three versions is identical, any difference in running time between

the versions is caused by the efficiency of their different communication strategies. In all

experiments, we simulated 50 iterations of 1,000,000 bodies with a commonly used theta

value of 5 [130].

Single cluster

In our first experiment, we ran the three versions of Barnes-Hut in a single cluster of the

DAS-3 (see Section 4.6.1, page 97), using up to 64 processors. Figure 5.7 shows the

speedup of each version.

It can be seen that using a single Robber multicast channel instead of shared objects

already improves the speedup, even in a single cluster. The LRMC multicast used in the

shared objects version is more sensitive to small performance fluctuations in individual

nodes, since it sends all data over the same path. With receiver-initiated multicast, the

data is automatically sent over multiple paths in parallel, which absorbs any performance

hiccups in individual nodes.
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Figure 5.7: Speedup of three Barnes-Hut implementations in a single cluster.
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When all nodes exchange their body updates directly via a Robber multicast channel,

the speedup increases even further. This result is logical, since direct all-to-all communi-

cation avoids the collection of all updates at the master. As a result, the total communica-

tion volume decreases.

Multiple emulated clusters

In the second experiment, we ran the three Barnes-Hut applications in our cluster emu-

lator. We emulated four clusters of 16 nodes each, using two WAN bandwidth scenarios

described in Section 4.6.2 (Chapter 4, page 101): ’fast links’, in which the bandwidth

of all links set according to Figure 4.16a, and ’slow links’, where the bandwidth of links

A ↔ D and B ↔C is set to 0.8 MB/s (as shown in Figure 4.16b). We also ran the three ap-

plications in a ’fast WAN’ scenario, in which we used four emulated clusters of 16 nodes

each without any traffic shaping on the emulated WAN links between the clusters. The

absence of traffic shaping illustrates the overhead of the cluster emulator itself.

Figure 5.8 shows the running times of all three Barnes-Hut applications in the four

scenarios describe above. The shared objects version is always the slowest, while the

one using all-to-all communication with multiple Robber multicast channels is always

the fastest. Especially in the ’slow links’ scenario, the effect of using Robber instead of

LRMC is clear: the Robber all-to-all version is almost twice as fast as the shared objects

version. An LRMC multicast tree is limited by the slowest WAN link it uses, which
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environments.
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happens to be one of the really slow links. The Robber multicast channels automatically

use the other WAN links too, which increases the overall throughput significantly.

It is also interesting to compare the running times of the three application versions in

the ’fast WAN’ scenario to the running times in the ’single cluster’ scenario. The former

scenario consist of four emulated clusters of 16 nodes without any traffic shaping, while

the latter scenario consist of a single cluster of 64 nodes without any cluster emulation.

Surprisingly, all three application versions become slightly faster when run in the cluster

emulator. This counter-intuitive result is caused by Satin’s cluster-aware work stealing

algorithm. In a single cluster, Satin nodes perform only one synchronous steal request at a

time. With multiple clusters, each node will perform two steal requests simultaneously: a

synchronous one locally, and an asynchronous one remotely. The latter results in a faster

dissemination of jobs at the start of each iteration in the Barnes-Hut algorithm, which

explains the faster running times with multiple emulated clusters. This phenomenon more

than compensates for the overhead of the cluster emulator.

5.3 Conclusions

We have added our Robber multicast method to two grid applications: the distribution of

files, and an N-body simulation.

The file distribution applications disseminate a virtual machine image to many nodes

of a multi-cluster grid system, which each need a local copy of the image to boot it. We

have created a simple Java application that uses three Robber multicast operations, and

have compared that to three commonly used existing solutions: SCP, a combination of

SCP and NFS, and BitTorrent. For each of these methods, we have used a popular and

efficient implementation. We have evaluated the four methods by distributing a virtual

machine image among nodes of seven sites in the Japanese InTrigger testbed. The appli-

cation using Robber always outperformed the three others, most notably SCP+NFS (on

average twice as fast) and BitTorrent (on average 1.6 times as fast). Robber’s good perfor-

mance can be attributed to the lack of a central bandwidth bottleneck (e.g. the root node

or an NFS server) and the minimized data volume it sends over the access links and the

wide-area network.

Next, we have applied Robber to a parallel divide-and-conquer implementation of the

widely used Barnes-Hut algorithm. We started with an existing implementation that uses

the Satin framework and the shared objects data-sharing abstraction. We modified this

application to create two more versions that use Robber to communicate instead of Satin.

The first version gathers the results of each simulation round at the master, who sends

them to all nodes in a single multicast operation. The second version stores results on the

nodes themselves, and uses multiple Robber multicast channels to distribute the results in

an all-to-all fashion. We compared the performance of the three versions in a single

cluster, and with multiple emulated clusters. The versions using Robber consistently

outperform the existing implementation, especially when emulating slow wide-area links.

Unlike the LRMC multicast in Satin, Robber automatically uses multiple wide-area links

in parallel. Slow WAN links and performance hiccups at individual nodes will therefore

not become an overall bandwidth bottleneck, as long as faster routes are available too.
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To conclude, we have significantly decreased the running time of two common appli-

cations in various grid environments by substituting Robber for the communication part.

The potential of Robber as a realistic and efficient solution for high-throughput multi-

casting in grid environments has thereby been demonstrated for both course-grained and

fine-grained communication.
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Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

Take a ride inside my eye

And this is what you will likely find

– The Presidents of the USA, “Puffy little shoes”

In this thesis, we have investigated how applications can efficiently multicast large

amounts of bulk data in a grid environment. Our goal was to minimize the overall com-

pletion time of such a multicast operation. We have argued that the only feasible solution

for multicasting in grid applications is overlay multicasting, in which only the end hosts

play an active role. Any solution that relies on certain network technology will be very

hard to deploy in a world-wide grid.

6.1 Network performance

Grid applications run on many different types of clusters and on multiple, geographically

distributed sites simultaneously. The overall completion time of a multicast operation de-

pends primarily on the performance of the interconnection network between application

nodes. Grid sites are connected by the Internet, which introduces all kinds of performance

limitations and fluctuations as opposed to the stable performance of dedicated intercon-

nects in clusters and supercomputers. The communication speed between grid application

nodes can therefore vary considerably. In Chapter 2, we have given an overview of these

network performance issues.

As we focus on the distribution of large amounts of data, we want to maximize the

achievable bandwidth between application nodes. Many factors influence the achiev-

able bandwidth, on all layers of the OSI model. Some are merely a given fact (e.g. the

transmission medium), while others can be optimized at the end hosts (e.g. TCP tweak-

ing, efficient serialization etc.). Unfortunately, the available bandwidth of the wide-area
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network links between grid sites can change over time due to cross-traffic. The actual

end-to-end performance can therefore only be known by measuring it.

Many software tools have been developed that measure certain network characteris-

tics, with varying accuracy and intrusiveness. Some of these tools have been combined

into monitoring systems, which continuously measure characteristics between grid sites

and make the observations available to applications. Grid applications can use these ob-

servations to optimize their communication. For multicast communication, an application

needs information about the paths between all the sites it runs on.

Compared to a point-to-point data transfer, multicast communication has the addi-

tional problem of self-induced congestion. Since all hosts perform simultaneous trans-

missions, their traffic may collide on shared links in the interconnection network. How-

ever, we have observed that such collisions are far more noticeable at the begin and end

of network paths than on backbone links in the middle.

6.2 Network model

In the end of Chapter 2, we have created a network model that combines our insights into

the impact of network characteristics on the performance of a multicast operation. The

model encapsulates three key observations:

• The wide-area network between grid sites can limit the end-to-end achievable band-

width between compute nodes.

• Bandwidth sharing effects can be noticeable on the access links of clusters and the

network interface cards of compute nodes.

• Grid sites are often clusters in which compute nodes can communicate via a sepa-

rate, high-speed network.

The model expresses the network between and within grid sites as a graph in which

the links are annotated with bandwidth values (see Figure 2.9, page 35).

6.3 Balanced Multicasting

In Chapter 3, we have used our network model as basis for the optimization of sender-

initiated multicast. In this approach, nodes are arranged in one or more multicast trees

over which the data are sent. The optimization of sender-initiated multicast communica-

tion comes down to choosing the right set of multicast trees to use. Unfortunately, taking

both the achievable bandwidth between sites and the local capacity constraints of indi-

vidual sites into account generates an NP-hard problem. We have therefore introduced

a novel, heuristic multicast technique called Balanced Multicasting, which uses our net-

work model as input. The bandwidth values in the network model are obtained from a

separate network monitoring system. The Balanced Multicasting algorithm first repeat-

edly applies depth-first search to generate a set of candidate multicast trees, using only

information about the achievable bandwidth information of the wide-area links between
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grid sites. Second, the candidate trees are converged to a linear program that also incorpo-

rates the local capacity of all sites. Solving the linear program yields a (usually smaller)

set of balanced multicast trees, each with a certain required throughput. Finally, these

trees are used in parallel to distribute the data while their individual throughput ratios are

enforced using sender-side traffic shaping.

The exact planning of all the data flows in Balanced Multicasting prevents any self-

induced congestion. The traffic is also divided over multiple nodes in a cluster if the

individual wide-area NICs would become a bottleneck.

We have shown that Balanced Multicasting outperforms various existing tree-based

multicast methods, and have demonstrated that it produces (close-to) optimal solutions.

However, its good performance depends entirely on an accurate view of the current net-

work situation (i.e. our network model). In practice, such information is hard to obtain,

since network monitoring systems are not deployed ubiquitously. Furthermore, the in-

formation they provide is often not very accurate and notoriously outdated. Balanced

Multicasting also assumes that the monitored data remains stable during a multicast op-

eration, since the set of balanced multicast trees and their throughput ratios remain fixed.

Any additional cross-traffic may therefore cause Balanced Multicasting to overuse cer-

tain links and still create congestion. Furthermore, extra available bandwidth will not be

utilized because of the sender-side traffic shaping.

To overcome the limitations of Balanced Multicasting, we have explored another tree-

based multicast approach that does not rely on a global overview of the network. In

adaptive multicasting, messages are randomly sent to remaining destinations based on

the locally observed backpressure from the network. However, the number of possible

destination sets will quickly lead to a exponentially growing number of routes to try.

Furthermore, it turned out that duplicate transmissions cannot not be avoided without

partially planning multicast trees. But to plan these trees, network monitoring information

would be needed again.

6.4 MOB and Robber

In Chapter 4, we have shown that efficient multicasting is possible without having net-

work measurement information. However, the communication initiative should then be

reversed to prevent a combinatorial explosion of routing options to try, and to avoid du-

plicate transmissions. We have called this method received-initiated multicast. Instead of

pushing data to other nodes, each node explicitly requests data it does not have yet from

other nodes. With N nodes, the number of possible options to try is thereby reduced from

2N destination sets to N−1 sources. In order to know which sources to request data from,

nodes can inform each other about the data they already have. To maintain scalability,

each node should only communicate with a fixed amount of peer nodes.

Various peer-to-peer protocols have already been developed that implement received-

initiated multicast. The most notable one is BitTorrent, which focuses on file distribution

between individual, potentially uncooperative nodes. Instead, grid applications run on

multiple cooperative nodes that are usually grouped into clusters. We have therefore cre-

ated two additional receiver-initiated multicast methods based on BitTorrent, but specif-
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ically designed for clusters. We have named these algorithms MOB and Robber. Both

algorithms let nodes in the same cluster cooperate to improve the overall throughput.

In MOB, nodes in the same cluster work together as a collective that tries to steal

data from other clusters as efficiently as possible. Each node steals an equal share of all

data remotely, and distributes stolen data locally. As a result, MOB transfers each piece

of data to each cluster exactly once, and sends a ’have’ message to each other cluster at

most once. Compared to BitTorrent, the volume of wide-area communication between

clusters is thereby reduced significantly. Our experiments have shown that in a global

bottleneck scenario, where the WAN links are the overall bandwidth bottleneck, MOB

performs much better than BitTorrent. MOB also divides the bandwidth requirements

automatically among all participating nodes in a cluster, which is optimal in in a local

bottleneck scenario (where the wide-area NICs of individual nodes are the overall band-

width bottleneck).

However, MOB’s static work division can become inefficient in larger or more het-

erogeneous grid environments. In these cases, not all nodes in the same collective are

always equally fast, and the slowest node(s) will determine the overall completion time

of a multicast operation.

We have therefore created Robber, another receiver-initiated multicast approach that

combines collective data stealing with dynamic load balancing. In Robber, the amount of

data a node steals remotely is treated as work. Initially, the work is divided equally among

all nodes in a collective, but when a node becomes idle it tries to steal work from local

peers. Consequently, fast nodes will steal more data remotely than slow nodes.

Both the MOB and Robber algorithm have been proven correct, i.e. they will always

eventually deliver all data to all nodes. The data can initially be distributed in any way

among all nodes. Only when using Robber with multiple clusters, there has to be at least

one root cluster (where all nodes together have all data) to guarantee correctness.

We have evaluated MOB and Robber in both emulated grid environments (for con-

trolled, reproducible experiments) and real grid systems (to test their performance in prac-

tice). The experiments have shown that with stable network characteristics and perfect

network monitoring information, the performance of collective, receiver-initiated multi-

cast methods is similar to pre-planned sender-initiated multicast. In more realistic scenar-

ios with dynamically changing network performance, receiver-initiated multicast adapts

to the environment and therefore achieves far better performance than sender-initiated

multicast. While it is possible to devise theoretical network examples in which sender-

initiated multicast would perform better, receiver-initiated multicast is much easier to

deploy and far more applicable to grid environments encountered in practice.

In Chapter 5, we have demonstrated the practical suitability of the Robber algorithm

by using it in two grid applications: a file distribution program (with coarse-grained mul-

ticast communication), and an N-body simulation (with fine-grained multicast communi-

cation). The file distribution program using Robber has been run in a real grid testbed,

where it outperformed SCP, SCP+NFS, and a widely used BitTorrent implementation.

Furthermore, the speedup of the N-body simulation has improved significantly by only

substituting the shared objects data sharing model and its underlying LRMC multicast al-

gorithm by Robber. Together, these applications have illustrated that Robber is an efficient

and well-suited multicast solution for a variety of grid applications.
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6.5 Future work

Several aspects of multicasting in grid applications have not been explored in this thesis,

and may be interesting topics for future work. We will list several of these topics here.

First, throughout this thesis we have assumed that the set of application nodes is fixed.

In practice, it is desirable to create malleable grid applications that can handle nodes

which join and leave at runtime [130]. In grid systems, nodes may crash because of

hardware faults, or leave gracefully due to expired registrations. New nodes may also

become available after the application has been started. Currently, none of our multicast

methods is able to cope with these situations. However, the receiver-initiated multicast

paradigm is well-suited to handle these cases, since none of the nodes is a central point

of failure. How the work division in MOB and Robber could handle joining and leaving

nodes is an open question, though.

Second, we have only looked at the distribution of bulk data. For some applications

(e.g. the distribution of video), streaming data is more natural. It could therefore be

interesting to, for example, incorporate Chainsaw’s [91] solutions for streaming multicast

data into Robber.

Third, our receiver-initiated multicast algorithms currently have several fixed parame-

ters: the number of peers per node, the number of outstanding requests to a peer, the piece

size etc. Although the default values for these parameters work fine in most network en-

vironments, it could be useful to tweak them automatically at runtime (e.g. use a larger

piece size in case of very fast connections).

Finally, with the dawn of multi-core processors and optical networking, bandwidth

bottlenecks are likely to shift more and more to the individual nodes. This trend may

introduce the need for an additional layer of clustering in our network model, where all

cores in a single node form second-level clusters. If each core needs a local copy of the

multicast data, all cores in a single node could again cooperate and divide the pieces to

steal from other nodes among each other.

To conclude, our multicast algorithms provide an important contribution for develop-

ing efficient grid applications. They certainly provide a promising starting point for the

abovementioned future developments.
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Samenvatting

Het zou allemaal een stuk simpeler zijn

Als het niet zo ingewikkeld was

– De Dijk, “Simpel”

Wat doen supercomputers?

Computerprogramma’s lossen tegenwoordig veel grote problemen op. Computers voor-

spellen bijvoorbeeld het weer, simuleren de botsing van twee sterrenstelsels, of doorzoe-

ken grote hoeveelheden DNA. Deze problemen worden al snel te groot voor één computer:

of het oplossen duurt dan veel te lang, of ze passen niet in het computergeheugen. Grote

problemen kunnen vaak wel opgelost worden door ze in kleinere delen te splitsen. Vervol-

gens kunnen meerdere computers er tegelijkertijd (’parallel’) aan werken. Samen vormen

die computers dan één grote supercomputer dat een zogenaamd parallel programma uit-

voert.

De verschillende onderdelen van een parallel programma moeten vaak nog wel gege-

vens uitwisselen, zoals invoer- en uitvoerbestanden en tussenresultaten tijdens het reke-

nen. Zulke communicatie kost extra tijd, en moet daarom zo snel mogelijk verlopen. Een

supercomputer bestaat intern dan ook uit heel veel losse computers die verbonden zijn

door een snel communicatienetwerk.

Multicastcommunicatie

Een vaak gebruikt soort communicatie in parallelle programma’s is ’multicast’. Hierbij

stuurt één computer (de ’root’) dezelfde gegevens naar meerdere andere computers te-

gelijkertijd (zie Afbeelding 1.1 in Hoofdstuk 1). De root kan de gegevens direct naar

elke andere computer sturen, maar alle computers kunnen ook samenwerken en bijvoor-

beeld ontvangen gegevens weer doorsturen naar andere computers. De handigste manier

van samenwerken hangt onder andere af van de hoeveelheid gegevens en het gebruikte

communicatienetwerk.
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Grid: een wereldwijde supercomputer

Tegenwoordig kunnen in principe alle computers ter wereld met elkaar communiceren

via internet. Hierdoor kunnen computers en supercomputers op verschillende locaties

samenwerken als één grote supercomputer. Zo’n samenwerkingsverband heet een grid.

De rekenkracht en opslagcapaciteit van een grid kan veel groter zijn dan die van een

traditionele supercomputer. Grids worden dan ook gebruikt om heel complexe problemen

uit te rekenen of om grote hoeveelheden gegevens te verwerken.

De parallelle computerprogramma’s die op zo’n grid draaien noemen we gridapplica-

ties. Het schrijven van efficiënte gridapplicaties is niet eenvoudig. Eén van de uitdagingen

is om al die wereldwijd verspreide computers zo optimaal mogelijk met elkaar laten com-

municeren. Via het snelle netwerk in traditionele supercomputers is dat relatief makkelijk.

Computers op verschillende locaties van een grid zijn echter verbonden via internet, en

de snelheid van internetverbindingen kan behoorlijk verschillen. Ook kunnen andere in-

ternetgebruikers delen van verbindingen ineens meer of minder belasten, waardoor de

snelheid kan veranderen.

Dit onderzoek

In dit proefschrift, met als titel “Hoge Verwerkingscapaciteit Multicastcommunicatie voor

Gridapplicaties”, onderzoeken we hoe gridapplicaties grote hoeveelheden gegevens zo

snel mogelijk van één ’root’ computer naar meerdere andere kunnen sturen. Hierbij pro-

beren we de totale tijd zo klein mogelijk te maken, d.w.z. de tijd tussen het moment dat

de root begint en het moment dat de laatste computer alle gegevens heeft ontvangen.

Dit proefschrift is als volgt opgebouwd. Eerst kijken we in Hoofdstuk 2 wat precies

de invloed is van het netwerk op multicastcommunicatie: wat zijn de vertragende factoren

en hoe kan je die ontdekken? Vervolgens kijken we in Hoofdstuk 3 en 4 naar twee soorten

multicastcommunicatie, en ontwikkelen we nieuwe manieren van multicastcommunicatie

die goed werken in een grid. Tot slot demonstreren we in Hoofdstuk 5 dat twee gridappli-

caties inderdaad sneller worden als ze een van onze multicast oplossingen gebruiken. In

de rest van deze samenvatting zullen we elk hoofdstuk uitgebreider beschrijven.

Verwerkingscapaciteit van het netwerk

Een netwerkverbinding tussen twee computers is te vergelijken met een weg tussen twee

steden. Het sturen van gegevens van de ene naar de andere computer komt dan overeen

met het laten rijden van een karavaan auto’s over deze weg. De reistijd van één auto

wordt bepaald door de lengte van de weg. Bij een grote hoeveelheid auto’s is de breedte

van de weg veel belangrijker: die bepaalt de verwerkingscapaciteit (het aantal auto’s

per minuut). Ook de hoeveelheid ander verkeer op de weg zorgt ervoor dat de snelheid

waarmee de karavaan zich verplaatst behoorlijk kan variëren.

In Hoofdstuk 2 geven we een overzicht van de factoren waar de verwerkingscapaciteit

van netwerkverbindingen van afhangt, zoals de gebruikte netwerkkabels, de gebruikte

software, de hoeveelheid ander verkeer op het netwerk, etc. Ook bespreken we hoe goed
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de verwerkingscapaciteit van een netwerkverbinding eigenlijk te meten is, en op welke

manieren.

Als meerdere computers tegelijkertijd gegevens naar elkaar sturen (zoals bij multi-

castcommunicatie) kunnen delen van het netwerk overbelast worden. Dit kan vooral aan

het begin en eind van een netwerkverbinding gebeuren, net zoals op de toegangswegen

tot steden vaak snel file staat. De beschikbare verwerkingscapaciteit van die delen is in de

praktijk vaak kleiner, en wordt voornamelijk gedeeld door verkeer van en naar hetzelfde

eindpunt. We noemen de verwerkingscapaciteit van die stukken de lokale capaciteit.

Uiteindelijk vereenvoudigen we in Hoofdstuk 2 het netwerk in een grid tot een een-

voudige wegenkaart (zie Afbeelding 2.5.2). In dit netwerkmodel wordt een grid gevormd

door meerdere gridlocaties. Op elke gridlocatie staan één of meer computers die onder-

ling verbonden zijn door een snel netwerk. Het netwerkmodel onderscheidt verder een

verschillende verwerkingscapaciteit tussen gridlocaties, een lokale capaciteit per gridlo-

catie een een lokale capaciteit per computer op die gridlocaties.

Multicast vanuit de zenders

In Hoofdstuk 3 en 4 onderzoeken we twee soorten multicastcommunicatie: zender-

geı̈nitieerde en ontvanger-geı̈nitieerde. Beide soorten laten computers gegevens uitwisse-

len, maar ze verschillen in wie het initiatief daartoe neemt (de zenders of de ontvangers).

In Hoofdstuk 3 bekijken we zender-geı̈nitieerde multicastcommunicatie. Hierbij kan

elke computer gegevens doorsturen naar één of meer andere computers, en ligt het initia-

tief dus bij de zenders. We gebruiken het netwerkmodel uit Hoofdstuk 2 om uit te rekenen

hoe dit gedaan kan worden zonder ergens de lokale capaciteit te overbelasten. Elke com-

puter weet daardoor precies met welke snelheid hij welke gegevens moet doorsturen naar

welke andere computers. Deze methode noemen we Balanced Multicasting (’uitgebalan-

ceerde multicast’). Uit diverse experimenten blijkt dat Balanced Multicastingsneller is

dan verscheidene andere methoden, en vaak de theoretisch snelst mogelijke manier van

multicastcommunicatie is of daar dicht bij in de buurt zit.

Balanced Multicasting heeft echter ook een paar praktische nadelen. Om te begin-

nen is het erg lastig om een actueel overzicht te krijgen van alle netwerksnelheden tussen

verschillende gridlocaties; iets wat nodig is voor ons netwerkmodel. Verder zijn de ge-

meten waarden vaak niet erg representatief en bovendien verouderd. Er wordt daardoor

geen rekening gehouden met veranderingen in de verwerkingscapaciteit van het netwerk.

Als een netwerkverbinding ineens langzamer wordt zullen daar nog steeds net zoveel

gegevens overheen gestuurd worden, waardoor de communicatie langer duurt. Als een

netwerkverbinding sneller wordt zal de extra capaciteit niet worden benut, omdat elke

computer precies met een bepaalde snelheid gegevens verstuurt. In beide gevallen zal

Balanced Multicasting niet meer optimaal presteren.

Een actueel overzicht van het netwerk blijkt noodzakelijk te zijn voor het optimali-

seren van zender-geı̈nitieerde multicast. Zonder deze informatie kunnen de afzonderlijke

computers niet meer efficiënt bepalen naar welke andere computers ze gegevens moeten

doorsturen. In de praktijk is het daarom lastig om zender-geı̈nitieerde multicast effectief

te gebruiken in grids.
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Multicast vanuit de ontvangers

In Hoofdstuk 4 onderzoeken we ontvanger-geı̈nitieerde multicastcommunicatie. Hier-

bij worden gegevens niet direct doorgestuurd naar andere computers, maar vraagt elke

computer gegevens op van een aantal andere computers. Het initiatief ligt dus bij de ont-

vangers in plaats van bij de zenders. Het voordeel van deze aanpak is dat er geen overzicht

van het netwerk meer nodig is om te bepalen welke computers met elkaar moeten com-

municeren. Het aantal mogelijke opvraagplekken is namelijk veel kleiner dan het aantal

mogelijke doorstuurbestemmingen. Elke computer kan daarom gegevens opvragen van

een klein aantal willekeurig gekozen andere computers en er zelf voor zorgen dat alle ge-

gevens ontvangen worden. Ook zullen er automatisch meer gegevens worden opgevraagd

via snelle netwerkverbindingen dan via langzame. Ontvanger-geı̈nitieerde multicast kan

zich dus vanzelf aan veranderingen in de verwerkingscapaciteit van het netwerk aanpas-

sen.

Er bestaan al verschillende ontvanger-geı̈nitieerde multicast methoden. De bekendste

is waarschijnlijk BitTorrent, wat veel gebruikt wordt om grote bestanden te verspreiden.

BitTorrent blijkt echter niet optimaal te werken in grids omdat het computers te weinig

laat samenwerken. Hierdoor kunnen dezelfde gegevens meerdere keren naar computers

op dezelfde gridlocatie worden gestuurd, wat de lokale capaciteit van gridlocaties meer

belast dan nodig is.

We ontwikkelen daarom twee nieuwe multicast methoden: MOB en Robber. In beide

methoden werken computers op dezelfde gridlocatie met elkaar samen om zo efficiënt

mogelijk gegevens van andere locaties op te vragen. In MOB vraagt iedere computer een

vast deel van alle gegevens extern op. Alle gegevens worden daardoor maar één keer naar

elke gridlocatie gestuurd. Ook verspreidt MOB de netwerkbelasting over alle computers

op dezelfde locatie. Dit is handig als de verwerkingscapaciteit van individuele compu-

ters een knelpunt vormt. Vergeleken met BitTorrent ontlast MOB de lokale capaciteit

van gridlocaties en de computers op die locaties. Hierdoor wordt multicastcommunicatie

sneller.

Het nadeel van de vaste werkverdeling in MOB is dat langzame computers veel later

klaar kunnen zijn met hun deel dan snelle computers. Dit wordt voorkomen in Robber, een

uitbreiding van MOB. In Robber nemen computers die al klaar zijn een deel van het werk

van andere computers op dezelfde gridlocatie over. Hierdoor vragen snelle computers

uiteindelijk meer gegevens extern op dan langzame, waardoor de totale multicastcommu-

nicatie nog steeds snel en efficiënt gaat.

Zowel MOB als Robber blijken erg goed te werken in grids. Hun snelheid is vergelijk-

baar met die van Balanced Multicasting als de verwerkingscapaciteit van netwerkverbin-

dingen niet verandert. Als dat wel gebeurt zijn ze veel sneller doordat ze zich automatisch

aan de nieuwe situatie aanpassen. Ook gaan ze efficiënt om met computers met een lang-

zame verwerkingscapaciteit en met computers met verschillende snelheden. Bovendien

zijn ze voor hun beslissingen niet afhankelijk van een actueel netwerkmodel, waardoor ze

in de praktijk eenvoudig te gebruiken zijn.

In Hoofdstuk 5 passen we Robber toe in twee gridapplicaties. De eerste applicatie

verspreidt grote bestanden naar alle gebruikte computers in een grid. De versie die Robber

gebruikt blijkt in een grid in Japan sneller te werken dan bestaande oplossingen zoals
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BitTorrent. De tweede applicatie is een N-body simulatie, en rekent het gedrag uit dat

grote groepen deeltjes op elkaar hebben. In ons geval zijn die deeltjes sterren in de ruimte

die elkaar aantrekken via zwaartekracht. Door Robber voor de multicastcommunicatie in

deze simulatie te gebruiken wordt dit programma significant sneller. Samen demonstreren

deze applicaties dat het zin heeft om multicastcommunicatie te optimaliseren voor grids,

en dat Robber daar een geschikte kandidaat voor is.

Conclusie

De resultaten van dit proefschrift zijn een aantal multicast methoden voor gridapplicaties,

en het inzicht in hun voor- en nadelen. In theorie levert zender-geı̈nitieerde multicast

de beste resultaten op, maar het is bijzonder lastig om daar alle benodigde informatie

voor te verzamelen. In de praktijk werkt ontvanger-geı̈nitieerde multicast net zo goed

of beter, mits alle computers op dezelfde gridlocatie slim samenwerken. Onze multicast

methoden vormen daarmee een belangrijke bijdrage aan de ontwikkeling van efficiënte

gridapplicaties.
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